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About Country Profiles

ECA's Country Profiles are in−depth briefing documents for individuals preparing for an international assignment. The
profiles also act as a useful point of reference for HR managers.

Available for 113 countries and territories, Country Profiles provide employees with highly detailed information on aspects
of business and expatriate life, and give an insight into the history and customs of the country. Each contains the
following information:

Background information − geography, major cities, demography, social customs, plus information on the
country's history, government, politics, international relations and economy.

• 

Before you go − cross−cultural pre−departure training, travel to the country, transport infrastructure, immigration
procedures, hotels, health, the workplace, money, communications and the media.

• 

On arrival − customs formalities, setting up home (including costs of rental properties), education, shopping,
food and drink, recreation, embassies and further sources of useful information.

• 

ECA also provides a website for corporate clients to give online access to expatriates.
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Background information

The territory

Map of Brazil

Geography

The Federative Republic of Brazil is the fifth largest country in the world. It occupies half of South America, covering an
area of 8.5 million km2.

Brazil shares frontiers with all the other South American countries, except Chile and Ecuador. It shares borders to the
north with French Guiana, Suriname, Guyana, Venezuela and Colombia; to the west with Peru and Bolivia; and with
Paraguay, Argentina and Uruguay to the south. In the north−east and east, Brazil has a 7 200 km coastline with the
Atlantic Ocean.

Over 90% of the country lies in the Southern hemisphere. 65% of the territory is forested.

The Amazon Basin in the north and west of the country covers more than one−third of Brazil's land area. The river
Amazonas, the world's largest, rises in the Peruvian Andes and flows more than 3 200 km to the Atlantic. Besides
being a region of vast agricultural potential, the Amazon Basin is an area of great mineral wealth; with enormous
reserves of iron−ore, manganese, bauxite and tin. However, the forests are being cut down rapidly; not only is this
affecting local ecosystems but, so vast is the Amazon's area, there are fears that deforestation will affect the
entire planet's climate and oxygen supply.

The country is low topographically as less than 5% lies above 3 000 feet. The Brazilian Highlands form the centre of the
country, between the Amazon and the rivers of the south. The highlands form a vast tableland − the Mato Grosso − from
which rise the mountains in the south−west.

Climate

The Brazilian climate varies considerably, and can be divided into four main regions: the Amazon basin is highly humid
with constant high temperatures; the Brazilian plateau has more defined wet and dry seasons − the former running from
October to April; the coast has a tropical climate although rainfall differs from north to south; and the south has a cooler
climate with a colder season when frost can occur.

During the winter from May to October, the climate of Rio de Janeiro is similar to that of a European summer, but it is
more like a European autumn in Sao Paulo and the southern states. The summer months are November to April. In Sao
Paulo the climate can be treacherous, with extreme changes of temperature in a very short space of time. Air pollution is
high in both cities.
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Some rain falls throughout the year, the heaviest between November and April in Rio and Sao Paulo; January to April in
the north; and from April to July in the north−east. However, in some parts of the north−east, most notably the inland
Sertao region, rainfall is rare. Average annual rainfall in Rio de Janeiro is 1 086 mm.

Brazil is free from cyclones and hurricanes. There are no volcanoes in the country and severe earthquakes are unknown.
For short visits to Brazil, April to October are the most pleasant months, though the sunniest are December to March.

Monthly averages for Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)

Month Temp. °C (°F) Temp. °C (°F) Humidity (%) Rainfall

 Min Max am (pm) mm

Jan 23 (73) 29 (84) 82 (70) 125

Feb 23 (73) 29 (84) 84 (71) 122

Mar 22 (72) 28 (82) 87 (74) 130

Apr 21 (70) 27 (81) 87 (73) 107

May 19 (66) 25 (77) 87 (70) 79

Jun 18 (64) 24 (75) 87 (69) 53

Jul 17 (63) 24 (75) 86 (68) 41

Aug 18 (64) 24 (75) 84 (66) 43

Sep 18 (64) 24 (75) 84 (72) 66

Oct 19 (66) 25 (77) 83 (72) 79

Nov 20 (68) 26 (79) 82 (72) 104

Dec 22 (72) 28 (82) 82 (72) 137

Detailed worldwide, daily and long−range/five−day forecasts are available on−line from a number of organisations
including:

BBC Weather (www.bbc.co.uk/weather).
CNN (www.cnn.com/weather).
Weatherbase (www.weatherbase.com).

The capital city: Brasilia

Brasilia, the Federal Capital of Brazil, is a relatively new city situated in a special Federal District within the State of
Goiás. Brasilia is located more than 1 000 km north−west of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, 1 150 m above sea level. The
climate is mild and humidity refreshingly low.

The idea of a capital city in the interior dates from the 18th century and the present location and name first appeared in
1821, before independence, but it was not until 1956 that the idea became reality. The master plan for the city was the
subject of a competition, won by Professor Lucio Costa with his design which resembles an aeroplane with swept−back
wings fronted by the bow−shaped Lago do Paranoa. A notable feature of the design is the use of water and green
spaces to enhance Oscar Niemeyer's public buildings and the many modern sculptures by Cashiatti, Bruno Giorgi and
Maria Martins. Brasilia has a worldwide reputation for its futuristic architecture and the entire city has been designated a
UNESCO World Heritage site. Today, the Federal President, Cabinet and Congress, most of the staff of the Federal
Ministries and the foreign diplomatic missions are based in Brasilia. Within the city, only light industry is permitted.

The city's main square, The Praca dos Tres Poderes, houses the Congress building, the President's office (Palacio
do Planalto), the Palacio da Justica and the Panteao Tancredo Neves. The Cathedral Metropolitana, designed in a
circular form by Oscar Niemeyer, is the city's most famous cathedral.

A fine initial view of the city can be had from the observation platform at the Television Tower, followed by a day's tour
by bus or taxi. Walking is not recommended as distances are great and midday temperatures high.

Entertainment facilities include the Teatro Nacional, and concerts are given regularly at the Music School, at the
Escola Parque, the Ginásio Presidente Médici, and outdoors beside the lake near the Brasilia Palace Hotel. There
are many cinemas in the various malls in the Plano Piloto, and there is also a drive−in cinema.

Brasília Online (www.brasilia.df.gov.br).
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Sao Paulo

Sao Paulo is the capital of Sao Paulo State in south−eastern Brazil, 400 km from Rio de Janeiro and 1 030 km from the
federal capital Brasilia. Sao Paulo is the most populous city in South America and Sao Paulo State, which covers an area
the size of the United Kingdom, contains more than 20% of Brazil's population.

Sao Paulo forms the hub of the continent's biggest industrial and business area and a notable feature of the city is the
large number of multinational companies. The city has an important industrial base and its interior includes the country's
richest agricultural region. It has attracted significant foreign investment, most notably from German companies such as
Volkswagen, Mercedes Benz, Audi and Siemens. Sao Paulo's port of Santos is one of the busiest in South America;
principal exports are coffee, cotton, hides and fruits, and a variety of industrial products. Around 33% of Brazil's exports
pass through Sao Paulo and 40% of its imports.

Much of Sao Paulo's growth has been due to the availability of cheap hydroelectric power and the attractions of an
equable climate. Unfortunately, the infrastructure has not kept up with the rapid pace of industrialisation. The multitude of
similar−looking, concrete high−rise buildings, lack of natural landmarks, and many one−way systems can disorientate the
newcomer. A map is essential.

Sao Paulo is a cosmopolitan boom city and the streets are full of people and cars. The down side is that there is a high
incidence of crime, much of it drugs related.

Sao Paulo is home to the largest Japanese community outside of Japan, the largest Portuguese community outside
Portugal and the third largest Lebanese community outside of Lebanon.

The majority of the city's workers live in the polluted industrial area in the north and east. However, during the past
decade the established population has been augmented by an influx of poor immigrants from the north−east of Brazil.
Shantytowns (favelas) are dotted around the city and there are huge numbers of homeless children, beggars and
hawkers. An estimated one million live in these cardboard cities while another 3.5 million live in cortiços (crowded
multiple−occupancy buildings).

The south and west of the city form another world − these are the neighbourhoods of tree−lined avenues, and contain
some of the world's most expensive residential property. The main financial and business district, the Jardins area, is
attractive and contains many of the city's top hotels and restaurants.

The city's main open spaces are Parque do Ibirapuera in the Vila Mariana district, Parque do Estado to the south of
the city, Campo de Marte to the north in Casa Verde and Parque Ecologico do Tietê to the north−east, on the way to
the airport.

The city has excellent sports facilities and some magnificent theatres, art galleries, museums, public buildings, shopping
facilities and stadia. The Museu de Arte de Sao Paulo (www.masp.art.br) houses one of the best collections in Latin
America. Other museums include the Museu de Arte Moderna (www.mam.org.br) and the Museu de Arte
Contemporanea da Universidade Sao Paulo (www.mac.usp.br).

Guia SP (www.guiasp.com.br).

Sao Paulo Online (www.saopaulo.sp.gov.br).

Official Tourism Website of the City of Sao Paulo (www.cityofsaopaulo.com).

Rio de Janeiro

Rio de Janeiro, the capital of Rio de Janeiro state, is Brazil's second largest city and was the capital for 125 years until
1960, when Brasilia took its place. Commonly referred to as Rio, the city is located on Brazil's Atlantic coast, 400 km
from Sao Paulo.

The city has a beautiful location on the southern shore of a 24 km long harbour, surrounded by mountains. As such, the
city is known as the cidade maravilhosa − the marvellous city. Unfortunately, pollution is an issue in the Guanabara Bay,
although efforts have been put in place to clean it up.

The city is divided into the Centro, the historic centre of the city; the Zona Sul, with its world−famous Ipanema and
Copacabana beaches; the industrial Zona Norte; and the newer Barra da Tijuca region in the west. The Zona Sul and
the Zona Norte are separated by the steep Serra da Carioca mountains which give the inhabitants of the city their
nickname of Cariocas. The layout of the city can best be seen from the Corcovado peak (site of the famous statue of
Christ the Redeemer) or from the Sugar Loaf Mountain.

The city's wealthier inhabitants live in the Zona Sul and in Barra da Tijuca, while the less well off working population live
in the Zona Norte, which is where most of the industry is situated, and correspondingly is the most polluted part of the
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city. Local manufacturing products include iron and steel, cement, sugar, textiles, ships, plastics, tyres, chemicals,
pharmaceuticals and beverages. Many of Brazil's leading companies have their offices in Rio and tourism is another
important part of the economy. As with Sao Paulo, Rio has numerous favelas, often crowded onto the city's hillsides,
which are home to a large population of migrant workers, many of whom are attracted to the city from the countryside in
the hope of finding work. Rio is unique in terms of the incredible proximity of the favelas to the city's wealthiest districts.
As a result crime levels are high and the city's drug trafficking gangs have become notorious in recent years.

The Centro district with its dense clusters of skyscrapers is entirely for business; it is the financial and commercial area
and houses consulates, banks, airlines, travel agents etc. It is also where the oldest colonial buildings and the most
important museums can be found. These include the Museu Historico Nacional, located within the Sao Tiago fortress,
the Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio de Janeiro, the Museu Villa Lobos, and the Museu do Indio, which contains
some 14 000 objects of native art.

Despite the loss of its status as capital city in 1960, Rio has remained the cultural capital of Brazil. The city offers many
forms of entertainment, including the world famous Carnival which takes place during the four days preceding Ash
Wednesday. There are many first class cinemas and theatres, and opera is staged at the Municipal and Copacabana
Theatres. There are also many night−clubs, some of which feature samba dancing. However, the beaches are the most
popular places to relax; the most famous are Copacabana and Ipanema.

N.B In 2014, Rio de Janeiro will be hosting the FIFA World Cup (football) and in 2009, the city was also chosen to host
the 2016 Summer Olympics.

Rio de Janeiro Online (www.rio.rj.gov.br).

Riotur − Rio de Janeiro Official Tourism Website (www.riodejaneiro−turismo.com.br).

Insider's Guide to Rio de Janeiro (www.ipanema.com).

Rio Carnival (www.rio−carnival.net).

Salvador

Salvador is a city on the north−east coast of Brazil and is the capital of the state of Bahia. Founded in 1549, and known
for a long time as Bahia, the city was the capital of Brazil until 1763. Situated on a peninsula that separates Todos os
Santos Bay from the Atlantic ocean, Salvador is a major export port at the heart of the Reconcavo Baiano, a rich
agricultural and industrial region. The area is the centre of the cocoa trade, and Bahia state's chief exports are cocoa,
coffee, tobacco, hides, waxes and sisal fibres. There is a major oil refinery across the bay from Salvador at Mataripe,
and there are large industrial estates at nearby Camacari and Aratu.

The city is divided by an escarpment into the Cidade Alta (Upper City) and the Cidade Baixa (Lower City), with the city's
famous cathedral (built in 1572, the oldest in Brazil) and most administrative buildings standing on the higher ground. The
two sections of the city are connected by a set of gigantic elevators, the Elevador Lacerda. The city also has a diverse
coastline of sandy beaches, sea cliffs, and mangrove swamps. The climate is tropical.

Over the past ten years Salvador has developed rapidly. The modern parts of the city have seen new shopping areas,
restaurants and hotels spring up. It is also an important tourist destination. Culturally, Salvador is very rich, and the city is
a bastion of Afro−Brazilian customs and ways. It is also regarded as one of the best cities in Brazil to enjoy the Carnival.
There are many fine colonial buildings, and its historic centre, known as the Pelourinho, has been designated a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. However, sanitation is a problem in the city's poorer neighbourhoods, and around one
third of the residents do not have sewage facilities; as such the city bay is polluted.

Salvador Online (www.salvador.ba.gov.br).

Salvador Official Tourism Website (www.saltur.salvador.ba.gov.br).

Fortaleza

Fortaleza is the state capital of Ceara in north−eastern Brazil. The city is on Brazil's Atlantic coast, and is an important
tourist destination with many beaches and lively nightlife. Architectural landmarks in the city include the José de Alencar
playhouse, Mucuripe lighthouse, the Cathedral, Iracema Statue, Nossa Senhora da Assunçã Fort and the Palácio
da Luz, which was the former head office of the government of Ceará state and now houses the Academia Cearense
de Letras.

It was not until Brazil industrialised that Fortaleza and Ceara started to attract investment in textiles, shoe production and
food processing. In the 1980s oil was found off the coast and Fortaleza became a commercial hub in the area between
north−east and north Brazil.
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Fortaleza Online (www.fortaleza.ce.gov.br).

Belo Horizonte

Belo Horizonte is the capital of Minas Gerais state, located in the south−east of Brazil. The city, more familiarly known
as Beagá (from the sound of its initials BH in Portuguese), is a place of intense economic and cultural activity. The city is
also one of the most rapidly expanding centres of population in Brazil.

Originally a planned city, the downtown streets are laid−out in a regular array of perpendicular and diagonal lines, but the
intense growth of Belo Horizonte over the last 20 years has far surpassed its original planning, and the city now faces a
number of infrastructural problems. Like many Brazilian cities, access to the sewage network is limited, and floods are a
problem in the slum areas during the rainy season (November to March).

The centre of the city is well preserved with a wealth of baroque architecture, churches and museums.

The service sector plays a very important role in the economy of Belo Horizonte, being responsible for 85% of the city's
GDP. Both multinational and Brazilian companies maintain their headquarters in the city. Industrially, the city produces
iron and steel, cement, aluminium, automobiles, heavy vehicles and heavy engineering parts. There are considerable
agricultural resources in the state, and mineral resources include iron ore, quartz crystal, mica and gold.

Belo Horizonte Online (www.pbh.gov.br).

Curitiba

Curitiba is the capital city of the state of Paraná. The city is situated on a plateau 3 120 feet above sea level, 100 km
west of the sea port of Paranaguá, in southern Brazil.

Curitiba is often used as an example of successful urban planning, and has a notably efficient transportation system as
well as a number of green areas, public education schemes, and an innovative system of public consultation through
referenda. The city has a number of attractions including the cathedral, numerous parks, museums, and theatres.

The main industries include automobiles, trucks, and buses; paper, furniture, textiles, cement, and tobacco. Curitiba is
also an important processing centre for maté (tea), beer, soft drinks, lumber and cattle.

Curitiba Online (www.curitiba.pr.gov.br).

Manaus

Manaus is a city in north−west Brazil and the capital of Amazonas state. It is located on the Negro river near its
confluence with the Amazon. As such, the city is the chief port and a hub for the region's extensive river system, but it is
also one of the most isolated metropolitan areas in the world.

Manaus is a cosmopolitan city and, due to its location in the middle of the Amazon rainforest, attracts a substantial
number of tourists. One of the city's most famous landmarks is the Teatro Amazonas, an opera house built in 1896.
Ponta Negra beach is 18 km from downtown.

Manaus has achieved considerable prosperity since 1967 when it was declared a Zona Franca (Free Zone) and given
wide tax privileges. Once a rubber boomtown, the city's main industries are now timber, brazil nuts, petroleum refining,
soap manufacturing and chemicals.

Manaus Online (www.manaus.am.gov.br).

Recife

Recife is the capital of the state of Pernambuco in north−eastern Brazil. Situated at the confluence of the Beberibe and
Capibaribe rivers, Recife is a major port on the Atlantic coast.

The city is surrounded by rivers, islands and mangroves, and crossed by bridges; as such it is known as the American
Venice. Recife is also considered one of Brazil's cultural capitals, and the city's attractions include many churches and
historical monuments dating from the Portuguese and Dutch colonisers, the Unesco World Heritage Site of Olinda,
Boa Viagem Beach and the Carnival at Recife Antigo, which is the historic area near Recife harbour.

Local industries include sugar, textiles, cement and vegetable oils. The principal exports are sugar and cotton.

Recife Online (www.recife.pe.gov.br).
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Belem

Belem is the capital city of Pará state in northern Brazil. Nearly 150 km from the open sea, Belém is a river port serving
the states of Pará, Piauí and Maranhao. Together with Manaus, it is the entrance gate to the Brazilian Amazon region.
Principal exports are rubber, jute, carnauba wax, rice, hardwoods and brazil and babassu nuts.

The city experienced a rubber boom at the end of the 19th century, and a number of notable buildings survive from this
period, such as the Palacio Lauro Sodre, Colegio Gentil Bitencourt, Teatro da Paz, Palacio Antonio Lemos and the
Ver−o−Peso market.

Belem Online (www.belem.pa.gov.br).

Porto Alegre

Porto Alegre is the capital of Rio Grande do Sul state in southern Brazil, located at the conjunction of five rivers.

The city is wealthy and diverse, with more than 70 neighbourhoods. Two−thirds of the population is concentrated in the
Zona Norte (Northern Zone), where most of the economic activity, including the city centre, is located.

Porto Alegre is the most important industrial centre for southern Brazil, and a key city for Mercosul, principally because it
is the southernmost metropolis in Brazil and an important stopping point for travellers and international businessmen in
the south of South America.

The city is a centre for gaúcho history and culture.

Porto Alegre Online (www.portoalegre.rs.gov.br).

Guarulhos

Guarulhos is the second largest city in Sao Paulo state. It is located to the north of Sao Paulo, of which it is sometimes
considered a suburb. Guarulhos is the location of Sao Paulo−Guarulhos International Airport (GRU), which is one of
the main airports in Brazil.

Guarulhos Online (www.guarulhos.sp.gov.br).

Goiania

Goiania is the capital of Goiás state in central Brazil. It is a modern, bustling city located on a fertile plain crossed by
numerous rivers, the most important being the Meia Ponte.

The area surrounding Goiania is one of the richest in Brazil for agricultural production. The city has also become a
strategic centre for industry and telecommunications as it is practically equidistant from all the other Brazilian states.

Goiania is a planned city with a centre dominated by numerous skyscrapers, towering over the single−storey homes that
spread out across the tree−covered plain. Attractions in the city include one of the most important collections of Art Deco
buildings in Brazil, numerous parks, museums and shopping centres.

Goiania Online (www.goiania.go.gov.br).

The people

Demography

The official population estimate for 2010 is 193.3 million. The average annual growth rate between 2005 and 2010 was
0.98%; an estimated 29.6% of the population is below the age of 15 and only 6.9% is over 65. Life expectancy is
69.7 years (males) and 77.3 years (females), but is lower in the poor north−east of the country. The UN gives a projected
population for 2015 of 202.9 million.

The urban population has been increasing at a rapid rate, mainly due to internal migration to the larger cities. More than
80% of the people now live in cities. A large proportion of migrants are forced to live in shantytowns (known as favelas,
mocambos or alagadas according to the region) due to lack of space, and this generally means a lack of basic amenities.

Population density is estimated at 23 per km2. The coastal belt, 320 km wide at its maximum, contains 90% of the
population. The north−eastern states contain about 40 million people, mainly in the coastal strip, but the bulk of the
population is concentrated in the south of the country where the climate is more equable. The northern states of
Amazonas and Pará together with the Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul and Goiás states, which form the forested
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Amazon basin, are still underdeveloped and sparsely populated. The interior plateau has a small population of Indian and
Portuguese origin (mestiço) who continue to live by hunting, fishing and primitive farming, and most of whom have little
contact with the outside world. The establishment of Brasilia, the Federal Capital, in this region has been a first step to
encourage a shift in population away from the coastal area to the underdeveloped plateaux.

Racially, about 54% of the people are of European descent; most are of Portuguese origin. About 5% of Brazil's
population are Black African descendants and 40% of mixed race. There is also an indigenous population who inhabit the
Amazon region estimated to number around a quarter of a million, some of which have never been seen by modern
society.

Distribution

Principal town Population

Sao Paulo 11 037 593

Rio de Janeiro 6 186 710

Salvador 2 998 056

Brasilia (capital) 2 606 885

Fortaleza 2 505 552

Belo Horizonte 2 452 617

Curitiba 1 851 215

Manaus 1 738 641

Recife 1 561 659

Belem 1 437 600

Porto Alegre 1 436 123

Guarulhos 1 299 283

Goiania 1 281 975

Source: Official mid−2009 estimate (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística)

Language

The official language of Brazil is Portuguese, although there are differences of pronunciation and vocabulary between the
language spoken in Portugal and that in Brazil. The difference is about the same as between American and British
English.

Many Brazilian businesspeople and professionals speak English, and a few speak French. Some Brazilians are offended
when addressed in Spanish, although they can generally understand it − Spanish is becoming more widely used as Brazil
establishes better trade relations with its neighbours. Minority groups of Germans (particularly in Sao Paulo and the
south), Italians, Japanese and other immigrants speak their native tongues in addition to Portuguese and indigenous
peoples still speak their own dialects.

English Portuguese

Yes Sim

No Não

Hello Boa tarde!

Goodbye Adeus / Tchau

Please Por favor

Thank you Obrigado(a)

Pleased to meet you Prazer em conhecê−lo (a)

Excuse me; I'm sorry (Com) licença / Desculpe

My name is… Eu me chamo…

I don't understand Eu não entendo
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Religion

Almost 70% of the population is Roman Catholic, although this figure has dropped from a peak of 95%. Most Brazilians
consider themselves to be religious even if they only attend church on special occasions.

Afro−Brazilian religions are very popular in the north and most Brazilians see no contradiction in practising both
Catholicism and Umbanda or Candomble (both forms of white magic).

Social customs and modes of address

Social customs

The Brazilians are a people of predominantly Latin customs and it is usual to shake hands with practically everyone.
Women kiss each other on the cheek and men and women often kiss each other on the cheek.

The local people like to think of their country as an industrialised, modern state, not as an agricultural and developing
country. In most sectors there is remarkably little prejudice and the Brazilians are very informal and friendly in dealing
with people who help or serve them. Rigid equality is not considered a virtue in Brazil, and a degree of favouritism
is considered natural between colleagues who are also personal friends.

Brazilians are a naturally happy and optimistic people. Indeed, the cariocas (inhabitants of Rio) are well−known for their
high spirits and ability to enjoy themselves, especially at the time of Carnival.

All are much more tactile than in Europe or North America, with plenty of hugging and back−slapping. Also,
body−distance between speakers is very small, so visitors should be prepared for this and try not to back away.

It is offensive to pass between two people in conversation, and also to make the American 'OK' sign, where the thumb
and index finger form a circle. Women may find that men stare at them.

In recent years, laws have been passed to restrict smoking in public places.

Modes of address

In Brazilian names, the main surname is usually the last. Thus Dr Paulo Lopes Pereira would normally be referred to as
Dr Pereira. 'Doctor' is frequently used as a courtesy title and does not necessarily bear any relation to actual
qualifications. It is common nowadays to use first names fairly soon after acquaintance.

The state

History

Brazil does not have a written history prior to the arrival of Europeans, but the area has been inhabited by indigenous
people for at least 8 000 years.

1500: Portuguese explorers landed in Brazil and claimed the territory for the Portuguese crown.

1822: The son of the King of Portugal declared independence from Portugal, crowning himself Peter I, Emperor of Brazil.

1888: Slavery was abolished. Large numbers of European immigrants began to settle in Brazil.

1889: A federal republic was established after the overthrow of the monarchy. Coffee producers became a powerful
controlling force in central government.

1902: Brazil produced over 60% of the world's coffee.

1930: Getulio Vargas became head of a provisional revolutionary administration following a revolt.

1937: Vargas led a military coup and ruled as a dictator, taking control of the economy. This period saw the reform of
social welfare and industrial law.
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1939: Following the outbreak of World War II Brazil declared itself neutral.

1943: Brazilian neutrality ended as it sided with the Allied powers.

1945: A military coup led to the removal from power of Vargas. A caretaker administration held elections. A new
constitution returned power to the states.

1951: Vargas was elected president.

1954: Following pressure from the military to resign, Vargas took his own life.

1956−61: Rapid economic growth took place under President Juscelino Kubitschek.

1960: The capital was moved to Brasilia by Kubitschek. Janio Quadros was elected president only to resign several
months after taking up office. Brazil faced a constitutional crisis. Quadros was succeeded by left−wing vice−president
Joao Goulart.

1964: A coup removed Goulart who fled into exile. A repressive military rule was imposed. Economic growth was rapid
and many industries were taken into state ownership.

1974: General Ernesto Geisel became president. He allowed limited political activity and elections.

1982: Brazil ceased payments of its foreign debt (among the world's largest).

1985: Tancredo Neves was elected the first civilian president in over twenty years under the electoral college system set
up by the military. However, he fell ill before his inauguration and died soon after. Vice president Jose Sarney became
president. The country faced an economic crisis with inflation at 300%.

1986: Sarney introduced the Cruzado Plan. Inflation was controlled by a freeze on wages and prices. Although initially
successful, inflation returned following the lifting of restrictions.

1988: Presidential powers were reduced in a new constitution.

1989: Fernando Collor de Mello was elected president. He instituted a series of economic reforms and a policy of
privatisation and opened the country to imports. The reforms failed to deliver economic benefits.

1991: Inflation reached 1 500%. Foreign debt payments were suspended.

1992: Collor resigned following allegations of corruption. Although later cleared, he was replaced by vice president Itamar
Franco.

1994: Fernando Henrique Cardoso was elected president. Cardoso had helped bring inflation under control. He
introduced a policy of redistribution of land among the poor and allowed indigenous land claims to be challenged.

1997: A change to the constitution allowed the president to stand for re−election.

1998: Cardoso was re−elected president. The economy was dealt a severe blow following the collapse of Asian stock
markets. An IMF rescue package was instituted.

2000: Celebrations to mark the country's 500th anniversary led to protests by indigenous Indians. They claimed that
disease and forced labour following the arrival of the Portuguese amounted to genocide (the indigenous population
numbers around 350 000, down from an estimated 5 000 000 before 1500).

2002: Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva ('Lula') was elected president in October elections. He leads Brazil's first left−wing
government in over forty years.

2003: At his presidential inauguration in January President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva made political and economic reform
and the eradication of hunger his priorities. Continuing pressure for land reform came from the Landless Workers
Movement who launched a wave of farm occupations.

2004: In September, Brazil, Germany, India and Japan launched a bid for permanent seats on the UN Security Council.

2005: In February, the government unveiled a plan to protect part of the Amazon region from encroachment. From June
to August, the Worker's Party was rocked by corruption allegations, followed by a wave of resignations and a televised
apology by the president.

2006: In October, President Lula was re−elected for a second term.
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2007: In July, the government announced that it had freed more than 1 000 people from Amazonian sugar−cane
plantations in an effort to meet its anti−slavery commitment to root out the practice of forced labour in Brazil. On 17 July,
Brazil suffered its worst ever air crash when nearly 200 passengers were killed during landing at Sao Paulo's Congonhas
airport. A major radar failure a few days later highlighted the shortcomings of Brazil's air travel system. In August, the
government officially recognised for the first time human rights abuses carried out under the military dictatorship between
1964 and 1985 − over 500 people are believed to have been killed or 'disappeared'. In December, the speaker of the
Brazilian Senate and a key ally of President Lula, Renan Calheiros, resigned in order to avoid an imminent impeachment
hearing following a long−running corruption scandal.

2008: In January, the EU stopped all imports of beef from Brazil, proclaiming the country's checks on foot−and−mouth
disease 'unacceptable'. In May, Brazil's environment minister, Marina Silva, resigned. Her resignation was seen by
environmental campaigners as a major setback as she was a staunch defender of the rainforest. In May, another bid to
legalise abortion was rejected by a Brazilian congressional commission. In September, President Lula suspended
intelligence chiefs following allegations that their agencies had spied on politicians, government officials and judges. In
October, President Lula's PT party was dealt a blow in Sao Paulo City mayoral elections when the Democrats' candidate,
Gilberto Kassab, won in a run−off. The same month, Brazil turned down an invitation from Iran to join the international oil
cartel OPEC.

2009: In June, to improve the credit availability in developing countries, Brazil announced it would offer the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) USD 10 bn. In July, Brazil and Paraguay settled a long−standing dispute over the energy cost of
the massive Itaipu hydro−electric plant, situated on the two countries' border. Brazil agreed it would triple the amount it
pays to Paraguay for excess energy from the plant. In October, the government announced it would set up a truth
commission, investigating the human rights abuses committed during the country's more than two decades of military
rule, from 1964 to 1985. In November, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo experienced major blackouts due to problems at a
large hydro−electric dam. The same month, Brazil and France agreed, in a common position, they would pursue the
reduction of industrialised nations' carbon emissions to 50% below 1990 levels by 2050, in an effort to fight global
warming.

Government

The Federative Republic of Brazil comprises 26 States and one Federal District (Brasilia). The 1988 constitution
grants broad powers to the federal government, made up of executive, legislative, and judicial branches. Executive power
is exercised by the president, who holds office for four years, with the right to re−election for one additional four−year
term. A cabinet is appointed by the president.

Legislative power is exercised by the bicameral National Congress, composed of a Chamber of Deputies
(www.camara.gov.br) and a Federal Senate (www.senado.gov.br). The Senate has 81 members, three for each federal
state and the Federal District, popularly elected for eight−year terms. Elections to the Senate are staggered so that
two−thirds of the upper house is up for election at one time, and one−third four years later. The Chamber of Deputies has
513 members, popularly elected for four−year terms based on a complex system of proportional representation by states,
weighted in favour of geographically large but sparsely populated states; each state is eligible for a minimum of eight
seats, with the largest state delegation (Sao Paulo) capped at 70 seats.

Voting is mandatory for all literate persons aged 18 to 70 and voluntary for illiterate persons, those aged 16 and 17 and
those over 70 years of age.

The Federal Government is responsible for security and national defence, foreign affairs, national financial policy and
electoral law. Individual States have jurisdiction over other matters, each Federal State having a Governor, who
exercises executive power, and a Legislative Assembly.

There are 20 political parties represented in Congress, but as it is common for politicians to switch parties, the proportion
of congressional seats held by particular parties changes regularly. The main political parties are current President Luiz
Inácio (Lula) da Silva's Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT) (Workers' Party) (www.pt.org.br), the Democratas
(Democrats)(www.democratas.org.br), Partido do Movimento Democrático Brasileiro (PMDB) (Brazilian
Democratic Movement Party) (www.pmdb.org.br), Partido da Social Democracia Brasileira (PSDB) (Brazilian
Social Democratic Party) (www.psdb.org.br), Partido Progressista (PP) (Progressive Party) (www.pp.org.br),
Partido Trabalhista Brasileiro (PTB) (Brazilian Labour Party) (www.ptb.org.br), Partido da Republica
(www.partidodarepublica.org.br), Partido Socialista Brasileiro (PSB) (Brazilian Socialist Party)
(www.psbnacional.org.br), Partido Popular Socialista (PPS) (Popular Socialist Party) (www.pps.org.br), Partido
Democratico Trabalhista (PDT) − SP (Democratic Labor Party) (www.pdtsp.org.br), Partido Comunista do Brazil
(PCdoB) (Communist Party of Brazil) (www.pcdob.org.br).

Recent events

Mayoral elections in October 2008 delivered a setback to President Luiz Inácio 'Lula' da Silva's left−leaning Partido dos
Trabalhadores (PT) (Workers' Party) when Gilberto Kassab, of the centre−right Democratas (Democrats), defeated the
PT candidate in a run−off in the Sao Paulo election. It is thought Mr Kassab's win will help a presidential poll bid by his
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ally, the state governor Jose Serra, in upcoming elections in October 2010. Brazilian mayors are powerful figures, and
the elections are seen as an indicator of who may succeed President Lula when he steps down in 2010 (he is no longer
eligible, having served the maximum of two consecutive terms). Indeed, despite this setback, the president is still hugely
popular in Brazil.

Since assuming power in January 2003, President Lula has largely dispelled initial investor concerns that he would
abandon his predecessor's orthodox macroeconomic policies. Although a spate of corruption scandals marred his first
term and threatened to derail his re−election bid, Lula's personal charisma, together with his solid economic stewardship,
propelled him to a second term in October 2006 and subsequent record approval ratings. While Brazil remains highly
dependent on foreign investment and capital inflows, solid economic growth has made it less vulnerable to external
shocks. In the past, investors have been quick to reduce exposure in Brazil following financial traumas elsewhere.
Nevertheless, new−found political and economic stability has raised Brazil's profile as a potentially safe emerging market
compared with many of its counterparts, even though the economy has − like so many others − been affected by the
current global financial crisis.

In November 2007 Brazil's state−controlled oil company, Petrobras, announced it had found between five billion and
eight billion barrels of oil in a field called Tupi, beneath the Atlantic Ocean off Rio de Janeiro. It is thought the oil lies up to
7 km below the surface − deeper than any drilled before. It contains light crude, which is less expensive to refine and
therefore worth more. It is estimated that the discovery will bring Brazil's reserves up to around the same level as
Norway's.

Deforestation in the Amazon continues to be a global concern. The issue was highlighted when Brazil's environment
minister, Marina Silva, a staunch defender of the Amazon rainforest, resigned from her post in May 2008. Ms Silva's
resignation was seen by environmental campaigners as a major setback. A combination of being consistently defeated in
key policy areas and the appointment of another minister to coordinate Amazon strategy were blamed for her resignation.

International relations

International organisations

Brazil is a member of the following international organisations:

African Development Bank (ADB) (non−regional member) (www.afdb.org).
Antarctic Treaty System (ATS) (www.ats.aq).
Bank for International Settlements (BIS) (www.bis.org).
Cairns Group.
Cocoa Producers' Alliance (COPAL) (www.copal−cpa.org).
Community of Portuguese−speaking countries (CPLP) (www.cplp.org).
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) (www.eclac.org).
Group of 77 at the United Nations (G77) (www.g77.org).
Inter−American Development Bank (IDB) (www.iadb.org).
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) (www.iaea.org).
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) (www.worldbank.org/ibrd).
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) (www.iccwbo.org).
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) (www.icao.int).
International Cocoa Organization (ICCO) (www.icco.org).
International Coffee Organization (ICO) (www.ico.org).
International Criminal Police Organization (Interpol) (www.interpol.int).
International Development Association (IDA) (www.worldbank.org/ida).
International Finance Corporation (IFC) (www.ifc.org).
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) (www.ifad.org).
International Labour Organization (ILO) (www.ilo.org).
International Maritime Organization (IMO) (www.imo.org).
International Monetary Fund (IMF) (www.imf.org).
International Organization for Migration (IOM) (www.iom.int).
International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement (ICRM) (www.redcross.int).
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) (www.itu.int).
International Textiles and Clothing Bureau (ITCB) (www.itcb.org).
International Whaling Commission (IWC) (www.iwcoffice.org).
Latin American and Caribbean Economic System (SELA) (www.sela.org).
Latin American Integration Association (ALADI) (www.aladi.org).
Nuclear Non−Proliferation Treaty (NPT).
Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) (www.opcw.org).
Organization of American States (OAS) (www.oas.org).
Southern Common Market (Mercosur/Mercosul) (www.mercosur.int).
United Nations (UN) (www.un.org).
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) (www.unctad.org).
United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) (www.unesco.org).
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United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) (www.unido.org).
World Bank (www.worldbank.org).
World Customs Organization (WCO) (www.wcoomd.org).
World Health Organization (WHO) (www.who.int).
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) (www.wipo.int).
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) (www.wmo.int).
World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) (www.unwto.org).
World Trade Organization (WTO) (www.wto.org).

Political risks

Lula has pursued an active foreign policy since assuming power. He is bidding to make Brazil Latin America's regional
leader, sidelining Mexico and to a lesser extent Argentina, by providing the bulk of forces for the UN Stabilisation
Mission in Haiti (Minustah) and backing the fledgling South American Community of Nations (CSN). Brazil is also
attempting to consolidate ties with other 'continental' powers around the world, such as Russia, China, India and South
Africa. This policy is largely in keeping with Brazil's size and importance.

However, aspects of this policy have generated friction with the US. In particular, the two have clashed during
negotiations over trade liberalisation as part of the Doha round of WTO talks. Nonetheless, both the US and Brazil
recognise the importance for the Western hemisphere of good bilateral relations. In addition, aspects of both countries'
foreign policy occasionally coincide, as with Bolivia, where the US and Brazil would like to see political and contractual
stability, and especially on the production of biofuels. Both see the latter as an important way to reduce their dependence
on oil imports (though complaints of excessive agricultural protectionism in the US persist).

The economy

Gross domestic product (GDP) growth 2007: 5.7%, 2008: 5.1%; IMF forecasts (October 2009), 2009: −0.7%, 2010: 3.5%.

While Brazil's economy is likely to have contracted in overall 2009 because of the global financial crisis, the recession
there is now well and truly over and the reduction in activity was small. The key sectors of agriculture and industry both
shrank, although services growth remained positive, and all three are expected to return to meaningful expansion in
2010. The government has succeeded in stimulating the economy with well−directed tax cuts on various big−ticket items
and this has encouraged consumer demand. As inflation is now under control too, interest rates have been cut to
significantly lower levels, providing further impetus. With the domestic economy showing such positive signs, and export
indicators picking up too, it is probable that Brazil became the first major country to emerge from the crisis, at some point
during the second quarter.

The major slowdown in the US, and the likelihood of a prolonged and difficult recovery there, will continue to impact
negatively on prospects for Brazil, particularly as 15% of its exports normally go to that country. Other global markets
need to improve too. A lot may depend on Chinese demand, which has once again been soaring in recent months,
although some of the upsurge has been due to temporary government stimulus. Indeed, Beijing's injection of spending
may have been too successful, and there have been warnings of potential overheating. China's next move may be to
tighten policy once again and that could impact Brazilian exports significantly. The substantial strengthening of the real
against the dollar in 2009 is another issue for exporters.

Cost of living inflation, 2007: 3.6%, 2008: 5.7%; IMF forecasts (October 2009), 2009: 4.8%, 2010: 4.1%.

Price pressures have been high over the last two years, but diminished in 2009 in the wake of the economic slowdown.
This has allowed authorities to reduce interest rates, which has helped bring about a swift return to growth. Inflation is,
however, likely to increase over the next 12−18 months.

Labour market unemployment estimate (August 2009): 8.1%.

Buoyant economic growth in recent years has had a significant impact on unemployment. Having reached 13% in 2003,
the jobless rate has since fallen to around 8%. This downward trend is expected to continue and it is a sign of strength
that, even in the recent slowdown, businesses have continued to add jobs almost without a break.

Despite the loose labour market in the last decade, high inflation has meant strong upward pressure on wages, right up
to 2008. However, 2009 saw general wage growth slow noticeably.
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Before you go

Culture briefing

Expatriates may experience culture shock when going to live abroad for the first time; adjusting to a new way of life can
often leave newcomers feeling worried and overwhelmed. A key aspect of success in international assignments is being
well−prepared for this cross−cultural experience, in terms of both the business and social contexts. Expatriates and their
families can then predict likely areas of difficulty in advance and set up appropriate strategies to minimise any adverse
effects of culture change. Most expatriates find that it takes them 6−12 months to feel comfortable, but the majority enjoy
the experience once they have settled in. Fortunately, children tend to adapt fairly quickly, but non−working spouses
often have the most difficulty in coping. Spouses often find that the best ways to settle in are to find some occupation
(either paid or unpaid), a person to talk to (preferably one who has been through the experience already), to join a group,
and to get out and explore. Expatriate groups are often found in major cities. Embassies are also good at providing
advice and support. There are a number of organisations which offer cross−cultural preparation programmes and
language tuition:

ECA International has produced a series of International Assignment Guides to ensure that individuals are better
prepared for expatriate life. Developed by a team of HR managers, the guides draw from the experience of expatriates,
their partners and families. Planning to Work Abroad? enables potential expatriates to assess their own suitability for an
assignment, helps individuals and their families prepare for the opportunity to work abroad and to think about and resolve
some of the associated issues ahead of time. Together on Assignment has been designed for those who need to make a
decision about accompanying their partner on assignment. It prompts the individual to consider the challenges and
opportunities presented, and highlights the impact an assignment will have on their own life. ECA also offers support for
repatriation with Returning Home. Contact ECA International (www.eca−international.com).

Babel − Language and Cultural Consultants (UK) (www.babelgroup.co.uk). Translations, language training and
tailored cultural briefings.

Carl Duisberg (Germany) (www.cdc.de). Language and intercultural training.

Cartus (www.cartus.com). Global relocation management and workforce development solutions.

Coghill Beery International (CBI) (UK) (www.coghillbeery.com). Provides solutions in multicultural team development,
cultural integration after mergers and acquisitions, as well as executive− and relocation coaching.

Communicaid (UK) (www.communicaid.com). Culture and communication skills consultancy specialising in language
and cultural awareness training.

Farnham Castle International Briefing & Conference Centre (UK) (www.intercultural−training.co.uk,
www.farnhamcastle.com). Briefing programmes for expatriates and business travellers, of one to four days' duration, and
near−immersion intensive language tuition.

Global Interface (Australia) (www.globalinterface.com.au). Cross−cultural training and consulting services.

Handshaikh Ltd (www.handshaikh.com). Customised business seminars, briefings, talks and induction training on
cross−cultural aspects of Westerners' work, life and relationships with Arabs in, or from, the Gulf countries of Bahrain,
Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates.

Language Centre of the University of Leiden and Inter Consultancy Bureau (ICB) (Netherlands)
(www.languagecentre.leidenuniv.nl). Language and cultural support for the business community, government and private
individuals. Services include custom−made and scheduled language courses, acculturation courses, intercultural
management courses and interpreting and translation services.

Institut für Interkulturelles Management GmbH (IFIM) (Germany) (www.ifim.de). Intercultural training, briefing
programmes and expatriate support, offering both seminars and in−house training.

International House World Organisation (IHWO) (www.ihworld.com). Worldwide network of language schools.

IOR Global Services (www.iorworld.com). Global relocation services.

Koninklijk Instituut voor de Tropen/Royal Tropical Institute (KIT) (Netherlands) (www.kit.nl). Cross−cultural training
programmes, intensive language tuition and country orientation briefings for expatriates and businesses.

Language Studies International (LSI) (www.lsi.edu). Language and cultural training.

Linguarama International (www.linguarama.com). Tailored language training and cultural awareness programmes to
businesses and individuals.
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Professional Way Limited (China/Hong Kong SAR) (www.professionalway.com/english). Cross−cultural training.

Prudential Relocation International (www.prudential.com). Global mobility management.

Richard Lewis Communications (UK) (www.crossculture.com). Language courses, communication skills, and
cross−cultural executive training services, with offices across Europe, Argentina and Chile, as well as Hong Kong and
Japan.

Transnational Management Associates (TMA) (www.tmaworld.com). International business training.

Tokyo Orientations (Japan) (www.tokyoorientations.com). Intercultural training and assistance for expatriates relocating
to Japan.

Language and translation

Some knowledge of Portuguese is greatly appreciated by the local population and those who intend to spend some time
in the country are advised to undertake a course of instruction. Private instruction from home tutors is popular and
cheaper than language schools.

For professional language instruction, the following schools are a small selection of what is available:

Brazil Station (www.brazilstation.com). Portuguese language school in New York offering language instruction,
translation and interpreter services.

Instituto Brasil−Estados Unidos (www.ibeuce.com.br). Language institute providing instruction in Rio de Janeiro.

Languages in Action (www.languagesinaction.com/portuguese_courses/brazil). Portuguese language schools and
courses in Sao Paulo and Salvador.

Polyglot (www.polyglot.com.br). Portuguese classes with a focus on corporate clients; located in Sao Paulo.

Translation and interpreting services in Rio de Janeiro are offered, amongst many others, by Cocca Capocchi
Language Services, R. General Urquiza, 235 / 1304 − Leblon, Rio de Janeiro, RJ 22431−040 (tel: (21) 22397422).

501 Portuguese Verbs, by John J. Nitti and Michael J. Ferreira, published by Barron's Educational Series, 2nd Edition,
2005.

Brazilian Portuguese: Lonely Planet Phrasebook, by Marcia Monje de Castro, published by Lonely Planet
Publications, 4th Edition, 2008.

Teach Yourself Brazilian Portuguese − Complete Course, by Manuela Cook, published by McGraw−Hill, 5th Edition,
2008. Book with two audio CDs.

The Everything Learning Brazilian Portuguese Book: Speak, Write, and Understand Basic Portuguese in No Time, by
Fernanda Ferreira, published by Adams Media, 2007. Book and Audio CD.

Applied Language Solutions (www.appliedlanguage.com). UK company providing translation and interpreting services.

K International (www.k−international.com). UK−based language translation and interpreting agency.

Lingo 24 (www.lingo24.com). International translation services, operating in China, France, Germany, Japan, New
Zealand, Romania, United Kingdom and the United States.
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Travel

Travel warning

Levels of crime and violence are high, particularly in the major cities. Expatriates should be vigilant, especially when
going out after dark. There are frequent violent clashes between the police and drug gangs in shanty towns (favelas).
Expatriates are advised to avoid these areas, remain alert and aware of local conditions at all times.

Travel advisories

Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (www.smartraveller.gov.au).
Canadian Consular Affairs Bureau (www.voyage.gc.ca).
French Foreign Ministry (www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/conseils−aux−voyageurs_909/index.html).
German Federal Foreign Office
(www.auswaertiges−amt.de/diplo/de/Laenderinformationen/01−Reisewarnungen−Liste.html).
Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs (www.pubanzen.mofa.go.jp).
Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs (www.minbuza.nl/nl/reizenlanden/reisadviezen).
New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (www.safetravel.govt.nz).
Spanish Foreign Ministry (www.maec.es/es/MenuPpal/Paises/Paginas/informacion_representaciones.aspx).
UK Foreign & Commonwealth Office (www.fco.gov.uk/en/travelling−and−living−overseas/travel−advice−by−country/).
US Department of State (http://travel.state.gov/travel/warnings.html).

Transport costs

Average transport costs from ECA's Cost of Living Survey (all costs are quoted in local currency except where stated
otherwise):

Brasilia (Brasilia International)
Taxi − 2 miles/3 km within city, including tip:
Taxi − airport to city centre, with luggage, including tip:

17.0
41.0

Rio de Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro International)
Taxi − 2 miles/3 km within city, including tip:
Taxi − airport to city centre, with luggage, including tip:

15.0
60.0

Sao Paulo (Guarulhos International)
Taxi − 2 miles/3 km within city, including tip:
Taxi − airport to city centre, with luggage, including tip:

20.7
96.7

Getting there

Getting there by air

The major international airports are listed below. Detailed information for individual airports is available from INFRAERO
− Empresa Brasileira de Infra−Estrutura Aeroportuaria (www.infraero.gov.br), the state−run Brazilian airports
operator.

Belem International Airport (BEL).

Belo Horizonte − Tancredo Neves International Airport (CNF).

Brasilia International Airport − Presidente Juscelino Kubitschek (BSB), 11 km south of the city centre.

Campo Grande International Airport (CGR).

Curitiba − Afonso Pena Airport (CWB).

Florianopolis − Hercilio Luz International Airport (FLN).

Fortaleza Airport (FOR).

Macapa International Airport (MCP).
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Manaus − Eduardo Gomes International Airport (MAO).

Porto Alegre − Salgado Filho International Airport (POA).

Recife − Guararapes/Gilberto Freyre International Airport (REC), 11 km south−west of the city centre.

Rio de Janeiro−Galeao − Antonio Carlos Jobim International Airport (GIG), 20 km north of the city centre.

Salvador − Aeroporto International Deputado Luis Eduardo Magalhaes (SSA).

Sao Paulo − Guarulhos International Airport (GRU), 25 km north−east of the city centre.

Sao Paulo − Congonhas International Airport (CGH), 8 km from central Sao Paulo.

The national airlines − VARIG (Brazilian Airlines) and TAM Linhas Aereas− as well as many other international airlines,
provide regular services to Brazil from Europe and North America and there are connections with all other South
American countries. VARIG and British Airways fly London to Rio de Janeiro four times a week. Air France operates
services between Paris and Brasilia, Sao Paulo, and Rio de Janeiro. South African Airways and VARIG also operate
frequent flights between Sao Paulo and Johannesburg and United Airlines flies non−stop from to Sao Paulo from
Washington DC and Chicago; there is also a flight connecting Chicago with Buenos Aires. The frequency of some flights
is seasonal.

For discount flights across South America, international visitors may purchase either the Mercosur Airpass
(www.latinamerica.co.uk/mercosur_airpass.htm), which covers connections between Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay
and Paraguay or the OneWorld Visit South America Pass
(www.latinamerica.co.uk/oneworld_visit_south_america_airpass.htm), which additionally covers Bolivia, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela. Conditions apply and the passes can only be bought outside of Brazil in conjunction
with an international return ticket to and from Brazil.

N.B. The air traffic control system in Brazil has some serious problems since October 2006. On occasion this has led to
severe delays and disruptions at airports across the country. Passengers should plan accordingly and check the
estimated departure time of their flight before leaving for the airport.

Airlines

Aerolíneas Argentinas (www.aerolineas.com).
Aeroméxico (www.aeromexico.com).
Air Canada (www.aircanada.com).
Air China (www.airchina.com.cn).
Air France (www.airfrance.com).
Alitalia (www.alitalia.com).
AmericanAirlines (www.aa.com).
Avianca (www.avianca.com).
British Airways (www.britishairways.com).
Continental Airlines (www.continental.com).
Copa Airlines (www.copaair.com).
Delta Air Lines (www.delta.com).
Emirates (www.emirates.com).
GOL (www.voegol.com).
IBERIA (www.iberia.com).
Japan Airlines (JAL) (www.jal.com).
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines (www.klm.com).
LAN Airlines (www.lan.com).
Lufthansa (www.lufthansa.com).
Pluna (www.flypluna.com).
South African Airways (www.flysaa.com).
SWISS (www.swiss.com).
TACA (www.taca.com).
TAM Airlines (www.tam.com.br).
TAP Portugal (www.flytap.com).
United Airlines (www.united.com).

Airline alliances

Airline alliances with their extended and optimised networks through code sharing agreements offer the traveller
competitive pricing, a greater variety of destinations and departures and many additional benefits including regional
passes, frequent flyer programmes, upgrades and access to airport lounges. The three largest alliances are:
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oneworld (www.oneworld.com).
SkyTeam (www.skyteam.com).
Star Alliance (www.staralliance.com).

Average flight duration

Route Average flight duration

Sydney to Rio de Janeiro 27 hours 20 minutes (via Auckland and Santiago)

Hong Kong to Rio de Janeiro 29 hours  (via Paris)

London to Rio de Janeiro 11 hours 45 minutes

New York NY to Rio de Janeiro 11 hours 50 minutes

Transport from the airport

The journey from Brasilia International to the city centre takes around 30 minutes by bus (Microbuses 30 and 11 and
the 102 bus all run to the centre) and 15 minutes by taxi. Taxis are available 24 hours a day.

From Rio de Janeiro International to the city centre takes around 40 minutes by bus which runs between 05.30 and
23.30. There is also a shuttle bus service to major hotels. Private taxis take about 30 minutes. Expatriates are advised to
purchase a taxi ticket from the Rio de Janeiro State Tourism Authority desk in the airport rather than negotiate directly
with a freelance taxi driver.

For Sao Paulo Guarulhos, the journey from the airport to the city centre takes between 30−50 minutes by airport bus.
The bus connects with Sao Paulo's other airport, Congonhas. There is also an executive city bus. Prepaid radio taxis
serve the terminals.

International departure tax

No airport tax is levied on passengers upon embarkation at airports.

Internal travel

Travellers on all forms of inter−city transport may be required to produce proof of identity. Business visitors should
therefore always carry a copy of their passports with them when travelling from one city to another by air, rail or road
(bus).

Internal travel by air

Brazil has one of the most comprehensive internal air networks in the world and there are frequent and well−organised
services between all main cities and towns, operated by four airlines: VARIG (www.varig.com.br), GOL
(www.voegol.com.br) and TAM (www.tam.com.br). Flights take around one and a half hours between Brasilia and both
Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. Due to the huge distances involved, and poor quality of some roads, flying is the most
common form of internal transport.

For flights within Brazil, non−residents holding an international return ticket are eligible for reduced domestic flights
through the Visit Brazil Pass (www.latinamerica.co.uk/visit_brazil_airpass.htm).

Advance booking is recommended for weekend flights. The monthly magazine Panrotas (www.panrotas.com.br) gives
national timetables and fares.

Domestic departure tax

Departure tax is not levied on domestic flights.

Internal travel by rail

Visitors are advised to travel by air when covering long distances. Brazilian railways are on the whole inadequate. Most
of the system has been privatised. There are currently only two intercity links in operation: one between Vitória, capital of
Espirito Santo, and Belo Horizonte, the capital of Minas Gerais, located ca. 450 km inland; and one connecting Sao
Luis, capital of the north−eastern state of Maranhão, with the mining area around Parauapebas, in the northern state of
Pará. In 2002, railways in Brazil accounted for only 1% of passenger transport. However, there are plans to build a
high−speed rail link between Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.

A list of all Brazilian train services (regular and tourist−orientated) is available from the Ministry of Transport
(www.antt.gov.br/destaques/TrensDePassageiros.asp).
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Metro

There are metros in Brasília, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo.

The metro in Brasilia was officially opened in 2001, and its Green and Orange lines provide a convenient service for the
city's inhabitants. Both lines currently start at Central (Rodoviára bus terminal) and share tracks through Asa Sul and
Guará, before separating; the Orange line runs south−west to Samambaia and the Green line heads north−west to
Taguatinga and Ceilândia. Both lines are currently being extended. Tickets are a flat fare for any distance travelled, and
rechargeable tickets (also valid on buses) are available. Companhia do Metropolitano (www.metro.df.gov.br).

In Rio de Janeiro, an efficient underground railway operates from Saens Peña, via Central Station, down to
Ipanema/Gal Osório (Line 1), and from Pavuna in the north, via Central Station, also down to Ipanema/Gal Osório
(Line 2). Two further subway lines are in planning. With the extension of the underground service, bus routes have been
altered and those using these services are advised to check that they have the latest routes and timetables. Rio Metro
(www.metrorio.com.br).

In Sao Paulo the metro is cheap, clean and efficient but very crowded at peak times. The blue Line 1 runs north−south
from Tucuruvi to Jabaquara; the green Line 2 runs from Vila Madalena in the west, along Av Paulista to Ana Rosa,
where it connects with the north−south line, onwards to Sacoma; the red Line 3 runs east to west from
Corinthians−Itaquera to Palmeiras−Barra Funda and intersects with the north−south line at (Praça da) Sé; and the lilac
Line 5, which runs from Capão Redondo to Largo Treze, with construction underway to extend it to the city centre.
'Line 4' (yellow) is currently under construction, and will run from Luz in the city centre, to Vila Soñia, in the west of the
city. Sao Paulo Metro (www.metro.sp.gov.br).

Internal travel by road

There are over 1.9 million km of roads. However, in the country as a whole, a small minority are paved while the rest are
still unsurfaced or badly in need of repair. Brasilia is the focal point for main roads leading from the major cities, all of
which are paved. In the south of the country the state roads are also in excellent condition. However, federal and
interstate roads are often badly maintained. Some rural roads have so many potholes that high−clearance vehicles are
necessary to negotiate them. Stretches of road in the Amazon region often become impassable.

Road travel away from the major paved highways can be very rough and petrol/gasoline stations few and far between. It
is normal to carry spare cans of fuel on long journeys. About 25% alcohol is added to petrol/gasoline so octane ratings
are not really applicable. More than 90% of Brazilian cars are equipped with flex−fuel technology, capable of adapting to
changing mixes of petrol and ethanol. No premium grades of fuel are available. Diesel is available and is cheap (but only
for trucks).

Traffic drives on the right. Major urban districts are very congested. The standard of driving is very low; rules of the road
are ignored and accidents are frequent.

All states have seatbelt laws but restrictions vary from state to state. The speed limit on major, divided highways is
120 km/h. Limits are usually posted in urban areas. Nevertheless, speed limits are widely ignored and often not enforced.

For up−to−date information on road conditions (in Portuguese) and downloadable roadmaps, travellers are advised to
visit the website of the National Department of Infrastructure and Transport (www.dnit.gov.br). Guia Quatro Rodas
(www.guia4rodas.com.br), a private Brazilian company, also publish road maps that contain local phone numbers for
up−to−date conditions on the roads.

Buses

There are excellent long distance express bus services between Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Brasília, and between
many other centres, and this is by far the most popular way to travel in Brazil, providing the distance involved is not too
great. However, standards and schedules can vary, and long waits, sometimes overnight, can occur. The bus terminals
(called rodoviárias) are usually outside the city centres and offer fair facilities (e.g. information centres, cloakrooms,
refreshments, connections with local bus services). In the cities the bus and trolley−bus services are reliable, but are
often crowded during rush hours and avoided by expatriates for safety reasons. Major long−distance operators include
Auto Viação 1001 (www.autoviacao1001.com.br) and Express Brasileiro (www.expressobrasileiro.com).

Taxis

In most cities the taxis carry red number plates and are fitted with meters which passengers should always insist are
used. In the large cities taxis may be obtained from stands or flagged down in the street. 'Special' taxis have
air−conditioning and are more comfortable, but also more expensive. Fares are regularly adjusted in line with inflation
and a table of current fares is posted inside the rear window.

Drivers may occasionally give advice on accommodation or a place to go, and expatriates should be warned that such
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places pay commission to the drivers to do so; the more expensive the establishment, the better the commission, and the
more likely the driver is to recommend it.

Cars

A car is recommended for anyone staying in Brazil for some length of time. The most common makes of car are Fiat,
Ford, GM and Volkswagen. Foreigners can buy a Brazilian−made car but should note that, should they wish to export
the car on departure, these do not have the same specifications as those in North America and Europe. In addition, the
vast majority of new cars sold in Brazil run on ethanol or a petrol/ethanol mixture and these (bio−) fuels are generally not
available outside Brazil. However, cars can easily be resold at the end of an assignment.

Average car prices

All costs are given in local currency except where stated otherwise.
 

Make and model Engine size New car price

Ford Ka 1000 cc 29972

Volkswagen Fox 1000 cc 31978

Peugeot 207 1400 cc 38066

Toyota Corolla 1800 cc 69650

Mitsubishi Outlander 2400 cc 105990

Ford Fusion 2500 cc 82677

Volkswagen Touareg 2500 cc 82493

Toyota Fortuner 2700 cc 124300

Toyota Land Cruiser 3000 cc 179800

Volvo XC70 3200 cc 148000

Mercedes E350 3500 cc 292000

Mercedes ML350 3500 cc 298655

Land Rover Range Rover 4200 cc 349000

Mercedes E500 5500 cc 375000

Mercedes ML500 5500 cc 376023
 
Air−conditioning is included in the price of all the cars listed in this report.
Automatic transmission costs around BRL 5243 where not included in the car price.
 

Average running costs

All costs are given in local currency except where stated otherwise.
 

1600 cc 2000 cc 3000 cc

Insurance 2760 3584 4900

Road Tax 1743 2587 4053

 
The average cost of two routine services, comprising ten hours in total, is BRL 1156. Servicing costs will vary according
to car size, model and age of vehicle.

Car hire

Self−drive and chauffeur−driven cars are available in all the main towns and airports. Payment by credit card is essential.
Self−drive cars, which can be more expensive than taxi hire, are not recommended for use within the city centres, where
traffic and parking conditions are extremely difficult. A chauffeur−driven car is recommended in Sao Paulo when visits are
to be made away from the main part of the city.
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Car hire companies

A number of car hire companies offer a worldwide booking and reservation service online. Companies include:

Alamo (www.alamo.com).
Avis (www.avis.com).
Budget (www.budget.com).
Dollar (www.dollar.com).
easyCar (www.easycar.com).
Europcar (www.europcar.com).
Hertz (www.hertz.com).
Holiday Autos (www.holidayautos.com).
National (www.nationalcar.com).
Payless Car Rental (www.paylesscarrental.com).
Sixt (www.sixt.com).
Thrifty (www.thrifty.com).

Driving licence and car insurance

Home country licences are not valid in Brazil. However, an international driver's licence, translated by a sworn translator
and authorised by the Transport Department, may be used for a maximum of six months.

Following this, drivers will require a local licence. Expatriates must fill out an application, which may be purchased in any
stationery store, attach a passport−sized photo, and submit copies of their identity card/passport, taxpayer (CPF) number
and a translation of the foreign driver's licence. The application must also be accompanied by a receipt proving that the
required tax has been paid (possible at any state bank), and the results of an eye examination.

For reasons of security, it is strongly recommended that each adult member of the family should learn to drive, pass a
driving test and hold a full valid driving licence before departure for Brazil.

Motoring organisations

Car Club do Brasil (www.carclubdobrasil.com.br). Rio de Janeiro−based, 24−hour, nation−wide breakdown assistance.

Departmento de Polícia Rodoviária Federal (DPRF)/Federal Highway Police (www.dprf.gov.br). Emergency
number: 191.

Immigration procedures

Immigration regulations are liable to alteration at short notice; prospective visitors are advised to check on the current
situation before departure.

The passport and visa information listed in this profile applies to the holders of normal passports. Holders of diplomatic,
official, special and service passports are advised that special regulations may apply.

Non−compliance with entry and transit regulations can result in penalty fines for the carrier and/or passenger and
possible deportation to the country of origin.

Travel restrictions

The Brazilian government does not recognise passports issued by Bhutan, Central African Republic or Taiwan. Holders
of such passports should hold a Laissez−Passer issued by the Brazilian authorities.

Passports and visas

Passports

All visitors to Brazil require valid passports with the exception of holders of:

Carteira de Identidade (Identity Cards), issued to nationals of Brazil;• 
National Identity Cards (Cédula de Identidade Civil) issued to nationals of Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay;

• 

Documento Nacional de Identidad (National Identity Documents), Libreta de Enrolamiento (for men) or Libreta
Civica (for women) issued to nationals of Argentina;

• 

German Kinderausweis documents, issued to minors up to and including 15 years of age;• 
Identity Cards, issued to alien residents of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru,• 
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Uruguay and Venezuela, provided their nationality is amongst those exempted from visa requirements (as it
applies to normal passport holders); and
'Laissez−Passer', issued by the Brazilian authorities to nationals of Bhutan, Central African Republic and
Taiwan.

• 

Passports, or passport replacing documents, of all visa exempt nationals must be valid for at least six months beyond the
period of intended stay.

Visas

All visitors to Brazil require valid visas with the following exceptions:

nationals of Brazil;• 
alien residents returning to Brazil within two years and holding a valid residence permit (Carteira/Cedula de
Identidade de Estrangeiro);

• 

holders of an expired Brazilian residence permit, provided being under 60 years of age and holding proof of
renewal of/application for a new residence permit (Protocolo), signed and stamped by the Federal Police;

• 

nationals of Venezuela holding normal passports for a tourist stay of a maximum 60 days (extensions possible);• 
nationals of Andorra, Bahamas, Barbados, Guatemala, Guyana, Liechtenstein, Malaysia, Namibia and Panama
holding normal passports for a tourist stay of a maximum of 90 days (extensions possible);

• 

holders of normal passports for a tourist or business stay of a maximum 90 days (extensions possible), being
nationals of Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Ecuador, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland, Irish Republic,
Israel, Italy, Korea Republic, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macao (SAR), Monaco, Morocco, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino, Slovak Republic,
Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey,
Uruguay, Vatican City, and Venezuela and for British passport holders (irrespective of the passport
endorsement regarding national status);

• 

holders of 'Sovereign Military Order of Malta' passports (holders off normal Maltese passports require a visa),
provided entering Brazil for tourist or business purposes, for a maximum of 90 days (extension possible); and

• 

those continuing their journey to a third country, within eight hours and not staying overnight, by a connecting
flight confirmed on the passenger's ticket. Passengers staying overnight in the airport hotel require a transit visa.
Transit without visa is not possible at: Sao Paulo (from Viracopos Airport to Congonhas Airport, Viracopos to
Guarulhos Airport, or Congonhas Airport to Guarulhos Airport, or the other way around); Rio de Janeiro (from
Galeo Airport to Santos Dumont Airport or the other way around); or Confins Airport in Belo Horizonte.

• 

All visas issued by a foreign representation of Brazil, must be used within 90 days of issuance or entry will be denied.

Those included in somebody else's passport, (e.g. minors) must nevertheless hold their own individual visa (if required).

All visitors must hold sufficient funds for their stay in Brazil as well as a return or onward ticket and other documents
required for their next destination. Tourists are not permitted to engage in any paid activity in Brazil.

Tourist visas are valid for five years and allow various entries into the country for stays no longer than 90 days (within a
365−day period). Tourist visas are renewable once each year for an additional 90 days, for a total of 180 days per year.

Business visas (Temporario Vitem II) are granted to short−term visitors who visit Brazil for business purposes. The visa
allows visitors to undertake any work deemed useful or necessary for the purpose of the visit (e.g. attending meetings or
establishing contacts).

Business visas do not allow the holder to work for a locally owned or multi−national company or organisation in Brazil,
nor does it permit the holder to receive any remuneration while in Brazil. Foreign nationals require residents' permits to
receive remuneration.

The terms of business visas vary, depending on the level of reciprocity between the two countries. In general, business
visas are valid for up to five years, permit multiple re−entries and limit individual stays to 90 days, with one 90−day
extension possible. 180 days per year is the maximum possible stay.

Other temporary visas are issued for specific categories based on the characteristics of the visitor and the purpose of the
trip. Other than the business visa, the most commonly used work−related visa is the scientist, teacher, technician or other
professional category (valid for two years).

An Embarkation/Desembarkation Card, provided to all visitors by the Brazilian Federal Police/Immigration authorities
(DPMAF), must be filled in, signed and submitted to immigration upon arrival and when leaving Brazil.
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Visa agencies

Obtaining visas can be a complex and time−consuming process; a number of specialised agencies will undertake the
task.

Australia:
VISALINK (www.visalink.com.au).

Canada:
Easy Visas (www.easyvisas.com).
International Visa Passport Service Corporation (IVPSC) (www.ivpsc.com).

France:
Action−Visas.com (www.action−visas.com).
Visa Consult International (www.visaconsult.fr).
Visas Express (www.visas−express.fr).

Germany:
CIBT Visum Centrale (www.visum−centrale.de).

Netherlands:
V&V Visumdienst (www.visumdienst.nl).

Sweden:
Comet Consular Service (www.cometconsular.com).

United Kingdom:
CIBT Global Visa and Passport Professionals (www.uk.cibt.com).
Global Visas (www.globalvisas.com).
TLCS Global Visa Services (www.tlcsvisas.com).
Workpermit.com (www.workpermit.com).

United States:
CIBT Global Visa and Passport Professionals (www.us.cibt.com).
Travel Document Systems, Inc. (TDS) (www.traveldocs.com).

Health regulations

Vaccination against Yellow Fever (at least ten days prior to travel date) is required for all passengers who have visited or
transited through any of the following countries in the three months prior to their arrival in Brazil: Angola, Benin, Bolivia,
Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Colombia, Congo Republic (Brazzaville), Cote
d'Ivoire, DR Congo (Kinshasa), Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, French Guiana, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea,
Guinea Bissau, Guyana, Kenya, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Panama, Peru, Rwanda, Sao Tome and
Principe, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Suriname, Tanzania, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, and
Venezuela.

Yellow fever is strongly recommended for all passengers visiting endemic areas in Brazil, including the following states:
Acre, Amapa, Amazonas, Bahia, Distrito Federal, Espirito Santo, Goias, Maranhão, Minas Gerais, Mato Grosso, Mato
Grosso do Sul, Para, Parana, Piaui, Rio Grande do Sul, Rondonia, Roraima, Santa Catarina, Sao Paulo, and Tocantins.

Minors aged between three months and six years must hold proof of vaccination against polio (vaccination booklet from
local clinic or letter from doctor/physican).

Up to date information can be obtained from the Ministry of Health (www.saude.gov.br/svs).

Working in Brazil

Required documentation

To obtain a work permit, the employer must first apply for authorisation from the Ministry of Labor and Employment
(www.mte.gov.br). The process depends on whether the visa is for a service contract between a Brazilian company and a
foreign company (temporary work permit; type 'V' visa), or if it is for an expatriate employee of a Brazilian company
(permanent visa). Expatriates who are to be presidents, general managers or board members of Brazilian subsidiaries
also require a permanent work permit.

A type 'V' visa must be obtained if the visa is based on a service contract between a Brazilian and a foreign company.
The contractor in Brazil must apply to the Immigration Division of the Ministry of Labor. On approval of the
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application, documents are forwarded through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (www.mre.gov.br) to a designated
Brazilian consulate, where the individual involved must file the

following documents to complete the application process:

copies of the applicant's passport and those of any dependants accompanying the applicant to Brazil;• 
curriculum vitae, with supporting documents, validated by the Brazilian consulate involved; and• 
the applicant's address in their country of origin.• 

If the expatriate is to be an employee of a Brazilian company, a temporary or permanent visa must be applied for. The
expatriate must supply the following documents:

copies of the applicant's passport and those of any dependants accompanying the applicant to Brazil;• 
curriculum vitae, with documents supporting it, validated by the Brazilian consulate involved;• 
the applicant's address in their country of origin; and• 
proof of salary (pro−labore).• 

Temporary work permits are valid for up to two years and are renewable.

Spouses and dependants

Expatriates must list their dependants when applying for a visa. Spouses/dependants do not require separate visas to
reside in Brazil. However, the spouse of a work permit holder wishing to take up employment in Brazil must make a
separate application for a work permit.

Permits Foundation (www.permitsfoundation.com). Promotes access of accompanying spouses and partners of
international staff to employment through improvements to work permit regulations.

Hotels

A number of web sites now offer hotel booking/registration online. Among the best are All−Hotels (www.all−hotels.com),
Hotelbook.com (www.hotelbook.com) and Hotelguide.com (www.hotelguide.com).

International hotel chains include:

Best Western (www.bestwestern.com).
Conrad Hotels & Resorts (www.conradhotels.com).
Corinthia Hotels International (www.corinthiahotels.com).
Crowne Plaza Hotels & Resorts (www.crowneplaza.com).
Days Inn (www.daysinn.com).
Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts (www.fourseasons.com).
Golden Tulip Hotels−Inns−Resorts (www.goldentulip.com).
Hampton (www.hamptoninn.com).
Hilton (www.hilton.com).
Holiday Inn Hotels−Resorts (www.holidayinn.com).
Howard Johnson (www.hojo.com).
Hyatt (www.hyatt.com).
Ibis (www.ibishotel.com).
InterContinental Hotels & Resorts (www.intercontinental.com).
Jurys Doyle Hotels (www.jurysdoyle.com).
Kempinski (www.kempinski.com).
Le Méridien (www.lemeridien.com).
Mandarin Oriental The Hotel Group (www.mandarinoriental.com).
Marriott (www.marriott.com).
Mercure (www.mercure.com).
Millennium Hotels and Resorts (www.millenniumhotels.com).
Minotel (www.minotel.com).
Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts (www.moevenpick−hotels.com).
NH Hoteles (www.nh−hotels.com).
Nikko Hotels International (www.jalhotels.com/nhi).
Novotel Hotels (www.novotel.com).
Oberoi Hotels & Resorts (www.oberoihotels.com).
Omni Hotels (www.omnihotels.com).
Park Inn (www.parkinn.com).
Radisson Hotels & Resorts (www.radisson.com).
Ramada Worldwide (www.ramada.com).
The Ritz−Carlton (www.ritzcarlton.com).
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Shangri−La Hotels and Resorts (www.shangri−la.com).
Sheraton Hotels & Resorts (www.sheraton.com).
Sofitel Luxury Hotels (www.sofitel.com).
Sol Meliá Hotels & Resorts (www.solmelia.com).
Sonesta Collection Hotels−Resorts−Cruises (www.sonesta.com).
St. Regis Hotels & Resorts (www.stregis.com).
Swissôtel Hotels & Resorts (www.swissotel.com).
Travelodge (www.travelodge.com).
Westin Hotels & Resorts (www.westin.com).

Accommodation listed in this report is a sample selection of three, four and five star hotels available in the country. This
is not an exhaustive list and other hotels are available.

Luxury Business Tourist

Local hotel information

Hotel accommodation in Brazil is sometimes heavily booked, particularly at Carnival time (when rooms prices are also
higher), and it is advisable to make reservations well in advance. There are good hotels in most of the principal towns,
and rates in provincial towns are considerably lower than those in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo.

Embratur (www.turismo.gov.br), the federal tourist agency, introduced a five star−rating for hotels some time ago,
imposing minimum attributes for different types of facility. However, as this system is no longer enforced and the rating
did not correspond to the standard used in Europe or the United States, it is advised to check in advance if the hotel has
the kind of services required by the guest. Five−star hotels are not price−controlled. A service charge of 10% is usually
added to hotel bills. Most of the leading hotels accept international credit cards, but it is advisable to check when making
reservations.

Average hotel prices in Brasilia

Prices are quoted in local currency unless otherwise stated.

Range of hotel prices from ECA's September 2009 Daily Rates Report:

172 − 473

155 − 276

 

Average hotel prices in Rio de Janeiro

Prices are quoted in local currency unless otherwise stated.

Average room rate from ECA's September 2009 Daily Rates Report for a 5 star hotel: 906.3 (breakfast 48.0).

Range of hotel prices from ECA's September 2009 Daily Rates Report:

326 − 2050

191 − 721

160 − 326

 

Average hotel prices in Sao Paulo

Prices are quoted in local currency unless otherwise stated.

Average room rate from ECA's September 2009 Daily Rates Report for a 5 star hotel: 676.9 (breakfast included).

Range of hotel prices from ECA's September 2009 Daily Rates Report:
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517 − 862

204 − 733

152 − 299

 

Belem

Hilton Belem, Ave Presidente Vargas 882, Belem, 66017−000, PA (www.hilton.com). Located in the city's commercial
enter, with views of Guajara Bay and Republic Square; Belem's attractions are approximately a ten minutes' walk away.

Belo Horizonte

Ouro Minas Palace Hotel, Ave Cristiano Machado 4001, Belo Horizonte, 31910−810, MG (www.ourominas.com.br).
Centrally located, opposite Minas Shopping Mall, near the university within ten minutes' drive from the airport.

Promenade Apart Hotel Ianelli, Rua Paraiba 1287, Belo Horizonte, MG (www.promenade.com.br). Centrally located
apartment hotel in the elegant Savassi district, in walking distance to some of the city's best bars and restaurants.

Mercure Apartments Belo Horizonte My Place, Rua Professor Morais 674, Savassi, Belo Horizonte, 30150−370, MG
(www.mercure.com). Centrally located in the borough of Savassi, the business hub of Belo Horizonte, 2km from the city
centre.

Mercure Belo Horizonte Lourdes, Ave do Contorno 7315, Lourde, Belo Horizonte, 31110−110, MG
(www.mercure.com). Close to Savassi business and shopping district, 1.5 km from the city centre.

Brasilia

Carlton Hotel , Setor Hoteleiro Sul −Q.5, Bloco G, Brasília, 70322−913, DF (www.carltonhotelbrasilia.com.br). Located
in the city centre, next to government offices, tourist attractions, shopping centres and approximately 200m away from
City Park.

Hotel Nacional , Setor Hoteleiro Sul − Quadra 01, Bloco A, Brasília, 70322−900, DF (www.hotelnacional.com.br). In the
city centre, within the the commercial, banking and adminstrative district of Brasilia, five minutes away from the Teatro
Nacional.

Tryp Brasil 21 (a Sol Melia hotel) , Sector Hoteleiro Sul (SHS) − Quadra 06, Conj. A, Bloco D, Asa Sul, Brasília,
70316−000, DF (www.solmelia.com). Located in the commercial and administrative city centre, on the 'Monumental Axis',
between TV Tower and City Park. The area features a number of leisure and entertainment venues.

Mercure Apartments Brasilia Lider, Sector Hoteleiro Norte − Quadra 5, Block I, Asa Norte, Brasília, 70710−300, DF
(www.mercure.com). Located in the Asa Norte borough, near the University of Brasilia, 2km from the city centre. There
are numerous shopping malls, supermarkets, restaurants, parks and hotels in the area.

Curitiba

Crowne Plaza Curitiba, Rua Presidente Carlos Cavalcanti 600, Curitiba, 80510−040, PR (www.crowneplaza.com).
Located in downtown Curitiba, only a few steps from the historic city centre, government offices and the Mueller
(Shopping) Mall.
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Four Points by Sheraton Curitiba , Ave Sete de Setembro 4211, Agua Verde, Curitiba, 80250−210, PR
(www.sheraton.com). In the city centre, in short walking distance to the downtown commercial area.

Mercure Curitiba Hotel Centro, Rua Emiliano Perneta 747, Centro, Curitiba, 80420−080, PR (www.mercure.com).
Located in the city centre, between two large shopping centres (Curitiba and Crystal Plaza), two blocks from the elegant
Batal district; shops, banks, bars and restaurants are all within easy reach.

Fortaleza

Blue Tree Premium Fortaleza, Rua Dr Atualpa Barbosa de Lima 500, Praia de Iracema, Fortaleza, 60060−370, CE
(www.bluetree.com.br). Located at Praia de Iracema, 200 m from the beach, near the Fashion Center of Fortaleza.

Gran Marquise Hotel, Ave Beira Mar 3980, Fortaleza, 60165−121, CE (www.grandmarquise.com.br). Located on
Mucuripe Beach, 12 km from downtown Fortaleza (a ten minutes' drive), and 20 minutes from the intenational airport.
Leisure and culinary offerings in the area abound.

Mercure Fortaleza Meireles, Rua Joaquim Nabuco 166, Meirelles, Fortaleza, 60125−120, CE (www.mercure.com).
Located in the Meireles district, both close to the beach and the city's business and entertainment area (3 km away).

Manaus

Tropical Manaus Business, Ave Coronel Teixeira 1320 A, Ponta Negra, Manaus, 69037−000, AM
(www.tropicalhotel.com.br). Located on the banks of the Rio Negro, 16 km from downtown Manaus. The international
airport is only 10 km away.

Mercure Manaus, Rua Recife 1000, Adrianopolis, Manaus, 69057−000, AM (www.mercure.com). Located in the
Adrianopolis district, 10 km from the international airport and in easy reach of the downtown entertainment district,
including the Teatro Amazonas (5 km away).

Novotel Manaus , Ave Mandii 4, Distrito Industrial, Manaus, 69075−140, AM (www.novotel.com). Located just outside of
Manaus, in the Distrito Industrial area, ten minutes' drive from the city centre and in easy reach of the airport.

Porto Alegre

Sheraton Porto Alegre Hotel , Rua Olavo Barreto Viana 18, Moinhos de Vento, Porto Alegre, 90570−070, RS
(www.sheraton.com). Located in the exclusive Moinhos de Vento neighbourhood, only 15 minutes' drive from Salgado
Filho International Airport. The hotel is just 3 km from downtown and in walking distance to the Calçada da Fama, a
street famous for its restaurants and bars.

Holiday Inn Porto Alegre , Ave Carlos Gomes 565, Porto Alegre, 90480−003, RS (www.holiday−inn.com). Located in
the residential Boa Vista borough, ca 7 km from the downtown; in eas reach of the international airport.

Recife

Best Western Manibu Recife , Ave Conselheiro Aguiar 919, Recife, 51011−031, PE (www.bestwestern.com). Situated
near the beach, in easy reach of the historic city centre (5 km away) and Guararapes International Airport (7 km).
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Rio de Janeiro

InterContinental Hotel Rio , Ave Aquarela do Brasil 75, Sao Conrado, Rio de Janeiro, 22610−010, RJ
(www.intercontinental.com). Located in an upscale suburb, overlooking Sao Conrado Beach (just south of Ipanema), in
walking distance to Sao Conrado Fashion Mall. Rio's city centre is approximately 17 km away.

JW Marriott Rio de Janeiro, Ave Atlantica 2600, Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro, 22041−001, RJ (www.marriott.com).
Overlooking famous Copacabana Beach; Rio's main train station, Central do Brasil, is approximately 15 km away.

Sofitel Rio de Janeiro , Ave Atlantica 4240, Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro, 22070−002 (www.sofitel.com). Located on
Copacabana Beach.

Best Western Sol Ipanema Hotel , Ave Vieira Souto 320, Ipanema, Rio de Janeiro, 22420−000, RJ
(www.bestwestern.com). Located on famous Ipanema Beach, in walking distance of a variety of tourist attactions; Rio's
downtown area is 10 km away.

Porto Bay Rio Internacional Hotel , Ave Atlantica 1500, Rio de Janeiro, 22021−000, RJ (www.riointernacional.com.br).
Overlooking Copacabana beach.

Debret Hotel, Ave Atlantica 3564, Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro, 22070−001, RJ (www.debret.com). Overlooking
Copacabana Beach.

Salvador

Blue Tree Premium Salvador, Rua Monte Conselho 505, Rio Vermelho, 41940−370, BA (www.bluetree.com.br).
Centrally located at Morro do Conselho, close to the traditional tourist points of the city.

Deville Salvador, Rua da Passargada S/N, Itapua, Salvador, 41620−430, BA (www.deville.com.br). Former Sofitel hotel,
located on Itapua Beach, ten minutes' drive from the airport.

Pestana Bahia Hotel, Rua Fonte do Boi 216, Rio Vermelho, Salvador, 41940−360, BA (www.pestana.com). Ocean front
location, 15 minutes from the main tourist locations, 20 km from Salvador da Bahia International Airport

Mercure Salvador Rio Vermelho, Rua Fonte do Boi 215, Rio Vermelho, Salvador, 41940−360, BA (www.mercure.com).
Overlooking the ocean, a short drive from Salvador's main tourist attractions, including the historic centre of Pelourinho.

Sao Paulo

Hotel Unique, Ave Brigadeiro Luis Antonio 4700, São Paulo, 01402−002, SP (www.hotelunique.com.br). Located in the
heart of the Jardins district, close to Ibirapuera Park (Sao Paulo's green lung), but also near the financial district on Ave
Paulista and the business districts of Berrini and Faria Lima Ave.

InterContinental Hotel São Paulo , Alameda Santos 1123, São Paulo, 01419−001, SP (www.intercontinental.com).
Located in the Jardim Paulista district, just off Ave Paulista, minutes from the city's convention centres, business district
and nightlife.

Golden Tulip Paulista Plaza, Alameda Santos 85, Jardins, 01419−000, SP (www.goldentulip.com). In the city centre, in
the Jardins area of the city, next to Ibirapuera Park, one block from Ave Paulista.

Grand Hyatt São Paulo, Ave das Nacoes Unidas 13301, São Paulo, 04578−000, SP (www.hyatt.com). Centrally
located, on the banks of the Rio Pinheiros, in Sao Paulo's new, prestigious Marginal Pinheiros busines and financial
district, in the Berrini area.
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Hilton São Paulo Morumbi , Ave das Nacoes Unidas 12901, São Paulo, 04578−000, SP (www.hilton.com). Part of the
CENU business complex in Sao Paulo's 'new downtown' financial district, in the Berrini area.

Marriott São Paulo Airport, Ave Monteiro Lobato S/N, Guarulhos, São Paulo, 07190−000, SP (www.marriott.com).
Located only five minutes from Guarulhos/Sao Paulo International Airport.

Estanplaza Nações Unidas, Rua Guararapes 1889, Brooklin Novo, 04561−004, SP (www.estanplaza.com.br). Centrally
located, in the premium Berrini area of the city, adjacent to Brooklin. The domestic Congonhas airport is only 4 km away.

Daily rates for business travellers

ECA's Daily Rates for Business Travellers are collated to help anticipate the cost of short business trips abroad. The
survey gives typical essential costs of short−term business trips in 191 locations worldwide. Each report itemises average
costs for the following expenses: hotel room, continental breakfast, laundry, meals other than breakfast, alcoholic and
soft drinks, incidental costs and two 3 km in−town taxi journeys. The Daily Rates for Business Travellers are available
singly, regionally or as a full set. For further information please contact Client Services, ECA International
(www.eca−international.com). Offices in Hong Kong, London, New York and Sydney.

Health and hygiene

Risks and precautions

Although the major cities are relatively free of disease, the same cannot be said of rural areas and special precautions
should be taken when visiting the more remote areas. New arrivals should take a few days to become acclimatised.
Absorbent clothing (preferably wool or cotton) should be worn and additional liquids and salt taken.

Expatriates are reminded that tropical diseases are prevalent in many areas of Amazonia and the necessary precautions
should be taken.

The risk of malaria exists all year below 900 metres in Acre, Amapa, Amazonas, Maranhao (western part), Mato
Grosso (northern part), Para (except Belem City), Rondonia, Roraima and Tocantins states, as well as some larger
cities, such as on the periphery of Porto Velho, Boa Vista, Macapa, Manaus, Santerem, Rio Branco and Maraba.

Dengue fever is common throughout Latin America. During 2008 there was a marked increase in severe Dengue cases.
In April 2008, Rio de Janeiro state reported 57 010 cases of Dengue, including 67 confirmed deaths and 58 deaths which
are under investigation. However, in the first half of 2009, reported cases in several states were down by 46% compared
to the same period the year before. States that have registered an increase in cases include: Acre, Amapa, Bahia,
Espirito Santo, Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso Sul. There is no vaccination against the disease and visitors are
advised to protect themselves by minimising exposure to mosquito bites, using repellent and wearing suitable clothing.
Risk of infection is higher after rain, especially in densely populated areas, and approximately two thirds of cases every
year are reported between January and May.

Vaccination against yellow fever (at least ten days prior to entry into Brazil) is strongly advised for anyone visiting
endemic areas in Brazil, including rural areas in: Acre, Amapa, Amazonas, Distrito Federal, Goias, Maranhao, Mato
Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul, Para, Rondonia, Roraima, Tocantins, and to other state areas where transmission risk
exists including all the states of Minas Gerais and specific areas of Bahia, Espirito Santo, Parana, Piaui, Rio Grande
do Sul, Santa Catarina and Sao Paulo.

Infectious diseases prevalent in Brazil include Bilharzia (schistosomiasis), trypanosomiasis (Chagas disease), and
mucocutaneous leishmaniasis, especially in rural and poor areas of the country. There have been outbreaks of
meningococcal meningitis in and around the Rio de Janeiro area. Cholera is also known or presumed to occur in the
country.

Rabies is present. For those at high risk, vaccination before arrival should be considered. If you are bitten, seek medical
advice without delay. Snakes and leeches may also be a hazard.

All water should be regarded as being potentially contaminated, and water used for drinking, brushing teeth or making ice
should have first been boiled or otherwise sterilised. It is advisable to avoid filtered water in remote areas. Expatriates are
strongly advised to drink only bottled mineral water. It is generally considered safe to consume pasteurised milk and
cheese, which is available in towns. In rural areas milk should be boiled or powdered or tinned milk used instead. Meat
and fish should only be eaten if well−cooked, and preferably served hot. There is an increased risk from pork, salad, and
mayonnaise. Vegetables should be cooked and fruit peeled.
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Expatriates should avoid swimming and paddling in fresh water; swimming pools that are well−chlorinated and
maintained are safe. Air pollution, especially in Sao Paulo City, may aggravate chest complaints. It should be
remembered that the sun can be very strong so protection is important for children and those with fair or sensitive skin.

In addition to any health requirements for entry, all those going to live and work in Brazil are strongly recommended to
obtain protection against typhoid, polio, tetanus diphtheria and hepatitis A. Special precautions must be taken by
pregnant women and babies under one year. Parents should ensure that their children have received the usual protection
against childhood diseases and BCG vaccination is also advisable.

Expatriates should seek advice from their doctor/physician well in advance of departure.

Medical facilities

While public hospitals are known to be crowded and not recommended, private medical and dental facilities are fully
developed in most populated parts of the country, including Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. A full range of treatments is
available including alternative medicine. Expatriates should use private facilities whenever possible, and are advised to
obtain comprehensive medical and travel insurance before travelling. Private hospitals will not accept patients unless
they can provide evidence of sufficient funds or insurance to cover treatment.

There are hospitals in all main centres. Embassies/consulates hold lists giving names and addresses of suitable
doctors/physicians and dentists. Standard medicines are available in pharmacies (farmácias) without a prescription.

N.B. While there is a national ambulance service and associated emergency number, expatriates who wish to avoid
being transported to a public hospital, should note down the emergency number(s) of their private hospital(s) of choice
and keep this close to hand in the event of an emergency.

 
Hospitals and clinics
 
Brasilia

Hospital Brasilia (www.hospitalbrasilia.com.br). 

Hospital Daher (www.hospitaldaher.com.br). 

Hospital Santa Lucia (www.santalucia.com.br). 

Rio de Janeiro

Clinica Sao Vicente (www.clinicasaovicente.com.br). 

Hospital Samaritano (www.hsamaritano.com.br). 

Rede D'Or: Laboratorio − Imagem − Hospitais (www.redelabsdor.com.br). Rio de Janeiro−based private health group,
which operates four hospitals in the city (Copa D'Or, Barra D'Or, Quinta D'Or and Rios D'Or), as well providing lab and
imaging services.

Salvador

Hospital Sao Rafael (www.hsr.com.br). 

Sao Paulo

Clinica Fry (www.clinicafry.com.br). 

Hospital Alemao Oswaldo Cruz (www.hospitalalemao.org.br). 

Hospital Israelita Albert Einstein (www.einstein.br). 

Hospital Samaritano (www.samaritano.com.br). 

Hospital Sao Rafael (www.hmsaorafael.com.br). 

Hospital Sirio−Libanes (www.hospitalsiriolibanes.org.br). 
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Dentists
 
Brasilia

Odontopediatric Clinic IGM (www.igm.odo.br). 

Rio de Janeiro

Dr. Priscila Baretto, D.D.S. (www.drpriscila.com). 

Sao Paulo

Clinica Neves (www.clinicaneves.com.br). 

Dr. Marinho Del Santo Jr. (www.delsanto.com.br). 

 
Pharmacies
 
The following companies have branches all over Brazil:

Drogarias Big Ben (www.drogariasbigben.com.br). Pharmacy chain with nearly 120 outlets in the north−eastern states
of Maranhao, Para, Pernambuco and Piaui.

Drogarias Pacheco (www.drogariaspacheco.com.br). Pharmacy chain with some 200 outlets, mostly in Rio de Janeiro
and Minas Gerais, but also some stores Sao Paulo and Espirito Santo.

Drogasil (www.drogasil.com.br). Pharmacy chain with 287 outlet as of 2010. The majority of stores − nearly 200 − are in
Sao Paulo, but some can also be found in the major cities in Distrito Federal (Brasilia), Minas Gerais, Goias, and Espirito
Santo.

Farmacias Pague Menos (www.paguemenos.com.br). Major pharmacy chain with more than 300 stores distributed
across the states of Acre, Alagoas, Amapa, Amazonas, Bahia, Ceara, Distrito Federal, Espirito Santo, Goias, Maranhao,
Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul, Minas Gerais and Para.

Farmais (www.farmais.com.br). Largest pharmacy chain in Brazil, with more than 430 stores, covering in excess of 200
municipalities in the states of Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Parana, Santa Catarina, Rio Grande do Sul, Minas Gerais and
Mato Grosso do Sul.

Medical and repatriation insurance

A number of companies offer worldwide medical insurance cover (including repatriation cover) for expatriates and their
families overseas. The majority also offer group schemes for companies and organisations with employees working
abroad. Companies include:

American Citizens Abroad (www.aca.ch) (US citizens).
AXA PPP healthcare (www.axappphealthcare.co.uk).
BUPA International (www.bupa−intl.com).
CIGNA (www.cigna.com).
Expacare (www.expacare.com).
Goodhealth Worldwide (www.goodhealthworldwide.com).
International Health Insurance danmark a/s (www.ihi.com).
Norwich Union Healthcare − Global Care (www.nuglobalcare.com).
Mondassur (www.mondassur.com) compares travel health insurance policies for expatriates and those travelling
abroad.

Medical services

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (www.cdc.gov). US Government information service for
vaccinations, health advice and publications.

International Association for Medical Assistance to Travellers (IAMAT) (www.iamat.org). Worldwide association
offering a list of approved English−speaking doctors/physicians whose training meets British and American standards.

Medical Advisory Services for Travellers Abroad (MASTA) (www.masta−travel−health.com). Comprehensive
database of world health information relevant to travellers.

MedicAlert Foundation (www.medicalert.org). Individuals with diabetes, rare blood groups and allergies to certain drugs
can register with this foundation. A MedicAlert emblem is issued, which can be worn, together with a wallet card giving
specific details and instructions to call MedicAlert collect (reverse charge) from anywhere in the world in case of accident.
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Medical Services Overseas Ltd (MSO) (UK) (www.mso−uk.com). MSO carries out medical audits on−site for industries
operating overseas: workplace health, litigation and legal compliance, disease control, emergency medical care, training,
routine medical care and community health projects.

Number One Health Group (UK) (www.numberonehealth.co.uk). Services include: personal health checks, company
healthcare, sexual healthcare, travel healthcare, vaccinations, visa medicals, blood tests, healthcare consulting,
anti−virals.

Travel Health Online (www.tripprep.com). Country−specific information including advice on health precautions, disease
risks and recommended immunisations.

World Health Organization (www.who.int./ith). Advice on health risks and precautions for international travellers.

World Medical Card (www.wmc−card.com). Personal medical information (emergency contacts, standpoint on organ
donation, allergies, diagnoses, medications, blood type, medical history etc) sealed inside a plastic card.

Travel health publications

A Rough Guide Special Travel Health, Planning Your Trip Worldwide, by Dr Nick Jones, published by Rough Guides, 2nd

Edition, 2004.

CDC Health Information for International Travel 2010, The Yellow Book, by Gary W. Brunette MD MS, Phyllis E.
Kozarsky MD, Alan J. Magill MD and David R. Shlim MD, published by Mosby Elsevier, 1st Edition, 2009.

Die kleine Reiseapotheke: Das Handbuch für gesundes Reisen, by Dietlinde Burkhardt, published by Südwest Verlag,
2008.

Healthy Travel − Don't Travel Without It!, by Michael P. Zimring, M.D. and Lisa Iannucci, published by Basic Health
Publications, 2005.

International travel and health 2009, published by the World Health Organization, 2009.

International Travel Health Guide 2006, by Stuart R. Rose, M.D. and Jay S. Keystone, M.D., published by Mosby
Elsevier, 13th Revised Edition, 2005.

La préparation santé de son voyage, by Evelyne Moulin, published by Les Asclépiades, 2003.

Préservez votre santé en voyage, by Pascal Cassan and Marie−Christine Deprund, published by Oskar Guide A−Z,
Edition 2005−2006.

The Rough Guide to Travel with Babies and Young Children, by Fawzia Rasheed de Francisco, published by Rough
Guides, 1st Edition, 2008.

Your Child Abroad − A Travel Health Guide, by Dr Jane Wilson−Howarth and Matthew Ellis, published by Bradt Travel
Guides, 2nd Edition, 2005.

Clothing

Although casual clothing is quite cheap to buy in Brazil, expatriates are advised to take as much with them as possible. In
general, dress requirements are less formal than in Hispanic countries. For men, tropical weight suits are required, and
these can be obtained or made locally. Dinner jackets are rarely worn but a dark, lightweight suit is useful for formal
evening events.

Women generally wear light cotton dresses in the summer. During the winter, light woollen clothing is suitable for
southern Brazil, but summer clothing is more appropriate for the winter in cities such as Rio de Janeiro. Brazilians,
especially women, are extremely fashion−conscious and wear the latest European (particularly Italian) fashions.

Bright colours are usually worn in the hotter, more humid regions, but in Sao Paulo and the south more neutral colours
are worn.

Sun−glasses are advisable but these may be bought locally; those who are susceptible to the sun may need a hat, which
can also be obtained locally. Women will find that a light jacket is useful for evenings outdoors and in air−conditioned
cinemas and restaurants. A lightweight raincoat and umbrella are useful throughout the year.
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Women's clothing sizes

Australia France Germany Italy Japan UK US

10 36 34 40 9 8 6

12 38 36 42 11 10 8

14 40 38 44 13 12 10

16 42 40 46 15 14 12

18 44 42 48 17 16 14

20 46 44 50 19 18 16

22 50 46 52 21 20 18

24 52 48 54 23 22 20

26 54 50 56 25 24 22

Men's clothing sizes

Suits Shirts

Europe Japan UK/US Europe/Japan UK/US

42 − 32 36 14

44 S 34 37 14.5

46 − 36 38 15

48 M 38 39 15.5

50 L 40 41 16

52 − 42 42 16.5

54 LL 44 43 17

56 − 46 44 17.5

Women's shoe sizes

Australia Europe Japan UK US/Canada

5 37 22.5 4 6.5

5.5 37.5 23 4.5 7

6 38 23.5 5 7.5

6.5 38.5 24 5.5 8

7 39 24.5 6 8.5

7.5 40 25 6.5 9

8 41 25.5 7 9.5

8.5 42 26 7.5 10

9 43 27 8 10.5

Men's shoe sizes

Europe France Japan UK/Australia US/Canada

42 43.5 26.5 8 8.5

43 44 27 8.5 9

43.5 44.5 27.5 9 9.5

44 45 28 9.5 10

44.5 45.5 28.5 10 10.5

45 46 29 10.5 11

45.5 46.5 29.5 11 11.5

46 47 30 11.5 12

46.5 47.5 30.5 12 12.5
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The workplace

Business practices

Business is conducted in a fairly formal manner − this is more the case in Sao Paulo than in Rio where a more laid−back
attitude is often taken. Formal suits are normal attire for a meeting. Business cards that list academic/professional titles
are always exchanged during introductions with everyone at a meeting. It is worth having a Portuguese translation on the
other side.

Meetings are conducted in either Portuguese or English as only a few executives speak other European languages.
Brazilians tend to take time when negotiating and it is advisable not to rush them or appear impatient. A great deal of
time is often spent reviewing details. Often, the people expatriates meet will not have decision−making authority.
Brazilian business is hierarchical and decisions are made by the highest−ranking person.

Foreigners should be aware of the differing attitudes to timekeeping in various parts of the country: in Brasilia, Sao Paulo
and the south, it is necessary to be punctual for both business and social appointments, but in Rio and the north−east life
is more relaxed.

Flexibility is the key to success in doing business in Brazil. Most Brazilians are adept at bending the rules to suit
themselves.

Local time

Brazil has the following time zones:

Eastern Standard Time (Brasilia (capital), Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo): GMT −3 (GMT −2 from third Sunday in
October to third Saturday in March).

• 

Western Standard Time: GMT −4 (GMT −3 from third Sunday in October to third Saturday in March).• 
North East States and East Para: GMT −3.• 
Amapa and West Para: GMT −4.• 
Acre State: GMT −5.• 
Fernando de Noronha Archipelago: GMT −2.• 

The 24−hour clock is used for schedules, timetables etc.

Noon in Brasilia

10 am
New York

(−2)

3 pm
London

(+3)

11 pm
Hong Kong

(+11)

1 am
Sydney

(+13)

Daylight saving

In the northern hemisphere daylight saving (clocks put forward one hour) is observed between March/April and
September/October. In parts of the southern hemisphere daylight saving is observed between September/October and
February/March.

World Time Server (www.worldtimeserver.com). Details of international times and time zones.

Hours of business

Banking hours

10.00 to 16.00 Monday to Friday.

Some banks open earlier or close later, and visitors are advised to make on−the−spot checks for the opening hours of
particular branches.
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Office hours

09.00 to 18.00 Monday to Friday.

The lunch break varies from office to office, but is usually between 12.00 and 14.00 hours.

Business hours are variable; senior businessmen and officials frequently arrive and leave their offices later than the time
indicated above.

Shopping hours

09.00 to 19.00 Monday to Saturday. Supermarkets are open 08.00−22.00 Monday to Saturday.

Shopping malls are open 10.00 to 22.00 Monday to Saturday and 15.00 to 22.00 Sunday.

Public holidays

1 January 2010 New Year's Day−Universal Confraternisation Day. 15−17 February Carnival. 2 April Good Friday.
21 April Tiradentes Day (Discovery of Brazil). 1 May Labour Day. 3 June Corpus Christi. 7 September Independence
Day. 12 October Our Lady Aparecida (Patron Saint of Brazil). 2 November All Souls' Day. 15 November Proclamation
of the Republic. 25 December Christmas Day.

Local holidays include 20 January Foundation of Rio de Janeiro, and 25 January Foundation of São Paulo.

Embassies usually observe Brazilian national and appropriate local holidays, together with their own major national
holidays.

If a public holiday falls on a Saturday or Sunday, it is not normally carried over to the following Monday.

Money

Currency unit and exchange rates

The currency unit is the Brazilian real (BRL), divided into 100 centavos. The following denominations are in circulation:

Notes: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 BRL.

Coins: 5, 10, 25 and 50 centavos; 1 BRL.
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Exchange rates as of 8 March 2010:

 BRL

Australia (AUD 1.000 =) 1.615  

Canada (CAD 1.000 =) 1.731  

China (CNY 1.000 =) 0.260  

Denmark (DKK 1.000 =) 0.325  

Euro−zone (EUR 1.000 =) 2.419  

Hong Kong (HKD 1.000 =) 0.229  

India (INR 1.000 =) 0.039  

Japan (JPY 1.000 =) 0.020  

Malaysia (MYR 1.000 =) 0.529  

New Zealand (NZD 1.000 =) 1.237  

Norway (NOK 1.000 =) 0.302  

Russia (RUB 1.000 =) 0.060  

Saudi Arabia (SAR 1.000 =) 0.474  

Singapore (SGD 1.000 =) 1.271  

South Africa (ZAR 1.000 =) 0.239  

Sweden (SEK 1.000 =) 0.250  

Switzerland (CHF 1.000 =) 1.654  

Thailand (THB 1.000 =) 0.054  

United Kingdom (GBP 1.000 =) 2.685  

United States of America (USD 1.000 =) 1.778  

Latest market rates

Financial Times (http://markets.ft.com/ft/markets/currencies.asp). Current rates and financial information.

Credit cards

American Express, Diners Club, Visa and MasterCard are widely accepted in all the major centres throughout Brazil.
There is an extensive network of ATMs around the country. It has been reported that credit card fraud is prevalent.

The following links provide useful information for locating ATMs/banks throughout the world:

American Express (www.amexnetwork.com/atmfinder/).
MasterCard (www.mastercard.com/us/personal/en/cardholderservices/atmlocations).
Visa (http://visa.via.infonow.net/locator/global).

Currency controls

Currency regulations relate to the import and export of currencies based on normal travel expenses and are subject to
frequent change. Expatriates should consult with the appropriate national bank for details on current payments and
capital payments.

Import currency controls

There are no restrictions on the import of local or foreign currency, except that amounts of BRL 10 000 (or the equivalent
in foreign currency) must be declared.

Export currency controls

There are no restrictions on the export of local or foreign currency, except that amounts of BRL 10 000 (or the equivalent
in foreign currency) must be declared.
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Banks

Central bank

Banco Central do Brasil (www.bcb.gov.br). Bank of issue.

Commercial banks

Banco ABC Brasil (Arab Banking Corporation) (www.abcbrasil.com.br). 
Banco Bradesco (www.bradesco.com.br). 
Banco da Amazonia (www.bancoamazonia.com.br). 
Banco de la Nacion Argentina (www.bna.com.ar). 
Banco do Brasil (www.bb.com.br). 
Banco do Nordeste (www.banconordeste.gov.br). 
Banco Itaú (www.itau.com.br). 
Banco Mercantil do Brasil (www.mercantildobrasil.com.br). 
Banco Paulista (www.bancopaulista.com.br). 
Banco Real (Grupo Santander Brasil) (www.bancoreal.com.br). 
Banco Santander (www.santander.com.br). 
Banestes (Banco do Estado do Espirito Santo) (www.banestes.com.br). 
Banpara (Banco do Estado do Para) (www.banparanet.com.br). 
Banrisul (Banco do Rio Grande do Sul) (www.banrisul.com.br). 
Bicbanco (www.bicbanco.com.br). 
HSBC (www.hsbc.com.br). 
Unibanco (Uniao de Bancos Brasileiro) (www.unibanco.com.br). 

Offshore banks

International banking ('offshore banks') provides services to expatriates on assignment including current accounts paying
interest. Accounts are available in a range of currencies including EUR, GBP and USD. This can also include a chosen
currency for cheque books and debit cards, which can be used to withdraw funds anywhere in the world that displays the
relevant symbols and saves money lost through exchange rates. Standing orders and direct debits are easy to set up.
Most banks do not charge an administration fee on accounts that are in credit. One of the biggest advantages of offshore
banking is that there is generally no tax deduction (although account holders may have a liability to tax elsewhere).
Expatriates living in countries experiencing political and economic instability, where there is a risk of personal assets
being either frozen or seized, may find the security that offshore banks can offer particularly reassuring. International
banks providing offshore services include:

Barclays Wealth International (www.barclays.com/international).
Citibank Global Executive Banking (www.citibank.com/geb/global).
HSBC Bank International (www.offshore.hsbc.com).
Lloyds TSB Offshore (www.lloydstsb−offshore.com).
NatWest International Personal Banking (www.natwestinternational.com).
RBS International (www.rbsint.com).
Royal Bank of Canada Global Private Banking (www.rbcprivatebanking.com).
SG (Société Générale Group) Private Banking (www.sgprivatebanking.com).
Standard Bank Offshore (www.sboff.com).
Standard Chartered International Banking (www.standardchartered.com).
UBS Wealth Management (www.ubs.com).

Tipping

Airport and railway porters: Fixed charges apply, but additional tips are expected (equivalent of about USD 0.50 per
item).

Hairdressers: Usually 10%−15% of the bill.

Hotel and restaurant staff: 10%−15% of the bill if no service charge is added. It is also customary to tip each person who
gives a service (e.g. doorman, porter, chambermaid etc).

Parking attendants: It has been reported that throughout Brasília, Sao Paulo and Rio that 'unofficial' parking attendants
offer to watch parked vehicles. In return they expect a few centavos which it is advisable to pay in order to avoid the
appearance of suspicious scratches on the car.

Taxi drivers: No tipping is necessary, but 10% is appropriate given excellent service.
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Communications

Post

Post offices are generally open 08.00 to 18.00 Monday to Friday and, in larger cities, also on Saturdays from 09.00 to
13.00. Post offices are recognised by the Empresa de Correios e Telegrafos (ECT) (www.correios.com.br) signs
outside. Senders of picture postcards are recommended to enclose them in an envelope.

Internal mail deliveries are fairly reliable and post office box numbers (Caixa Postal) should always be used for
correspondence together with the eight digit CEP postal code number (for example, 01221−020). It is recommended that
mail is sent registered.

Airmail post between North America, Europe and Brazil takes four to six days and surface mail can take between four
and eight weeks.

It is advisable for letters and parcels from abroad to be registered and/or insured. Expatriates should be aware, however,
that a tax may be payable on receipt. It is easier to declare 'no commercial value' − but this obviously invalidates the
insurance.

International courier services are an alternative to the national post service. Companies include:

DHL (www.dhl.com).
FedEx (www.fedex.com).
TNT (www.tnt.com).
UPS (www.ups.com).

Telephone

Oi (www.oi.com.br), formerly Telemar, Embratel (www.embratel.com.br), and Telefonica (www.telefonica.com.br) are
the three main companies dominating the fixed−line telephone market, which is divided geographically by regions. Brasil
Telecom, another giant, became a subsidiary of market leader Oi in 2009. Other popular fixed−line providers include
CTBC (www.ctbc.com.br), Intelig (www.inteligtelecom), GVT (www.gvt.com.br) and TIM (www.tim.com.br).

Telephone service is reported to be good by Latin American standards, although only about a fifth of Brazil is in fact
connected. In recent years, the fixed−line telephone market has decreased in favour of broadband, mobile/cellular
phones, and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services. Fixed−line numbers begin with any of the following digits: 2, 3,
4, or 5.

Although most buildings in Brazil are wired with Brazilian wall outlets, the majority of telephones sold are equipped with
the RJ−11 plug. Adaptors are easily obtainable from local stores and street vendors, and many hotels will already have
adaptors in place in their rooms.

There are public telephones in the street and at post offices, airports, railway stations and hotels. Most bars, restaurants
and cafes have telephones which are available to the public on payment of a small fee. In the main cities, telephone
kiosks are operated by means of call cards which allow a fixed number of calls; these may be obtained from bars, cafes
and newspaper kiosks.

There is full international direct dialling from all parts of the country. International calls are available through various
long−distance carriers (using different prefixes). When making an international call, the carrier prefix is followed by the
desired country code, and the subscriber number. Long distance phone calls within Brazil also require use of a carrier
prefix, followed by city code and telephone number. The choice of long−distance provider is dependent on where from,
and where to, one is calling.

Cellular phones

Mobile/cellular phones are popular and network coverage is generally good. GSM 900/1 800 and 3G 850 networks are
available. Most international mobile/cellular phone companies have roaming agreements in place with local providers.
Coverage and costs vary across states. Mobile/cellular prefixes: 6, 7, 8, 9.

aeiou (www.meuaeiou.com.br).
Claro (www.claro.com.br).
CTBC Celular (www.ctbc.com.br, www.ctbctelecom.com.br).
OI (www.oi.com.br).
Sercomtel (www.sercomtelcelular.com.br).
TIM Brasil (www.tim.com.br).
VIVO (www.vivo.com.br).
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Internal dialling codes

Belem 91

Belo Horizonte 31

Brasilia 61

Curitiba 41

Fortaleza 85

Goiania 62

Guarulhos 11

Manaus 92

Porto Alegre 51

Recife 81

Rio de Janeiro 21

Salvador 71

Sao Paulo 11

Emergency and useful numbers

Ambulance 192

Fire 193

Police 194 (federal); 197 (civil); 190
(military)

International access code (to call abroad from Brazil)

CTBC 0012, Telefonica
0015, Embratel 0021, Intelig
0023, GVT 0025, Oi 0031,

TIM 0041

Country code for Brazil 55

National directory enquiries 102

Internet

Internet access is available in towns and cities across Brazil and internet cafes are becoming increasingly common. The
country is the regional broadband leader in terms of subscriber numbers.

Internet domain for Brazil: .br.

Internet service providers

Claro (www.claro.com.br). Mobile internet.
CTBC (www.ctbc.com.br).
Embratel (www.embratel.com.br).
OI (www.oi.com.br).
Telefonica (www.telefonica.com.br).
Terra (www.terra.com.br, vendasonline.terra.com.br).
UOL (www.uol.com.br).
VIVO (www.vivo.com.br). Mobile internet.

Internet cafes

Internet cafe search engines:

Cybercafes (www.cybercafe.com).
The Cybercafe Search Engine (www.cybercaptive.com).
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Broadcasting

Television

Brazil has hundreds of television channels. Broadcasting is in Portuguese. The largest network is TV Rede Globo
(www.redeglobo.com.br), which is available throughout the country and dominates the market. The other main
commercial networks include RBS TV (www.rbs.com.br), TV Bandeirantes (www.band.com.br), TV Rede
Record(www.tvrecord.com.br), and Sistema Brasileira de Televisao (SBT)/Canal 4 de Sao Paulo, SA
(www.sbt.com.br). Public broadcaster Empresa Brasil de Comunicao (EBC) (www.ebc.com.br) operates TV Brasil
(www.tvbrasil.tv.br) and TV Cultura (www.tvcultura.com.br), which specialises in educational and cultural programmes.

Satellite/cable TV is also available, with the main providers being Mais TV (www.maistv.com.br), SKY (www.sky.com.br),
and Via Embratel (www.viaembratel.com.br). With the introduction of digital television, Brazil is aiming to switch off
analogue transmissions from 2016.

Many countries use television standards that are incompatible with those of other countries. Expatriates intending to
include a television in their shipment of household goods should check that it is compatible. They should additionally
check that their DVD player/recorder is compatible or that they have a multi−region model. The three main television
standards in use are: National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) (the single type in use is NTSC M); Système
Électronique pour Couleur avec Mémoire (SECAM) (there are several types for VHF and UHF. Different types are
generally not compatible); and Phase Alternating Line (PAL) (there are several types. Different types are generally not
compatible). This information relates to analogue receivers and not to newer digital receivers.

Brazil uses the following television standard:

PAL M

Radio

There are around 3 000 radio stations operating in Brazil. The state−run broadcasting network Empresa Brasil de
Comunicacao (EBC) (www.ebc.com.br) owns, amongst others, the popular stations Radio Nacional AM de Brasília
(980 kHz), Radio Nacional da Amazonia (OC 11 780 kHz and 6 180 kHz), Radio Nacional FM de Brasilia (96.1 MHz),
and Radio Nacional do Rio de Janeiro (1 130 kHz).

The following are some of the most popular commercial stations: Radio Alvorada (www.alvoradafm.com.br), Radio
Bandeirantes (http://radiobandeirantes.terra.com.br), Radio Clube AM (www.clube.am), Radio Eldorado
(www.radioeldorado.com.br), Radio Gazeta (www.radiogazeta.com.br), Radio Globo (http://globoradio.globo.com),
Radio Mundial (www.radiomundial.com.br), and Radio Tupi (www.radiotupi.com.br).

International radio stations

The following international radio stations broadcast worldwide and may, depending on location, be available on
short−wave receivers or via the Internet:

BBC Radio World Service (www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice).
Channel Africa (www.channelafrica.org).
China Radio International (CRI) (www.chinabroadcast.cn).
Deutsche Welle (www.dw−world.de).
National Public Radio (NPR) (www.npr.org).
Radio Australia (www.abc.net.au/ra).
Radio Canada International (www.radio−canada.ca/rci).
Radio Finland (www.yle.fi/rfinland).
Radio France Internationale (RFI) (www.rfi.fr).
Radio Japan (www.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/english/radio/program/index.html).
Radio Netherlands Worldwide (RNW) (www.radionetherlands.nl).
Radio New Zealand International (RNZI) (www.rnzi.com).
Radio Singapore International (RSI) (www.rsi.sg).
Sveriges Radio (SR) (www.sr.se).
The Voice of Russia (RUVR) (www.ruvr.ru).
Voice of America (VOA) (www.voanews.com).

Other foreign nationals are advised to consult their embassy for information about reception of radio transmissions from
their home country.
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Newspapers

There are no national newspapers, and papers have a relatively small circulation given the size of the population. There
are a considerable number of local dailies including the O Globo (http://oglobo.globo.com/), O Dia (www.odia.com.br),
and Jornal do Brasil (www.jb.com.br) in Rio de Janeiro; and Fôlha de Sao Paulo (www.folha.com.br), O Estado de Sao
Paulo (www.estadao.com.br) and Jornal da Tarde (www.jt.com.br) in Sao Paulo. The Correio Brasiliense
(www.correiobraziliense.com.br) and the Jornal de Brasília (www.jornaldebrasilia.com.br) are the two main papers in the
capital. There are around 465 daily papers published across the country and over 2 000 non−daily papers.

Overseas newspapers (e.g. The Times, Financial Times, International Herald Tribune, Frankfurter Allgemeine) can be
bought from newsstands in the main cities and are also available on subscription. Weeklies such as The Economist,
Newsweek, Der Spiegel and Time can be obtained from good bookshops.

There are also several online news agencies specialising in English−language Latin American and/or Brazilian news. The
Brazil Post (www.brazilpost.com) collates Brazil−related, English−language news from a wide range of international
media sources, while MercoPress (www.mercopress.com) is an independent English−language online news agency
based in Uruguay that specialises in South American news.

National news agencies include the state−owned Agencia Brasil (www.agenciabrasil.gov.br), the private Agencia
Estado (www.ae.com.br), which is Sao Paulo−based, and Agencia o Globo (www.agenciaoglobo.com.br), part of
Brazilian media giant O Globo (http://oglobo.globo.com).

A longer list of regional Brazilian newspapers, by state, is available here: (www.terra.com.br/noticias/jornais.chtm).
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On arrival

Customs formalities

Personal effects and household goods

Regulations may vary according to the owner's nationality or immigration status.

Household goods and personal effects belonging to foreign nationals with resident visas are exempt from customs duties
and taxes. Holders of temporary visas may also import new items (owned for less than six months) duty−free, under the
proviso that they are exported again on the expatriate's departure. Shipments must arrive no earlier than three months
before (customs storage fees apply) and no later than six months after the owner's arrival. Only two shipments are
permitted (one air and one sea). All shipments are inspected. Clearance cannot begin until all documents are received by
the customs authorities and the consignee's arrival in Brazil. Shipments must be in the owner's name (not the moving
company's or the employer's).

Pre−registration: No more than five days prior to the arrival of the cargo, Brazilian customs must be in receipt of the
airway bill (AWB) or ocean bill of lading (OBL), the shipper's passport number and his/her Brazilian tax/social security
card number (Cadastro de Pessoa Física − CPF). N.B. A CPF card number is mandatory for all shipments to Brazil.

For customs clearance, the following documents will be required: notarised copies of passport with visa stamp (all
pages), residence visa, Brazilian ID card, and the airline ticket showing the arrival of the importer in Brazil; work contract
and customs bond for holders of temporary visas, proof of residence in Brazil, (such as rental contract or utilities bill),
proof of residence abroad for a minimum of one year (either by a letter issued by the Brazilian embassy in the country of
origin or by submitting 13 utility bills in the owner's name); power of attorney for the destination agent, employer's letter of
guarantee (Termo de Responsibilidade); letter authorising the destination agent to clear the shipment; and itemised
inventories (in Portuguese, two copies) detailing brand names, makes, models, serial numbers and estimated value in
USD of all electrical goods. This must be legalised by a Brazilian consulate for temporary visa holders. Pets must be
listed on the inventory. New items (less than six months old) must be listed on a separate inventory. Customs will also
require the original bill of lading (AWB/OBL), which must mention the shipper's CPF card number.

Port/airport storage fees, calculated based on the declared CIF value, are payable for all imports in two−week
increments.

Goods must be exported on termination of contract for holders of a temporary visa.

The use of non−wooden containers is strongly advised. To protect Brazilian crops, fauna and flora from an Asian bug (the
Asian long−horned beetle) which attacks wood, the Ministry of Agriculture (www.agricultura.gov.br) has imposed
severe restrictions on the import of pallets, wooden crates, etc. Wooden units must have a Fumigation Certificate issued
by the official government agency in the origin country. Wood must be certified it has been treated with heat, fumigation
or another type of previously agreed chemical product. Fumigation should be carried out 15 days prior to shipment.
Expatriates without the necessary documents run the risk of having crates/pallets incinerated at their expense.

Receita Federal do Brasil (www.receita.fazenda.gov.br). Federal Revenue Secretariat of Brazil (part of the Ministry of
Finance), which oversees Brazilian Customs.

Import allowances

Alcohol: A maximum of 24 units of alcoholic beverages, with a maximum of 12 units per type of beverage (units can be
classed as either 75cl or 1 litre bottles).

Tobacco: 400 cigarettes, 25 cigars or 250 g of tobacco.

Other: Any articles with a total value not exceeding USD 500. International passengers may, in addition, purchase up to
USD 500 of articles in duty free shops at Brazilian airports.

Importing cars

Cars may only be imported into Brazil by members of the foreign diplomatic corps.
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Importing pets

Pet dogs and cats may be imported, provided they were included in the original household inventory and arrive
accompanied by the owner. Dogs and cats require an original International Zoosanitary Certificate (IZC) issued within
ten days from the date of departure and validated at a Brazilian consulate in the country of origin. If the IZC is not in
Portuguese it must be translated by a sworn translator. A rabies vaccination certificate is required for animals over 90
days old. It should be issued at least 30 days (but no more than one year) prior to the intended arrival date and be valid
for one year.

More information is available from the Ministry of Agriculture (www.agricultura.gov.br).

Pet transport and insurance

Air Animal (United States) (www.airanimal.com). International pet moving services.

The Independent Pet and Animal Transportation Association International, Inc. (United States) (www.ipata.com).
International network of pet relocation specialists.

Petplan Ltd (United Kingdom) (www.petplan.co.uk). Pet health insurance company with boarding kennel cover,
worldwide transit cover and accident insurance.

Prohibited and restricted items

Prohibited imports

Arms, ammunition and dangerous objects are generally prohibited, with some exceptions made, given prior
consultation and licensing with the Brazilian authorities (see the note in the Restricted imports section below).

• 

Narcotics and medicines (unless a prescription can be presented).• 

Restricted imports

Import of the following items is prohibited unless previous authorisation from the Ministry of Agriculture
(www.agricultura.gov.br) has been obtained:

As of September 2005, any shipments in wooden packaging (including pallets, wooden air vans, lift vans, and
crates), must carry a seal of approval that certifies that the wood has received the required treatment (either by
heat or fumigation) to protect it from what is known in the US as the Chinese Bug (Anoplophora Glabripennis). It
is recommended to refrain from using wooden forms of packaging in shipments to Brazil.

• 

Meat (fresh, dried, canned or otherwise) or meat products.• 
Dairy products (milk, eggs, cheese etc.).• 
Fresh fruit and vegetables.• 
Plants or parts of plants (flowers, seeds, bulbs, mushrooms, soil, etc.).• 
Apicultural products (honey, wax, etc.) or live insects and snails.• 
Fish and fish products.• 
Animal feed.• 
Vaccines, viruses, germs cultures, human or animal tissues and biological products or materials used in
veterinary medicine.

• 

Agricultural products (feed stuffs, pesticides, herbicides etc.) or earths.• 
Birds.• 

Personal computers may only be imported if listed in the moving inventory, with the value given in US dollars.

Small calibre firearms and hunting rifles for personal use may be imported, subject to consultation with the military
attaché at the Brazilian embassy or consulate. A special license is required. All guns and ammunitions will be retained at
customs, until an inspection has been completed by army officials.
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Setting up home

Registration and residence permits

Registration

All residents who wish to open up a bank account, conclude a mobile phone contract or own a vehicle or property in
Brazil require a Cadastro de Pessoa Física (CPF) number, equivalent to a social security card/number. Registration is
with the Receita Federal do Brazil (Federal Revenue Office).

Individuals who are not yet resident in Brazil may begin the application process at the Brazilian Consulate of their place
of residence.

Applicants will need to fill out an application form and take this along with proof of identity (the original and a photocopy)
to the Brazilian embassy/consulate that has jurisdiction in place of residence.

The embassy/consulate sends the application form (with a certified photocopy of the passport) to the Brazilian Federal
Revenue Office in Brazil, who are responsible for issuing this number. The applicant can check the status of their request
at any time on the Federal Revenue website.

It is also possible to apply for the issuance of a CPF number through a lawyer in Brazil.

Any change of name or address must be notified.

The application form is available online from the Receita Federal do Brasil (www.receita.fazenda.gov.br).

Residence permits

Foreign nationals who intend to establish permanent residence in Brazil may obtain residence permits. Residence
permits allow a foreign national to transfer his/her residency to Brazil for an indefinite period of time, beginning on the
date of arrival in the country under the permit. From this time, foreign nationals may take up employment with a Brazilian
company, perform professional activity or establish a business. The granting of a residence permit is subject to
restrictions on the foreign national's activity, on the type of business he/she may establish and on the region where
he/she may live.

Residence permits are usually granted to expatriates going to Brazil for long assignments (over two or three years) with
Brazilian subsidiaries of foreign parent companies. Expatriates who are to be presidents, general managers or board
members of Brazilian subsidiaries must have permanent resident status.

Residence permits are valid for five years and can be renewed several times by the Brazilian Federal Police
Department (www.dpf.gov.br), if the permit holder meets certain requirements.

Accommodation

Rio de Janeiro

Barra da Tijuca. This upmarket seaside neighbourhood is situated approximately 20 km south−west of the city centre. It
features excellent amenities and impressive views, and is considered safer than districts closer to the centre.

The neighbourhood's popularity arises from its unique location. It is bounded by wooded mountains to the east and west,
and by 18 km of well−maintained, sandy beach to the south. Lagoons are a dominant feature of the area, with the Tijuca
Lagoon to the east, the Jacarepaguá Lagoon to the north−west and the Marapendi Lagoon to the south−west. The last of
these is surrounded by the scenic Marapendi Nature Reserve, home to a variety of rare and exotic wildlife. Barra Beach
stretches for 18 km, is well−suited for surfing, and is a popular weekend destination among the city's residents.

Barra da Tijuca is a modern area, characterised by high−rise apartment buildings and exclusive gated communities. Its
beachfront location, wide avenues and extensive shopping facilities have elicited comparisons with Miami Beach.
Hypermarkets and large shopping centres are in abundance, particularly along Avenida das Américas, which is home to
Barra Shopping, one of the largest malls in South America. Numerous bars, restaurants and trendy nightclubs are within
easy reach.

Air−conditioned buses called 'Frescao' provide a safe and reliable service. They are more expensive than other bus
services but cheaper than taxis. Bus connections with downtown Rio de Janeiro take around one and a half hours. There
is also a line of mini−buses connecting the condominiums with the shopping centres and supermarkets. Most
condominiums have their own private buses going to the Metro Botafogo or downtown. Prices are included in the
condominium service charges.
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Barra's location at the extreme edge of the city makes it essential for residents to have their own private transport.
Journeys into the city centre are often delayed by heavy congestion, and take approximately 50 minutes, traffic
permitting. It is worth noting that for security reasons, motorists in Rio de Janeiro are permitted to treat red traffic lights as
stop signs between the hours of 22.00 and 06.00.

The British School of Rio de Janeiro has campuses in Barra da Tijuca, Botafogo and Urca. The International Christian
School is located in Barra de Tijuca. The American School of Rio de Janeiro is in Gavea, adjacent to Leblon. The Our
Lady of Mercy School and the German school (Escola Alema Cordovao) are in Botafogo, approximately 5 km from
Ipanema.

There are a number of gated communities in Barra da Tijuca. These are essentially self−contained compounds of houses
and apartments with round−the−clock security. Other forms of accommodation vary in style from apartments and
condominium blocks with full amenities (swimming pool, sauna, playground and garage), to free−standing houses, often
with swimming pool and garage. Accommodation in Barra da Tijuca is more modern than that found in more central
areas.

Apartments are more readily available than houses. Three−bedroom houses are particularly rare, as owners prefer to sell
these types of property and new houses tend to have four bedrooms or more. Some time may be needed to find a
suitable property.

Ipanema. Located approximately 10 km south of downtown Rio de Janeiro, Ipanema is one of the city's most exclusive
neighbourhoods, boasting a spectacular beach and easy access to the city centre. It features excellent infrastructure,
vibrant nightlife and a wide range of upmarket shops. The streets are laid out in a grid pattern, meaning the area can
easily be navigated on foot.

Ipanema is a lively, glamorous area with entertainment facilities in abundance. It features numerous cafes, restaurants,
bars and nightclubs, and is home to a thriving gay scene. During Carnival, the area hosts its own parade, the Banda de
Ipanema, which can attract up to 15 000 people. Ipanema Beach, with its white sand and clean water, is a popular social
destination for tourists and locals alike. The beach attracts many surfers, joggers and cyclists, and features volleyball
courts and open−air gyms. The wooded mountains surrounding the area provide an impressive backdrop. A large lake,
the Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas, can be found just to the north. It is surrounded by lush parkland and features numerous
sports fields, playgrounds, and various other fitness and recreational amenities.

Public transport is adequate, with air−conditioned 'Frescao' buses providing a safe, regular service into the centre. These
take approximately 30 minutes to reach downtown Rio de Janeiro. An equivalent car journey to the city centre takes
approximately 15 minutes, traffic permitting.

The Our Lady of Mercy School and the German school (Escola Alema Cordovao) are in Botafogo, approximately 5 km
from Ipanema. The British School also has a campus in Botafogo.

Accommodation consists of apartments and condominiums. Prices vary depending on the property's location relative to
the sea. There are no semi−detached or free−standing properties in this area. Availability is fair, although some time may
be needed to find a suitable property.

Leblon is an attractive seaside location, situated just to the west of Ipanema and approximately 13 km south of the city
centre. It is an exclusive neighbourhood with excellent amenities, and offers a combination of cosmopolitan glamour and
genteel charm.

The hills of Upper Leblon (Alto Leblon) are mainly residential, and feature luxury housing popular with Brazil's rich and
famous. Lower Leblon (Baixo Leblon) is more bohemian, with a vibrant and youthful, albeit sophisticated, feel. Bars,
nightclubs, cafes and restaurants are in abundance. Shopping facilities include the upmarket Shopping Leblon mall,
which stocks a range of designer brands. Like Ipanema, Lower Leblon's streets are laid out in a grid pattern, and can
easily be navigated on foot.

Leblon Beach is one of the quieter beaches of Rio de Janeiro and is a popular destination for local families. It is actually
the same beach as Ipanema, although separated by the Jardim de Alah channel, and features white sand, clear water
and impressive mountain views.

Recreational facilities include the expansive Clube Regatas do Flamengo, which features an Olympic−sized swimming
pool and caters for a wide range of sports including tennis, football, rowing and judo. There are also three exclusive
members' clubs in the area − Clube Paissandú, Monte Líbano, and Caiçaras − which offer sporting and social facilities.

Public transport facilities are adequate with 'Frescao' buses providing a good service which is cheaper than taxis. These
take approximately 35 minutes to cover the distance to Rio de Janeiro city centre. The equivalent car journey takes
approximately 30 minutes.

The American School of Rio de Janeiro is in Gavea, adjacent to Leblon.
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Apartments are the principal form of residential accommodation in this area. Some time may be needed to find a suitable
property.

Average accommodation rental costs in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Sao Paulo

Morumbi is situated approximately 10 km south−west of the city centre, on the west bank of the Pinheiros River. It is a
highly desirable residential area with a good supply of top−quality accommodation set amid lush greenery. However, it is
worth noting that the neighbourhood has pockets of low−standard accommodation (the most notable of these being the
large Paraisópolis favela located just to the south), and is characterised by pronounced social inequality.

Shopping facilities are excellent, with the sizeable Morumbi and Jardim Sul shopping centres within easy reach. Both
centres feature cinemas, snack bars and some of the most stylish shops in Sao Paulo. Grocery stores and supermarkets
are within easy reach of most residential areas. Green spaces include Parque Alfredo Volpi (formerly Morumbi Park), a
sizeable wooded park with jogging and hiking trails, home to a diverse assortment of wildlife.

Morumbi is also home to the Sao Paulo state government building, the Jóquei Clube de Sao Paulo (Jockey Club and
Racecourse), and the stadium of the Sao Paulo Football Club. Several multinational corporations have offices in nearby
Brooklin, on the opposite bank of the river.

The only public transport connection into town is by bus. Expatriates do not usually use buses, which are overcrowded
during peak times, and can be unsafe and uncomfortable. Traffic congestion can be a problem. Car journeys to the city
centre take approximately 45 minutes.

All of the areas profiled in this report are within 5−10 km of Aeroporto de Congonhas, Sao Paulo's domestic airport.

The Italian school is in Morumbi, while the Graded American School is just south of the area.

Accommodation is generally upmarket and suitable for expatriates. Properties in Morumbi tend to have larger lots than
those in other areas. Availability is reasonable, although apartments are more readily available than houses.

Santo Amaro is located approximately 15 km south−west of the centre, on the east bank of the Pinheiros River. It is a
popular expatriate area owing to the presence of gated communities, particularly in Alto da Boa Vista. The community of
Chácara Flora in particular is highly exclusive and contains top−quality housing, although availability is normally limited.
As one of Sao Paulo's largest districts, Santo Amaro does have its less desirable neighbourhoods, but the private
communities and higher−end parts of the area feature a very high standard of living.

Shopping facilities are in abundance, with good shopping centres, supermarkets, boutiques, bakeries, delis and
restaurants within easy reach. Shopping Market Place and Morumbi Shopping are located just to the north of the
neighbourhood, and feature cinemas and a wide range of stylish shops. Recreational facilities include the Sao Paulo Golf
Club and the Clube Hipico de Santo Amaro (a riding club). Saint Paul's Anglican Cathedral and Our Lady Help of
Christians hold English−language services, and there is a Scandinavian church in the area. In addition, many
multinational companies have offices nearby, making for a convenient commute.

The only public transport connection into town is by bus, which is rarely used by expatriates. Traffic congestion can be a
problem. Car journeys to the centre take approximately 45 minutes.
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The Chapel School, the Brazilian−Swiss school and the Brazilian International School are all located in Santo Amaro,
near Chácara Flora.

Expatriate−standard accommodation consists mostly of detached houses. Some time may be needed to find a suitable
property.

Jardins. The name 'Jardins' refers to a group of sophisticated neighbourhoods located near the city centre, which span
south−westwards from the financial district and include Jardim Europa, Jardim Paulista and Jardim America. The area
features excellent shopping and entertainment amenities. Housing ranges from elegant mansions set amid lush
greenery, to luxury high−rise apartment complexes.

Jardins has a varied and active nightlife, with many trendy bars and upmarket restaurants within easy reach. It is also
renowned for its fashionable shops, particularly along Rua Oscar Freire, which passes through Jardim Paulista and
houses some of the city's most exclusive boutiques. The Siqueira Campos Park is nearby, just opposite the Museu de
Arte de São Paulo (MASP), offering a respite from the busy urban environment. The Jewish Community Athletic and
Cultural Association is located in Jardim Europa, near the river, and offers an extensive range of social and cultural
activities, as well as a fitness centre, tennis court and swimming pool. The Jardins area is particularly popular with young
singles and couples, and is convenient for the offices along Avenida Paulista.

There are several Metro stations along Avenida Paulista, and numerous buses serve the area. However, expatriates tend
to avoid buses, which are poorly maintained and can be extremely crowded. While the Metro is clean and reliable and
connects to the centre in approximately 15 minutes, expatriates tend to avoid it as it becomes very crowded during peak
times. Car journeys into the city centre are affected by traffic congestion, and take approximately 30 minutes.

St Paul's School and St Francis College are in Jardins.

Accommodation found in this area consists mainly of apartments. Availability is fair, although some time may be needed
to find a suitable property.

Moema is in the south−west of the city, approximately 5−10 km from the centre, and includes the desirable residential
districts of Vila Novo Conceição, Jardim Lusitânia, Parque Ibirapuera, Jardim Novo Mundo, Indianópolis and Vila
Indianópolis.

The area is dominated by the expansive Ibirapuera Park, which spans 1.6 km2 and offers jogging trails, children's
playgrounds, a roller−skating rink and an open−air theatre. The park also houses a complex of museums, including the
Museum of Modern Art, the Afro−Brazilian Museum, and the Planetarium. Moema is served by Ibirapuera Shopping, a
large, upmarket shopping centre with a cinema. The area has a lively nightlife, with numerous bars and restaurants within
easy reach. Sporting facilities include Clube Atlético Monte Líbano and Ipê Clube, both of which have tennis courts,
swimming pools and fitness centres, and cater for a wide range of sports.

There are several Metro stations located to the north and east of the park. Although the Metro connects to Sé station in
the city centre in 10−15 minutes, it becomes extremely crowded during peak times. Car journeys to the centre are
affected by traffic congestion, and take approximately 30 minutes.

The French Lycee Pasteur is just to the east of Moema.

Accommodation found in this area consists mainly of apartments. Availability is good.

Brooklin is situated approximately 10 km south of the city centre, on the east bank of the Pinheiros River. Formerly a
rural outpost popular with German expatriates, Brooklin began to develop as a business centre in the 1960s and 1970s.
Numerous multinational IT firms have their offices here, and development continues to this day. However, due to the
commuting distance, Brooklin may not be ideal for those working in the city centre. The area close to the river is
characterised by modern skyscrapers, while further to the east, greener, more residential areas can be found.

Brooklin offers a good selection of cafes, bars and restaurants. Sao Paulo's World Trade Center is in the vicinity,
featuring hotels, restaurants, health clubs, and an extensive shopping mall. Brooklin is also served by Market Place and
Morumbi Shopping, which feature cinemas, restaurants and many stylish shops.

Although buses serve the area, expatriates avoid them for safety reasons. A car journey to the city centre takes
approximately 75 minutes.

Accommodation found in this area consists mostly of apartments. Availability is fair.
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Average accommodation rental costs in Sao Paulo, Brazil

Leasing arrangements

Lease arrangements are normally for 30 months with an option for renewal. A diplomatic clause or 'break clause' can be
negotiated into lease agreements. By law, if an employee is moved more than 80 km away from their current property,
then no fines will be applicable if the landlord has had notice of 30 days.

Tenancy agreements must be in Portuguese; English documents will not be valid. By law, rents must be paid in Brazilian
reals.

Landlords prefer to have a guarantor (usually the tenant's employer) instead of a deposit. If a deposit is required it will
usually be equivalent to three months' rent.

Brokerage fees are often associated with securing a property. Typically, they are equivalent to one month's rent and are
paid by the tenant in Rio de Janeiro, and by the landlord in other parts of the country (although landlords will often pass
this cost on to tenants).

Rents are usually adjusted according to official inflation figures.

Furniture and household goods

Prices in this survey refer to unfurnished properties. Although there are few furnished properties on the market, for
furnished accommodation an estimated further 20−40% should be added to gain an idea of asking prices.

The majority of properties are let unfurnished. An unfurnished property generally has carpets and kitchen cabinets, but no
curtains, light fittings or kitchen appliances. Where applicable, the definition of furnished can vary considerably, from
merely including basic furniture to offering an exhaustive inventory with a fully equipped kitchen, bed linen and cutlery.
The standard of furnishings will also vary significantly. To a large extent, the rental cost of a property will be a fair
indication of the amount and quality of furnishings offered.

Good quality furniture and electrical appliances can be purchased and rented in major cities in Brazil. Furniture rental is
available in many cities from John Richard.

According to data from EPIC International, to rent a package of two sofas and two armchairs, one table and four chairs,
one double bed and one double wardrobe would cost approximately BRL 2 000 − BRL 2 500 per month. To purchase the
same package of standard quality furnishings would cost approximately BRL 15 000 − BRL 25 000.

The following companies have branches all over Brazil:

Rental Center
(www.rentalcenter.com.br).

Tok and Stock
(www.tokstok.com.br).
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Rio de Janeiro

Casa Shopping
Avenida Ayrton Senna 2150, Barra de Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro, 22775−900 (www.casashopping.com.br).

John Richard Rio de Janeiro
Rua Rolandia 205, Higienopolis, Rio de Janeiro, 21061−065 (www.johnrichard.com.br).

Sao Paulo

Breton Actual
Branches available all over Sao Paulo (www.breton.com.br).

Interiors
Rua das Tulipas 73, Condominio Fazendinha, Carapicuiba, Sao Paulo (www.interiors.com.br).

John Richard Sao Paulo
Rua Sion 66, Velerios, Sao Paulo, 04774−040 (www.johnrichard.com.br).

 
Estate agents and relocation agents
 
The following companies have branches all over Brazil:

BR EXPAT
Rua Guararapes 747, Sao Paulo, 04561−000 (www.expat.com.br).

Living Internationally
Alameda Rio Negro 1084 Piso Atrium, Suite A31 Alphaville Empresarial, Barueri, Sao Paulo, 06454−000
(www.livinginbrazil.com.br).

Rio de Janeiro

Access Imovel
(www.acesseimovel.com.br).

Sergio Castro Imoveis
Branches available all over Rio de Janeiro (www.sergiocastro.com.br).

Sao Paulo

Anglo Americana Agency
Rua Princesa Isabel 287, Sao Paulo, 04601−001 (www.angloaa.com).

Bamberg
Rua Marechal Deodoro 543, Alto da Boa Vista, Sao Paulo, 04738−000 (www.bamberg.com.br).

House Hunters Consultoria Imobiliaria Ltda
Rua Verbo Divino 714, Granja Julieta, Sao Paulo, 04719−001 (www.househunters.com.br).

International removals and relocations

A number of companies will look after all removal problems. As well as organising the actual move, services include
selling/managing property at home, finding suitable accommodation overseas and helping the expatriate family settle into
a new environment. Companies include:

Arpin International Group (www.arpinintl.com).
Cartus (www.cartus.com).
Crown Worldwide Group (www.crownworldwide.com).
Expect Move Management Ltd (www.expectmove.com).
Interdean International Relocation (www.interdean.com).
IOR Global Services (www.iorworld.com).
North American Van Lines (www.navl.com).
Pickfords (www.pickfords.co.uk).
Prudential Relocation (www.prudential.com).
Sterling Relocation (www.sterlingrelocation.com).
Team Relocations (www.teamrelocations.com).
TheMIGroup (www.themigroup.com).
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Serviced and short−term accommodation

Newly arrived expatriates may have the option of living in serviced apartments in apartment hotels while trying to find
long−term accommodation. Serviced apartments are furnished and will usually have a weekly cleaning and laundry
service. The rental cost is inclusive of all furnishings, television sets and cooking appliances. The monthly cost of
serviced accommodation varies depending on length of stay, location, property size and time of year, and rates should be
confirmed at time of booking.

If available, serviced apartments are often a better option than hotels for expatriates on short−term assignments.
However, many hotels offer suites or reduced rates for longer stays.

Rio de Janeiro

Marina All Suites
Avenida Delfim Moreira 630, Leblon, Rio de Janeiro, 22441−000 (www.marinaallsuites.com.br).

Promenade Apart−Hotels
Branches available all over Rio de Janeiro (www.promenade.com.br).

Transamerica Flat Barra Rio de Janeiro
Avenida Gastao Senges 395, Barra da Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro (www.transamericaflats.com.br).

Sao Paulo

Quality Faria Lima
Branches available all over Sao Paulo (www.atlanticahotels.com.br).

Transamerica Flat Paradise Garden Sao Paulo
Rua Sampaio Viana 425, Paraiso, Sao Paulo (www.transamericaflats.com.br).

Utilities

The tenant is responsible for payment of all utilities consumed. All utility costs are in Brazilian reals (BRL).

Air conditioning is popular and is considered a necessity by many expatriates. Electric fans can be useful substitutes.

The cost of installing air conditioning units is upwards of BRL 700 per room.

Average cost of utilities

The average cost of utilities (based on a three−year moving average) from ECA's Cost of Living Survey for all types of
accommodation in Brazil is:

Utilities BRL per annum

Heat & Lighting 6 015

Water 2 592

Telephone 2 869

Total cost 11 476

Electricity

The supply fluctuates and there are differences between areas:

Bahia, Paraná, Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Minas Gerais and Manaus: 110/120/127 V AC 60Hz.

The rest of Brazil: 220 V AC 60Hz (Fortaleza is 240 V).

However, some hotels will provide both power supplies, as well as adaptors. Standard plug fittings are both flat and
round two−pin (Types A & B and C), although outlets may often be tailored to accept a variety of these plug types.

Brazil's heavy dependence on hydroelectricity means that dry periods can result in shortages of electricity.

It should be noted that most hotels and houses outside the larger cities have electric showers operated by water
pressure; although these are earthed, they are potentially dangerous, particularly when operating on 220 volts.

World Electric Guide (http://kropla.com/electric2.htm). Voltages and electrical fittings by country.
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Video Overseas (www.videooverseas.com). Electrical appliance relocation, online−shopping and worldwide delivery.

Gas

Cooking is mainly by gas and some hot water is heated by gas geysers. Mains gas is usually satisfactory, but can be
subject to decreased pressure at peak cooking hours. Bottled gas is more reliable.

Water

Dry periods can cause water shortages, particularly in São Paulo.

The mains water supply is usually filtered but expatriates are advised to drink bottled mineral waters because the local
water supply is not safe to drink. 

Telephone

The telephone system is found to be fairly reliable.

It takes from 7−10 days to have a telephone line installed, but can take longer in certain areas. There will be a separate
charge for external and internal connection to the telephone system.

If a property does not have a telephone line installed, the telephone company will carry out the external connection at a
cost of approximately BRL 200. The tenant is then responsible for hiring a technician to connect the property to the
network.

Refuse collection

Refuse collection services are regular and efficient in urban centres, although quality and quantity suffer distinct
variations between central and intermediate districts and suburban peripheral districts. The rapidly decreasing capacity of
landfills has caused Brazil to begin implementing very strict controls on waste disposal, composting and recycling.

Domestic staff

Many expatriate households employ domestic help of some sort, either a full−time maid living either out or in, or else a
cleaner. A few households employ a cook while those who live in houses often employ a gardener, full− or part−time,
depending on the size of the garden and some employ a night−watchman. Most apartment buildings will have a
dedicated night−watchman. Labour is cheap and plentiful. Most work five days a week. Full−time staff are paid a
13th month salary as an annual bonus, and employers are required to make appropriate social security contributions. A
holiday bonus is also paid. Most employers provide expenses including food, medical, transport and uniform. It should be
noted that labour laws are very strict and protective of domestic help.

Issues to consider prior to hiring domestic staff include: salary and benefits (e.g. airfare, transport subsidy, food
subsidies/meals, uniform, medical expenses), probationary periods, working hours and flexibility, sick days and annual
leave, salary advances/loan requests, notification of absence and contact details, daily working schedule, specific
cleaning instructions/training, hygiene (e.g. illness, food preparation), limits on staff access to the property and limits and
procedures for allowing access to visitors.
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Average rates of pay

Costs for each employee are shown in the currency quoted by the majority of respondents to ECA's Cost of Living
Survey. This is BRL unless stated otherwise. Where more than one currency was quoted, costs have been converted at
the survey exchange rate.

Type of employee Hourly
wage

Typical employee
Annual bonusHours per

week
Lives in
or out?

Cleaner 8 16 Out 471

Cook 7 40 Out 1187

Driver 10 40 Out 1270

Gardener 7 8 Out 354

Guard/Security 5 38 Out 744

Maid/Housekeeper 7 40 Out 1011

Nanny 6 44 In 900
 

Insurance

Insurance can be taken out locally in Brazil. Companies include:

BB Seguros (Companhia de Seguros Alianca do Brasil) (www.aliancadobrasil.com.br).
Bradesco Seguros e Previdencia (www.bradescoseguros.com.br, www.dicasautore.com.br).
Caixa Seguros (www.caixaseguros.com.br).
HSBC Seguros (www.hsbc.com.br).
Itau Porto Seguro (www.itauseguros.com.br, www.itau.com.br/seguros).
Liberty Seguros (www.libertyseguros.com.br).
Maritima Seguros (www.maritima.com.br).
Porto Seguro (www.portoseguro.com.br).
Royal & SunAlliance (RSA) Seguros (www.royalsun.com.br, www.rsagroup.com.br).
Seguros Santander (www.santander.com.br).
SulAmerica (an ING associate) (www.sulamerica.com.br).
Tokio Marine Seguradora (www.tokiomarine.com.br).
Unibanco Seguros (www.unibancoseguros.com.br).

Most of the major international insurance companies will insure expatriates and their households overseas against all
risks. Companies include:

Allianz (www.allianz.com).
American International Group, Inc. (AIG) (www.aig.com).
Assurances Générales de France (AGF) (www.agf.fr).
Aviva plc (www.aviva.com).
AXA Group (www.axa.com).
ING Groep N.V. (www.ing.com).
QBE Insurance Group Limited (QBE) (www.qbe.com).
RSA (www.rsagroup.com).
The Chubb Corporation (www.chubb.com).
Zurich Financial Services (www.zurich.com).
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Education

There is a good selection of international schools in the major cities.

In Rio de Janeiro, the British School of Rio de Janeiro has campuses in Barra da Tijuca, Botafogo and Urca. The
International Christian School is located in Barra de Tijuca. The American School of Rio de Janeiro is in Gavea,
adjacent to Leblon. The Our Lady of Mercy School and the German school (Escola Alema Cordovao) are in
Botafogo, approximately 5 km from Ipanema.

In Sao Paulo, the Italian school is in Morumbi, while the Graded American School is just south of the area. The
Chapel School, the Brazilian−Swiss school and the Brazilian International School are all located in Santo Amaro,
near Chácara Flora. The French Lycee Pasteur is just to the east of Moema, while St Paul's School and St Francis
College are in Jardins.

Children of working expatriates do not require student visas to attend schools in Brazil.

Schools listings

Where applicable, all costs are quoted in local currency except where stated otherwise.

 

Belo Horizonte

American School of Belo Horizonte
Avenida Professor Mario Werneck, 3002 Bairro Buritis, Belo Horizonte, 30575−180
(www.eabh.com.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: English
Curriculum: International, Local/national, US
 

Brasilia

Escola Americana do Brasilia (EAB)
SGAS 605 Bloco E Lotes 34/37, Brasilia, 70200−650
(www.eabdf.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: English
Curriculum: US
Fees (day pupils) up to: 38052 payable per annum

Escola das Nacoes (School of Nations)
SHIS Q1 21 Area Especial, Conjuncto 01, Brasilia, 71619−970
(www.edn.org.br)
Ages: 2 to 18
Languages: English, Portuguese
Curriculum: Local/national, US

Lycee Francais Francois Mitterand
EQS 708/907, Lote C, Brasilia, 70390−079
(www.lyceefrancais−brasilia.pro.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: French
Curriculum: French
Fees (day pupils) up to: 17880 payable per annum
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Campinas

Escola Americana de Campinas
Rua Cajamar 35, Jardim Alto da Barra, Campinas, 13010−970
(www.eac.com.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: English, Portuguese
Curriculum: Local/national, US, Montessori
 

Curitiba

Colegio Suico−Brasileiro de Curitiba
Rua Wanda dos Santos Mallmann 537, Pinhais, 83323−400
(www.chpr.com.br)
Ages: 2 to 18
Languages: German, Portuguese
Curriculum: International, Local/national, UK, German, Swiss

Ecole Francaise de Curitiba MLF/Renault do Brasile
Rua Fioravante Dalla Stella 90, Cristo Rei, Curitiba, 80050−150
(www.ecolecuritiba.org)
Ages: 6 to 18
Languages: French
Curriculum: French

International School of Curitiba
Santa Felicidade Campus, Avenida Dr Eugenio Bertolli 3900, Curitiba, 82410−530
(www.iscbrazil.com)
Ages: 2 to 18
Languages: English
Curriculum: International, Local/national, US
 

Porto Alegre

Pan American School of Porto Alegre
Avenida Joao Obino 110, Port Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul, 91330−280
(www.panamerican.com.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: English
Curriculum: International, Local/national, US
 

Rio de Janeiro

Aldeia Montessori
Rua Dona Claudina 316, Meier, Rio de Janeiro
(www.aldeiamontessori.com.br)
Ages: 1 to 9
Languages: Portuguese
Curriculum: Montessori
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British School of Rio de Janeiro
Botafogo Campus, Rua Real Grandeza 87, Botafogo, Rio de Janeiro, 22281−030
(www.britishschool.g12.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: English
Curriculum: International, UK
Fees (day pupils) up to: 3367 payable per month

Colegio Saint Patrick's
Avenida Ataulfo de Paiva 1120, Leblon, Rio de Janeiro
(www.st−patricks.com.br)
Ages: 6 to 17

Escola Alema Cordovao
Rua Sao Clemente 388, Botafogo, Rio de Janeiro, 2260−000
(www.eacorcovado.com.br)
Ages: 5 to 18
Languages: German, Local
Curriculum: Local/national, German

Escola Americana do Rio de Janeiro
Estrada da Gavea 132, Rio de Janeiro, 22451−263
(www.earj.com.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: English
Curriculum: International, Local/national, US
Fees (day pupils) up to: 4873 payable per month

International Christian School
Avenida Prefeito Dulcidio Cardoso 4351, Barra da Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro, 22793−012
(www.ics−rio.com)
Ages: 3 to 11
Languages: English
Curriculum: US
Fees (day pupils) up to: 4580400 payable per annum

Lycee Moliere
Rua Pereira da Silva 728, Laranjeiras, Rio de Janeiro, 22221−140
(www.lyceemoliere.com.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: French, Portuguese
Curriculum: French

Our Lady of Mercy School
Rue Visconde de Caravelas 48, Bairro Botafogo, Rio de Janeiro, 22271−022
(www.olmrio.com)
Ages: 2 to 18
Languages: English
Curriculum: Local/national, US
 

Sao Paulo

Brazilian International School
Granja Julieta, Rua Barao de Cotegipe 111, Granja Julieta, Sao Paulo, 04721−040
(www.bissp.com.br)
Ages: 1 to 15
Languages: English, Portuguese
Curriculum: International, Local/national
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Chapel School
Rua Vigario Joao de Pontes 537, Alto da Boa Vista, Sao Paulo, 04748−000
(www.chapelschool.com )
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: English
Curriculum: International, Local/national, US

Colegio Humboldt
Avendia Eng Alberto Kuhlmann 525, Interlagos, Sao Paulo, 04784−010
(www.colegiohumboldt.com.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: German, Portuguese
Curriculum: Local/national, German

Colegio Visconde de Porto Seguro
Rua Floriano Peixoto Santos 55, Sao Paulo, 05658−080
(www.portoseguro.org.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: German, Portuguese
Curriculum: Local/national, German

Escola Suico−Brasileira de Sao Paulo
Rua Visconde de Porto Seguro 391, Alto da Boa Vista, Sao Paulo, 04642−000
(www.esbsp.com.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: German, Portuguese
Curriculum: International, Local/national, Swiss

Graded Amercian School of Sao Paulo
Avenida Presidente Giovanni Gronchi 4710, Sao Paulo, 05724−002
(www.graded.br)
Ages: 2 to 18
Languages: English
Curriculum: International, Local/national, US
Fees (day pupils) up to: 4808 payable per month

Lycee Pasteur
Casa Santos Dumont, Rua Vergueiro 3799, Sao Paulo, 04101−300
(www.flp−sp.com.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: French, Portuguese
Curriculum: French
Fees (day pupils) up to: 1415 payable per month

Pan American Christian Academy
Rua Cassio de Campos Nogueira 393, Sao Paulo, 04829−310
(www.paca.com.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: English, Portuguese
Curriculum: Local/national, US
Fees (day pupils) up to: 4580 payable per month

Saint Francis College
Rua Belgica 399, Jardim Europa, Sao Paulo, 01448−030
(www.stfrancis.com.br)
Ages: 2 to 18
Languages: English, Portuguese
Curriculum: International, Local/national, UK
Fees (day pupils) up to: 4703 payable per month
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Scuola Italiana Eugenio Montale
Rua Dr Jose Gustavo Busch 75, Morumbi, Sao Paulo
(www.montale.com.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: Italian, Portuguese
Curriculum: Local/national, Other

St Paul's School
Rue Juquia 166, Jardim Paulistano, Sao Paulo, 01440−903
(www.stpauls.br)
Ages: 3 to 18
Languages: English, Portuguese
Curriculum: International, Local/national, UK
 

 

Further schools information

Glossary of curriculum abbreviations: GCE A' Level General Certificate of Education Advanced Level (UK); IB
International Baccalaureate Diploma; IGCSE International General Certificate of Secondary Education; MYP Middle
Years Programme of the International Baccalaureate Organization; PYP Primary Years Programme of the International
Baccalaureate Organization; SAT Scholastic Assessment Test (US).

Agence pour l'Enseignement Français à l'Étranger (AEFE) (www.aefe.diplomatie.fr). Regularly publishes a free guide
containing details of every public and semi−public French school outside France. Information on French private travelling
tutors and French company−sponsored schools is also available from the Agence.

The Association of British Correspondence Colleges (ABCC) (www.homestudy.org.uk). UK trade association
dedicated to distance−learning providers/colleges.

Association of International Schools in Africa (AISA) (www.aisa.or.ke). Membership organisation.

Auslandsschulverzeichnis (www.auslandsschulwesen.de). Information on German schools worldwide.

British Schools in the Middle East (BSME) (www.bsme.org.uk). Organisation for English medium, British curriculum
schools.

Centre National d'Enseignement à Distance (CNED) (www.cned.fr). Correspondence courses and exams.

Comité pour Ecoles suisses à l'étranger (Switzerland) (www.aso.ch/en/offers/swiss−schools−abroad/swiss−schools).
Swiss overseas schools.

Council of British International Schools (COBIS) (www.cobisec.org). A membership association of British schools
worldwide.

Forum−DistancE−Learning (Germany) (www.forum−distance−learning.de). Professional association for
distance−learning providers and materials.

Edufax (Netherlands) (www.edufax.nl). Pre−departure educational planning, schooling abroad, relocation to other
countries and returning to The Netherlands.

European Council of International Schools (ECIS) (www.ecis.org). Publishes the ECIS International Schools Directory
(updated annually).

Federation of British International Schools in South East Asia and East Asia (FOBISSEA) (www.fobissea.org).

Gabbitas Educational Consultants Ltd. (UK) (www.gabbitas.co.uk). Education consultancy specialising in independent
and private schools in the UK.

Independent Schools Council (ISC) (UK) (www.isc.co.uk). Independent schools in the United Kingdom.

International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO) (www.ibo.org). Offers IB programmes in over 120 countries worldwide.

IVIO Wereldschool (Netherlands) (www.wereldschool.nl). Schooling for Dutch children temporarily overseas.

Mission laïque française (www.mlfmonde.org). Worldwide network of non−religious French schools.
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Stichting Nederlands Onderwijs in het Buitenland (NOB) (Netherlands) (www.stichtingnob.nl). Schooling for Dutch
children temporarily overseas.

The International Montessori Index (www.montessori.edu). Provides detailed comparative information to assist in the
selection of schools and training centres.

World−wide Education Service (WES) Home School (UK) (www.weshome.demon.co.uk). For English−speaking
expatriates who wish to teach their young children themselves or who need to supplement the local tuition in preparation
for their children's return to an English−speaking country.

Shopping

Weights and measures

The metric system is in use.

Metric/Imperial Imperial/Metric

1 cm 0.39 in 1 in 2.54 cm

1 m 3.28 ft 1 ft 0.3048 m

1 m 1.09 yd 1 yd 0.9144 m

1 km 0.62 miles 1 mile 1.6093 km

1 g 0.035 oz 1 oz 28.35 g

1 kg 2.204 lb 1 lb 0.45 kg

1 kg 0.157 st 1 st 6.35 kg

1 ml 0.034 fl oz 1 fl oz 28.41 ml

1 litre 1.759 imp pint 1 imp pint 0.56 litres

1 litre 0.219 imp gal 1 imp gal 4.54 litres

Shopping facilities

Each neighbourhood in Brazilian cities has its own shops, and the majority of people shop close to home. Open markets,
feiras, are held on different streets and in different suburbs according to the day of the week and are excellent for the
purchase of perishable foods such as fruit and vegetables.

In Brasilia, shopping complexes and malls include Brasília Shopping (www.brasiliashopping.com.br), Conjunto
Nacional (www.cnbshopping.com.br), Park Shopping (www.parkshopping.com.br), and Pátio Brasil
(www.patiobrasil.com.br).

In Rio de Janeiro, shopping centres include Barra Shopping (www.barrashopping.com.br), Botafogo Praia Shopping
(www.botafogopraiashopping.com.br), Rio Sul (www.riosul.com.br), São Conrado Fashion Mall
(www.scfashionmall.com.br) and Shopping Center da Gávea (www.gaveatrade.com.br).

In Sao Paulo, shopping malls include Shopping Frei Caneca (www.freicanecashopping.com.br) and Shopping Paulista
(www.paulistashopping.com.br). Other shopping centres in Sao Paulo are Daslu (www.daslu.com.br), which is Sao
Paulo's only real department store, Shopping Iguatemi (www.iguatemisaopaulo.com.br), Shopping Pateo
Higienópolis (www.patiohigienopolis.com.br), and Shopping Morumbi (www.morumbishopping.com.br). Many
boutiques are found along the Rua Augusta.

Expatriates normally live in high−price areas and this is reflected in the prices of goods, especially where imported
foodstuffs are concerned. Casa Santa Luzia (www.santaluzia.com.br) in Sao Paulo is a specialist shop stocking
imported foodstuffs.

Major cities have large hypermarkets such as Carrefour (www.carrefour.com.br), Extra (www.extra.com.br) or the
cash−and−carry Makro (www.makro.com.br). A nationwide shopping centre is Iguatemi (www.iguatemi.com.br), which
stocks a wide−range of items.

Supermarket chains in Brazil include Bompreco (www.bompreco.com.br), which is a chain located mainly in north−east
Brazil owned by Walmart (www.walmartbrasil.com), CompreBem (www.comprebem.com) in Sao Paulo state, budget
supermarket Dia (www.dia.com.br), Nacional (www.nacional.com.br) and Mercadorama (www.mercadorama.com.br)
(both owned by Walmart), Pao De Acucar (www.paodeacucar.com.br), Sam's Club (www.samsclub.com.br) (another
Walmart company), Sendas (www.sendas.com.br), Sonda (www.sonda.com.br), Zaffari (www.zaffari.com.br), and Zona
Sul (www.zonasul.com.br).
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Brazilian clothing outlets include C&A (www.cea.com.br), Gregory (www.gregory.com.br), Mademoiselle
(www.mademoiselle.com.br), Marie Claire (www.marieclaire.com.br), Richards (www.richards.com.br), Siberian
(www.siberian.com.br) and Villa Romano (www.vrmenswear.com.br). International labels such as Hugo Boss
(www.hugoboss.com) Levi's (www.levi.com.br) and Benetton (www.benetton.com) can be found in the larger cities, and
designer boutiques can be found in the more fashionable areas.

Large pharmacy chains in Brazil include Farmais (www.farmais.com.br), Pague Menos (www.paguemenos.com.br),
Drogasil (www.drogasil.com.br) and Drogarias Pacheco (www.drogariaspacheco.com.br).

Shops stocking an international selection of books and a wide range of CDs and DVDs include FNAC
(www.fnac.com.br), Saraiva (www.livrariasaraiva.com.br), Laselva Bookstore (www.laselva.com.br), and Livraria
Cultura (www.livrariacultura.com.br).

Electrical goods are available from Ponto Frio (www.pontofrio.com.br), Fast Shop (www.fastshop.com.br), FNAC
(www.fnac.com.br), Extra (www.extra.com.br) Iguatemi (www.iguatemi.com.br), and Walmart (www.walmart.com.br).

Furniture and interior decorating shops are available at Sierra Moveis (www.sierra.com.br) and Tok and Stok
(www.tokstok.com.br), which have shops in most major cities in the country; Casa Shopping
(www.casashopping.com.br) and Rio Design (www.riodesign.com.br) in Rio de Janeiro; and Breton Actual
(www.breton.com.br) and Lar Center (www.larcenter.com.br) in Sao Paulo.

Typical costs

Prices from ECA's September 2009 Cost of Living Survey:

Shopping basket Average price in
BRL

Bread: white loaf 1 kg 7.83

Bar of chocolate 100 g 4.21

Soft drink: fizzy 50 cl 1.90

Milk: fresh, pasteurised 1 l 2.45

Eggs Twelve 4.30

Fresh or chilled chicken 1 kg 6.99

Dessert apples 1 kg 4.69

Onions 1 kg 2.42

Bottled beer 50 cl 2.78

Red wine: good quality 75 cl 40.41

Toilet paper Two 2.13

Toothpaste 100 ml 6.38

Compact Disc One 32.80

Shirt One 184.90

Women's jeans One 208.61

Girls' skirt (ages 8−10) One 82.90

Light bulb One 1.98

Internet shopping

Internet shopping with deliveries worldwide; household goods, baby goods, toiletries etc:

Expat Direct (www.expatdirect.co.uk).
Expats Shopping Arcade (www.expats−shoppingarcade.com).
Netgrocer (www.netgrocer.com).
Peter Justesen (www.pj.dk).

Sales tax

Goods and services are subject to a multiple−rate system of tax, levied at State and Federal levels. Brazilian state value
added tax (VAT), known as ICMS (Impostos Sobre Circulação de Mercadorias e Prestação de Serviços), is levied at
rates ranging from 7% to 25%, with a standard rate of 17%. There is also a national value added tax (Imposto sobre
Productos Industrializados − IPI) levied at an average rate of 20%.
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Food and drink

Quality and availability

Most foodstuffs can be obtained in Brazil, although there are occasional shortages.

The main meats available are usually beef, pork, chicken and turkey, but mutton, rabbit, veal and duck are sometimes in
the shops. Lamb is seldom found. Ham is of a good standard and a variety of continental−type or delicatessen foods are
sold. Fish is excellent but local shellfish may have come from a polluted environment.

In addition to the usual range of fresh vegetables to be found in Europe, aubergines, artichokes, okra, yams, mandioca
(cassava), Chinese peas, hot peppers and sweet peppers are normally available in Brazil. Frozen foods vegetables are
rarely available. Local fruit includes bananas, citrus fruits, avocado, guava, cashew (fruit), pineapples, grapes,
strawberries, mangoes and melons. Uncooked fruits and vegetables should be thoroughly washed/peeled, and meats
should also be cooked thoroughly.

Pasteurised, condensed and powdered milk can be bought but care should be taken when choosing fresh milk, as it is
not always of an acceptable standard. Although local baby food is obtainable, choice may be limited.

There is a large range of non−alcoholic fruit juice drinks, known as sucos; caju (cashew − the fruit from the seed of the
popular nut), goiaba (guava), and maracuja (passion−fruit), are recommended. Juice bars, some open 24 hours a day,
can be found on street corners in all towns and cities. Local brands of mineral water include Minalba and Lindoya.
Guarana is a carbonated fruit drink, made with an energising Amazonian plant extract.

Imported alcoholic drinks are very expensive, but there are plenty of good, locally−produced substitutes. The wine is
reasonably priced and improving in quality; wine from southern Brazil is particularly known for its high quality. Local beer
(known as chopp) is of the lager type; Brahma, Kaiser and Antarctica are the main brands. International brands of gin are
produced locally under licence, and Scotch Whisky essence is imported in bulk and bottled in Brazil. The local firewater,
Aguardente (always known as cachaça or pinga − the latter word is more polite) is a kind of whisky and is cheap, but
expatriates should seek advice on the best brands. When sugar, crushed ice and limes are added, the result is Brazil's
potent national drink, the caipirinha.

Restaurants

There are many excellent restaurants in the main cities of Brazil. In Brasilia, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo in particular, it
is possible to find a huge range of cuisines including German, Arabic, Chinese, Spanish, Italian, French, Japanese, as
well as Brazilian and local varieties of Brazilian cooking. Hotel restaurants are usually of good quality, and tend to be
popular with expatriates. The usual western fast−food chains can be found, in addition to local outlets.

Brazilian food itself can be very good indeed, and beef figures largely in many dishes. Rodizios are restaurants where
diners can eat as much meat as they like for a set price. The most common local dishes are bife com arroz e feijão (beef
with rice and black beans) although chicken (frango) is sometimes used instead of beef; feijoada completa (beans with
mixed meat beef, smoked sausage and tongue, salt pork, spices, herbs and vegetables); and churrasco (barbecued beef
with tomato and onion sauce). Moqueca is a delicious traditional fish stew served in coastal regions. Other dishes include
Empadinhas de Camarão (shrimp patties) and local versions of fast food, such as queijo (grilled cheese on a stick sold
by street vendors).

There are grill rooms (churrascarias) and lunch counters in the city centres. Most of the less−expensive restaurants in
Rio serve the same basic type of food, based on steak, fried potatoes and rice, and portions are large. The
prato−comercial is a relatively cheap, set menu meal, served in hotels and other good restaurants. Another common, and
very reasonably priced, type of restaurant is known as a Comida a Qilo. A variety of food will be laid out on a buffet
counter and customers' plates will be weighed and then charged accordingly.

As restaurant inspections can be of a variable standard, care should be taken, particularly in buffet−style restaurants.

Frommer's guide to Brazil (www.frommers.com/destinations/brazil) has extensive restaurant listings and reviews for over
20 cities in Brazil, and at Ipanema.com (www.ipanema.com/restrnts/brazil.htm) visitors can find a restaurant guide to Rio
de Janeiro, together with a thorough guide to Brazilian food and cooking.

Average meal prices

Prices from ECA's September 2009 Cost of Living Survey:
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Average meal prices per head in BRL

Take−away snack meal 13.75

Lunch at snack bar 41.47

Dinner at restaurant 98.72

Business dinner 186.52

Recreation

Arts and entertainment

Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo are famous for their entertainment. In Rio, the major clubs do not present their main acts
until after midnight, and the daily papers provide current listings; small clubs (boites) provide nightly entertainment
throughout the city. Sao Paulo nightlife is more sophisticated, with greater choice, animated by thousands of bars, pubs,
lounges, and discos that cater for a variety of musical tastes and are often open all night. Both cities host top international
DJs. Samba shows and clubs are popular, especially in Rio. Outside the main cities, most towns have late night bars and
clubs.

All Brazilian music and dance comes from multi−cultural origins. Bossa Nova blends Brazilian music with jazz and has
become widely known in the rest of the world. Samba is distinctly Brazilian and uses African rhythms combined with
European−style singing. For a genuine samba experience, visitors can attend rehearsals at one of many competitive
samba schools (escolas de samba), which open their doors to visitors a couple of months before the beginning of Rio de
Janeiro's Carnival.

The main carnival event in Rio now takes places in the purpose−built Sambodromo
(www.rio−carnival.net/sambodromo/sambodromo.php), where samba schools compete in front of judges and tens of
thousands of spectators. Tickets can be obtained from local travel agencies and banks, and advanced booking is highly
advised.

Cinemas are popular. Cinemark (www.cinemark.com.br) and Kinoplex (www.kinoplex.com.br), are two of several
mainstream cinema chains, with theatres all over Brazil. Arthouse cinema and international films in Rio de Janeiro can be
seen at Estacao (www.estacaovirtual.com) theatres across town. In Sao Paulo, the PlayArte (www.playarte.com.br)
chain has several multi−screen theatres that often show films in English, with Portuguese subtitles. Video/DVD rentals
are available across most of Brazil. While foreign films for adults are usually subtitled, children's films are generally
dubbed into Portuguese. Stage theatre is usually in Portuguese.

For classical music and dance in Sao Paulo, the Teatro Municipal (www.teatromunicipal.sp.gov.br), located in the city
centre, plays host to the most important local and international shows and cultural events. It is also one of the city's most
remarkable buildings. Constructed in 1903 and designed by the architect Ramos de Azevedo, the building was inspired
by the Paris Opera House. The theatre was renovated in 1991 and currently has a capacity of over 1 500 people.

Sao Paulo's major symphony orchestra, the Orquestra Sinfonica do Estado de Sao Paulo (OSESP)
(www.osesp.art.br), is considered one of the most outstanding of its kind in Latin America.

In Rio de Janeiro, it is the impressive Teatro Municipal de Rio de Janeiro (www.theatromunicipal.rj.gov.br), first
opened in 1909, that is home to the major dance, classical music and opera events of the city.

Tickets for most major events can be purchased through Ticketmaster Brasil (www.ticketmaster.com.br), which has
local offices throughout the country.

When it comes to art, Sao Paulo hosts one of the world's most important art extravaganzas, the Sao Paulo Biennial
(http://bienalsaopaulo.globo.com), and is home to numerous significant museums. The Museo de Arte de Sao Paulo
(MASP) (www.masp.art.br), Sao Paulo's largest art museum, situated on the Paulista Avenue, is an important landmark
of the city, renowned for its imposing building and the major collections it holds. It is, above all, considered to be the
depository of the most comprehensive collection of Western Art in the Southern Hemisphere.

In Rio de Janeiro, the Contemporary Art Museum (www.macniteroi.com.br), designed by famous architect Oscar
Niemeyer (who also designed many buildings in Brasilia), houses an impressive collection of contemporary Brazilian art,
and is highly recommended. Covering 2 000 m2, its surrounding terrace offers stunning views of the city of Niterói
(www.niteroi.rj.gov.br), with the Pão de Açúcar (Sugar Loaf Mountain) (www.bondinho.com.br), Pedra da Gávea
(Rock of the Topsail) and Christ the Redeemer (www.corcovado.com.br) at the top of Corcovado Mountain. The
Museum of Modern Art (www.mamrio.org.br) is also worth a visit, having hosted numerous national and international
exhibitions on a grand scale. Finally, the Indian Museum (www.museudoindio.gov.br), housed within a typical local
townhouse dating back to 1880, is home to one of the most important collections of artefacts linked to the indigenous
peoples of South America, and holds thousands of objects of art, documentary texts and visual recordings relating to
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indigenous ethnology.

For more information, the Latin American Institute of Museums and National Parks (ILAM) (www.ilam.org) has a
comprehensive list of all museums in Brazil and their respective contact details. Major dailies and many smaller, regional
newspapers are a great source for finding local event listings and can be accessed on−line
(www.zaz.com.br/noticias/jornais.chtm). In Sao Paulo, the cultural guide, Guia da Folha (http://guia.folha.com.br), in the
newspaper Folha de Sao Paulo, is a Friday supplement carrying weekly event listings. In Rio de Janeiro, the newspaper
O Globo publishes the magazine Rio Show (http://rioshow.oglobo.globo.com) as a Friday supplement, listing the
upcoming week's cultural events. In addition, Portal Viva Musica! (www.vivamusica.com.br) has comprehensive listings
of upcoming classical music events in Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and other major Brazilian cities.

Further information on local events can be found on the following:

Whatsonwhen (www.whatsonwhen.com).
World Events Guide (www.worldeventsguide.com).

Natural environment

Brazil has some of the finest beaches in Latin America and beach culture is well developed. Rio de Janeiro, with its
famous beaches, is the centre of the tourist industry. The Copacabana is the biggest beach (and the most polluted) but
Ipanema and Leblon are more fashionable and Sao Conrado and Barra are further out but quieter. Beaches at Santos
and Guaraja are an hour's drive from São Paulo.

Other attractions in Brazil are the 3 km wide Iguaçu Falls (www.fozdoiguacu.pr.gov.br/turismo) − the seventh largest (by
volume) in the world, and encompassing the impressive Garganta del Diablo (Devil's Throat). The area is surrounded
by a protected national park containing hundreds of species of plants, animals and birds, and the falls border both
Argentina and Paraguay.

In the state of Bahia (www.bahia.com.br), approximately 400 km inland from Salvador (www.saltur.salvador.ba.gov.br),
sits Chapada Diamantina National Park. This is one of Brazil's ecotourism hotspots, and the park is full of natural
attractions including mountains, forests, caves, underground lakes and Fumaça (Smoke) Waterfall, which at 380 m is
one of the highest in the world.

For more eco−tourism and outdoor activities, the vast wilderness of the Pantanal (www.pantanal.com) conservation area
in southwest Brazil, supports a number of different ecosystems, including the largest wetlands area in the Americas.

From Manaus (www.manaus.am.gov.br), in central Brazil, visitors can explore the world's largest biological reserve, the
Amazon rainforest, which contains one third of all living species on earth; it is also dissected by ten of the world's largest
rivers. Manaus was transformed by the 19th century rubber boom, and the city boasts some excellent colonial buildings,
including the famous Teatro Amazonas.

Following the river to the coast, Belem (www.belem.pa.gov.br), the capital city of the state of Para
(www.paraturismo.pa.gov.br), sits at the mouth of the Amazon, and is a thriving port city with a beautiful historical centre.
The Goeldi Museum (www.museu−goeldi.br) boasts the largest collection of tropical plants in the world.

More of the country is becoming accessible as eco−tourism is developed. For a comprehensive directory of national
parks in Brazil, their respective websites and contact details, visit the Latin American Institute of Museums and
National Parks (ILAM) (www.ilam.org).

Sightseeing

In Rio de Janeiro (www.riodejaneiro−turismo.com.br), visitors taking the railroad to the top of Corcovado (Hunchback)
Mountain (www.corcovado.com.br), will enjoy one of the most beautiful views in the world from under the arms of the
iconic Cristo Redentor (Christ the Redeemer) Statue. Alternatively, for the more adventurous there is the option to go
tandem paragliding or on a hang−gliding flight from Pedra Bonita in Sao Conrado, just outside Rio.

Beyond Sao Paulo's (www.cidadedesaopaulo.com) urban landscape, many cultural attractions and museums, the city
gives way to another world of coffee plantations, beaches and mountain villages, all accessible on day trips. The sands of
Guaruja (www.guiaguaruja.com.br) and Santos (www.santos.sp.gov.br) lie ca. 80 km to the south, while picturesque
settlements on the banks of the Tietê River, and Campos de Jordão ('Little Switzerland') (www.suicabrasileira.com),
with its European character and nearby forest walks, lie to the north. Nineteenth century coffee plantations, on whose
wealth the city of Sao Paulo was founded, offer historical insights, as well as opportunities for lunch in scenic
surroundings.

Approximately 150 km south of Rio, visitors can find the charming coastal town of Paraty (www.paraty.com.br), which
was once a major export port for gold and coffee. Paraty's resulting wealth is reflected in its beautiful colonial buildings,
such as Santa Rita Church, which was built by freed slaves.
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Up the coast from Rio, the well known city of Salvador da Bahia (www.salvadordabahia.ba.gov.br) is bustling with
historical sights of interest, including the Pelourinho, the old city centre, and its colonial era buildings and winding
cobblestone streets. Salvador contains Brazil's first cathedral, and the nation's oldest medical college, but is better known
for the strong influence of African culture on the city. The majority of the city's population is of African ancestry, and the
Museu Afro−Brasileiro (www.ceao.ufba.br/mafro) gives a fascinating insight into Afro−Brazilian culture. Salvador is the
centre of the martial dance art of capoeira, and is home to so many churches (over 350 including the 16th century
cathedral), it has been dubbed the 'Black Rome'.

Further north still, the historical town of Olinda (www.olinda.com.br), north of Recife (www.recifeguide.com), was once
the centre of Brazil's slave trade, and is known for its traditional and most authentic Bahia−style carnival festivities.

In the southern state of Rio Grande do Sul, lie the ruins of 300−year−old Jesuit missions (www.rotamissoes.com.br).
One of the most fascinating of these is Sao Miguel das Missoes (http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/275), yet another of the
country's UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Santo Angelo is the nearest airport (under an hour's drive away), from which
there are regular air−shuttles to/from Sao Paulo and Porto Alegre.

Steam railway enthusiasts will enjoy visiting Paranapiacaba (www.paranapiacaba−spr.org.br), a Victorian railway town in
the mountains between Sao Paulo and Santos; restoration work has started and there are plans for steam brake engines
to operate. In the southern state of Parana, one of the most spectacular (short) railway trips is that between Curitiba
(www.curitiba−brazil.com) and the port city of Paranagua (www.paranagua.pr.gov.br). The 110 km−long service is
provided by the Serra Verde Express (www.serraverdeexpress.com.br), and is known for the spectacular views afforded
to passengers as the train winds its way across the coastal mountain range of Serro do Mar. Equidistant to both termini
is Marumbi National Park.

Blumenau (www.blumenau.com.br) and Joinville (www.joinville.com) in the state of Santa Catarina (www.sc.gov.br)
reflect the massive influx of German immigrants in the late 19th century, and German architecture, culture and language
abounds in this area. Nothing illustrates this better than the annual Oktoberfest celebrations in Blumenau.

Inland, Brasília (www.brasiliaconvention.com.br), the 'planned city' and administrative capital of Brazil, is the nation's
showpiece for modern architecture. It was designed in the 1950s by the renowned architect Oscar Niemeyer, many of
whose designs, among them Brasilia's cathedral and national congress, have been accorded UNESCO World Heritage
status.

Finally, in the state of Minas Gerais (www.turismo.mg.gov.br), midway between Rio de Janeiro and Brasilia, travellers
can find some of Brazil's best preserved colonial architecture. The state is named after the abundant gold and diamond
mines that transformed the state into a treasure trove of gold and baroque art. Some of the most ornate towns and cities
to visit in this part of the country include Diamantina (www.diamantina.mg.gov.br), Ouro Preto (www.ouropreto.org.br),
which translates as 'black gold', São João del−Rei (www.saojoaodelrei.mg.gov.br), and Mariana
(www.mariana.mg.gov.br), the oldest city in the state.

Sports

In 2009, Rio de Janeiro was selected to host the 2016 Summer Olympics (www.rio2016.org) and work has begun on
building and updating the city's aging (and inadequate) infrastructure.

Football/soccer (futbol) is by far the most popular sport in Brazil; it is played and watched with passionate enthusiasm,
and it can happen that businesses and schools will close during major events like the FIFA World Cup (to be hosted by
Brazil in 2014). Rio de Janeiro boasts the spectacular Maracanã Stadium (www.suderj.rj.gov.br/maracana.asp), South
America's largest, which had a capacity of 200 000 people at the time of the 1950 FIFA World Cup (for which it was built).
However, 60 years later, the stadium seats less than 85 000 spectators.

Basketball and volleyball are also very popular sports, as are tennis, water sports of all kinds, golf, horse−racing and
diving. Brazilians are avid auto−racing fans and Sao Paulo is the host of the annual Brazilian Formula 1 Grand Prix
(www.gpbrasil.com) at the Interlagos race course.

Brazil's coastline is popular with water sports aficionados. There is fantastic surfing on Brazil's beaches, and some
hotspots include Itacaré in Bahia, Cacimba do Padre on Fernando de Noronha, Joaquina Beach on Santa Catarina
Island, Pipa near Natal, and Saquarema in Rio state.

Similarly, there are excellent diving opportunities in the rich waters of coastal Brazil. Popular diving destinations are in the
protected marine park off the volcanic islands of Fernando de Noronha (www.noronha.pe.gov.br), 400 km offshore, in
northern Brazil, as well as off the coast of Angra dos Reis (www.angraonline.com), 140 km from Rio de Janeiro, where
300 islands offer themselves up for underwater exploration.

For simple swimming and beach sports, visits to the world−famous beaches of the Copacabana and Ipanema are a
must. Buzios (www.buziosturismo.com), Ilha de Tinhare in Bahia, Jericoacoara (www.jericoacoara.com) in Ceara
state and Praia do Rosa (www.praiadorosa.tur.br) near Florianopolis, are some of the other beautiful beaches along
Brazil's Atlantic coast; however, there are literally thousands to choose from.
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Mixing culture and sport, the Afro−Brazilian martial art/fight−dance form of capoeira (www.portalcapoeira.com), which
dates back to colonial times when it was developed by slaves, is characterised by the agile and acrobatic trickery of its
players and the distinct music that accompanies it. Capoeira today remains a culturally significant sport and art form, and
schools can be found in major cities across Brazil.

Finally, braving the wilderness of inland Brazil, there are numerous hiking opportunities in the many national parks, such
as Tijuca National Park (www.redeprotecaopnt.org.br), only 20 km away from Rio city centre and the world's largest
urban forest at 32 km2, or for a very different environment, the mountainous Diamantina National Park
(www.cidadedosdiamantes.com.br) in Bahia.

Sports and social clubs

Expatriates in Brazil have a good choice of sports of social clubs available to them.

Sports and social club information from ECA's Cost of Living Survey (where applicable, all costs are quoted in local
currency except where stated otherwise). Some clubs make an additional charge for the use of sports and/or social
facilities.

Brasilia

Academia Club 22
Setor de Clubes Esportivos Sul, Brasilia
(www.club22.com.br)
Sports facilities: gym, swimming, tennis, aerobics, football, volleyball
Social facilities:  bar, playground, restaurant, sauna
Single:
Couple:
Family:

130 (initial fee)   3240 (membership fee)
170 (initial fee)   6312 (membership fee)
255 (initial fee)   9300 (membership fee)

Initial fee: one−off payment
 

Clube de Golf de Brasilia
Setor de Clubes Esportivos Sul, Trecho 2 Lote 2, Brasilia, 70200−000
(www.golfebrasilia.com.br)
Sports facilities: golf
Social facilities:  bar, restaurant
Single:
Couple:

12000 (initial fee)   7008 (membership fee)
24000 (initial fee)   14016 (membership fee)

Initial fee: one−off payment
 

Companhia Athletica
Setor de Clubes Esportivos Sul, Trecho 2 Conjunto 32/33 Loja PO1, Brasilia
(www.ciaathletica.com.br)
Sports facilities: basketball, gym, squash, swimming
Social facilities:  playground, restaurant, sauna, dance
Single:
Child:

4596 (membership fee)
3372 (membership fee)

 

Iate Clube de Brasilia
Setor de Clubes Esportivos Norte, Brasilia
(www.iatebsb.com.br)
Sports facilities: badminton, sailing, swimming, tennis, aerobics, yoga, pilates, football, tai chi, volleyball,
ice skating, athletics
Social facilities:  playground, sauna, beauty salon, dance
Single:
Couple:
Child:

1175 (initial fee)   7056 (membership fee)
1175 (initial fee)   9192 (membership fee)
2136 (membership fee)

Initial fee: one−off payment
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Rio de Janeiro

Clube Dos Caicaras
Avenida Epitacio Pessoa, Lagoa, Rio de Janeiro
(www.caicaras.com.br)
Sports facilities: basketball, gym, sailing, swimming, tennis, aerobics, yoga, bowls, martial arts, pilates,
football, volleyball, spinning
Social facilities:  bar, billiards, playground, restaurant, sauna, beauty salon, dance
Single:
Family:

125200 (initial fee)   3960 (membership fee)
125200 (initial fee)   3960 (membership fee)

Initial fee: one−off payment
There is a waiting list for this club
 

Gavea Golf & Country Club
Estrada da Gavea 800, Sao Conrado, Rio de Janeiro, 22610−002
(www.gaveagolf.com.br)
 

Leme Tenis Clube
Rua Gustavo Sampaio 74, Leme, Rio de Janeiro, 22010−010
(www.ltc.com.br)
 

Marina Barra Clube
Estrada da Barra 777, Barra da Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro, 22611−201
(www.mbc.com.br)
Sports facilities: badminton, gym, sailing, squash, swimming, tennis, aerobics, yoga, martial arts, fishing,
football, handball, volleyball, athletics
Social facilities:  bar, playground, restaurant, sauna, solarium, beauty salon, snooker, dance
Family: 11200 (initial fee)   3480 (membership fee)
Initial fee: one−off payment
 

Paissandu Atletico Clube
Avenida Afranio Melo Franco 330, Rio de Janeiro, 22430−060
(www.paissandu.net)
Sports facilities: basketball, gym, squash, swimming, tennis, aerobics, yoga, bowls, football, volleyball
Social facilities:  bar, playground, restaurant, sauna, beauty salon, snooker, dance, massage, steam room
Single:
Couple:
Child:

20000 (initial fee)   3120 (membership fee)
20000 (initial fee)   3432 (membership fee)
312 (membership fee)

Initial fee: one−off payment
 

Salvador

Yacht Clube da Bahia
Avenida Sete de Setembre 3252, Ladeira da Barra, Barra, Salvador 41130−001
(www.icb.com.br)
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Sao Paulo

American Society of Sao Paulo
Rua de Paz 1431, Sao Paulo, 04713−001
(www.amsoc.com.br)
Single:
Family:

200 (membership fee)
300 (membership fee)

 

Clube Alto Dos Pinheiros
Rua Guerra Junqueiro 115, Sao Paulo, 05463−030
(www.clubeap.com.br)
Sports facilities: basketball, gym, swimming, tennis, aerobics, yoga, martial arts, pilates, football,
volleyball, athletics, gymnastics
Social facilities:  bar, library, playground, restaurant, sauna, beauty salon, bridge, snooker, cinema,
dance, creche
Single:
Couple:

5000 (initial fee)   3048 (membership fee)
7500 (initial fee)   6108 (membership fee)

Initial fee: one−off payment
Children under the age of 10 are included in couples' membership. There is an annual membership of
BRL 793 per child for children aged 11 and above.
 

Clube de Campo Sao Paulo
Praca Rockford 28, Sao Paulo, 04826−410
(www.ccsp.org.br)
Sports facilities: basketball, golf, gym, riding, sailing, swimming, tennis, football
Social facilities:  bar, library, playground, restaurant, sauna, snooker
Single:
Couple:
Child:

82000 (initial fee)   11376 (membership fee)
82000 (initial fee)   11376 (membership fee)
1896 (membership fee)

Initial fee: one−off payment
There is a waiting list for this club
 

Esporte Clube Pinheiros
Rua Angelina Maffei Vita 493, Sao Paulo, 01455−902
(www.ecp.org.br)
Sports facilities: badminton, basketball, gym, squash, swimming, tennis, aerobics, yoga, bowls, martial
arts, pilates, bowling, fencing, football, handball, rowing, skating, volleyball, athletics, gymnastics, boxing
Social facilities:  bar, billiards, library, playground, restaurant, sauna, bridge, dance
Single:
Family:

20702 (initial fee)   2652 (membership fee)
20702 (initial fee)   5316 (membership fee)

Initial fee: one−off payment
 

International Newcomers' Club
Job Lane 1030, Alto da Boa Vista , Sao Paulo, 04639−000
(www.newcomers−sp.com.br)
Single: 100 (membership fee)
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Further information

Foreign representation in Brazil

Argentina SHIS, QL 02, Conjunto 01, Casa 19, Lago Sul, 70442−900 Brasília , DF, tel: (61) 33647600
(www.brasil.embajada−argentina.gov.ar).
Australia SES (Setor de Embaixadas Sul), Av das Nacoes, Quadra 801, Conjunto K, Lote 7, 70200−010 Brasília, DF,
tel: (61) 32263111 (www.brazil.embassy.gov.au).
Austria SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 811, Lote 40, 70426−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34433111
(www.aussenministerium.at/brasilia).
Belgium SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 809, Lote 32, 70422−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34431133
(www.diplomatie.be/brasilia).
Canada SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 803, Lote 16, 70410−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34245400 (www.brazil.gc.ca,
www.dfait−maeci.gc.ca/brazil).
Chile SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 803, Lote 02, 70407−900 Brasilia, DF, tel: (61) 21035151 (chileabroad.gov.gl/brasil).
China SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 813, Lote 51, 70443−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 21958200 (br.chineseembassy.org).
Colombia SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 803, Lote 10, 70444−900 Brasilia, DF, tel: (61) 32268997
(www.cancilleria.gov.co/wps/portal/embajada_brasil).
Denmark SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 807, Lote 26, 70200−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 38784500
(www.ambbrasilia.um.dk).
Finland SES, Ave das Nações, Quadra 807, Lote 27, 70417−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34437151 (www.finlandia.org.br).
France SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 801, Lote 04, 70404−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 32223999
(www.ambafrance−br.org).
Germany SES, Ave das Nações, Quadra 807, Lote 25, 70415−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34427000
(www.brasilia.diplo.de).
Greece SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 805, Lote 22, 70480−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34436573
(www.emb−grecia.org.br).
Hong Kong SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 813, Lote 51, 70443−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 21958200
(br.chineseembassy.org).
India SHIS (Setor de Habitacoes Individuais Sul), QL 08, Conjunto 08, Casa 01, Lago Sul, 71620−285 Brasília, DF,
tel: (61) 32484006 (www.indianembassy.org.br).
Irish Republic SHIS, QL 12, Conjunto 05, Casa 09, Lago Sul, 71630−255 Brasília , DF, tel: (61) 32488800
(www.embassyofireland.org.br).
Italy SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 807, Lote 30, 70420−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34429900 (www.ambbrasilia.esteri.it).
Japan SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 811, Lote 39, 70425−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34424200
(www.br.emb−japan.go.jp).
Lebanon SES, Ave das Nacoes, Quadra 805, Lote 17, 70411−900 Brasilia, DF, tel: (61) 34435552 (www.libano.org.br).
Macau SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 813, Lote 51, 70443−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 21958200
(br.chineseembassy.org).
Namibia SHIS, QI 09, Conjunto 08, Casa 11, Lago Sul, 71625−080 Brasilia, DF, tel: (61) 32486274
(www.embassyofnamibia.org.br).
Netherlands SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 801, Lote 05, 70405−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 39613200 (www.mfa.nl/bra).
New Zealand SHIS, QI 09, Conjunto 16, Casa 01, 71625−160 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 32489900
(www.nzembassy.com/brazil).
Norway SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 807, Lote 28, 70418−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34438720 (www.noruega.org.br).
Peru SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 803, Lote 43, 70428−900 Brasilia, DF, tel: (61) 32429933 (www.embperu.org.br).
Portugal SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 801, Lote 02, 70402−900 Brasilia, DF, tel: (61) 30329600
(www.embaixadadeportugal.org.br).
Russia SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 801, Lote A, 70476−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 32233094 (www.brazil.mid.ru).
Senegal SEN, Av das Nacoes, Ql 12, Lote 18 , Conjunto 4, Lago Sul, 70800−400 Brasilia, DF, tel: (61) 32236110
(www.senebrasilia.org.br).
South Africa SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 801, Lote 06, 70406−900 Brasilia, DF, tel: (61) 33129500
(www.africadosul.org.br).
Spain SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 811, Lote 44, 70429−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 37011600
(www.maec.es/subwebs/embajadas/brasilia, www.culturaespanha.org.br).
Sweden SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 807, Lote 29, 70419−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34425200
(www.swedenabroad.com/brasilia).
Switzerland SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 811, Lote 41, 70448−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 34435500
(www.dfae.admin.ch/brasilia).
United Kingdom SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 801, Lote 8, 70408−900 Brasília, DF, tel: (61) 33292369
(www.ukinbrazil.fco.gov.uk).
United States of America SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 801, Lote 03, 70403−900 Brasilia, DF, tel: (61) 33127000
(brasilia.usembassy.gov, www.embaixadaamericana.org.br).
Uruguay SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 803, Lote 14, Brasilia 70450−900, DF, tel: (61) 33221200
(www.emburuguai.org.br).
Venezuela SES, Av das Nações, Quadra 803, Lote 13, 70451−900 Brasilia, DF, tel: (61) 21011011
(www.embvenezuela.org.br).
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Further information is available from the Brazilian Ministry of External Relations (www.mre.gov.br).

Representation overseas for Brazil

Australia 19 Forster Crescent, Yarralumla, ACT 2600, tel: (2) 62732372 (www.brazil.org.au).
Austria Pestalozzigasse 4, 1010 Vienna, tel: (1) 5120631 (www.brasil.or.at, www.brasilemb.at).
Belgium 350 Avenue Louise/Louisalaan, 1050 Brussels, tel: (2) 6263460 (www.brasbruxelas.be).
Canada 450 Wilbrod St, Ottawa ON K1N 6M8, tel: (613) 2371090 (www.brasembottawa.org).
China 27 Guang Hua Lu, Chao Yang District, Beijing 100600, tel: (10) 65322881 (www.brazil.org.cn).
Costa Rica Torre Mercedes, Piso 6, Paseo Colon, San Jose, Apdo. 10132−1000, tel: (2) 22956875
(www.embrasil.co.cr).
Denmark Kastelsvej 19, 3rd and 4th Fls, 2100 Copenhagen Ø, tel: 39206478 (www.brazil.dk).
El Salvador Blvd Sérgio Vieira de Mello 132, Col. San Benito, San Salvador, tel: 22234030 (www.brasil.org.sv).
Finland Itäinen puistotie 4B 1, 00140 Helsinki, tel: (9) 6841500 (www.brazil.fi).
France 34 cours Albert 1er, 75008 Paris, tel: (1) 45616300 (www.bresil.org).
Germany Wallstr. 57, 10179 Berlin, tel: (30) 726280 (www.brasilianische−botschaft.de).
Greece Plateia Philikis Etairias 14, 106 73 Athens, tel: (210) 7213039.
India 8 Aurangzeb Rd, New Delhi 110 011, tel: (11) 23017301 (www.brazilembassy.in).
Irish Republic Block 8, Harcourt Centre, Charlotte Way, Dublin 2, tel: (1) 4756000 (www.brazil.ie).
Italy Piazza Navona 14, 00186 Rome, tel: (06) 683981 (www.ambasciatadelbrasile.it).
Japan 2−11−12, Kita Aoyama, Minato−ku, Tokyo 107−8633, tel: (3) 34045211 (www.brasemb.or.jp).
Lebanon PO Box 40242, Baabda, Beirut, tel: (5) 921255.
Netherlands Mauritskade 19, 2514 HD The Hague, tel: (70) 3023959 (www.brazilianembassy.nl).
Netherlands Antilles Sta. Rosaweg 33 F, Willemstad, Curacao, tel: (9) 5250200 (www.brazilcuracao.com).
Norway Sigurd Syrsgt. 4, 0244 Oslo, tel: 22540730 (www.brasil.no).
Panama El Dorado, 1st fl, Calle Elvira Méndez y Avda Ricardo Arango, Campo Alegre, Panamá, tel: 2635322.
Portugal Quinta de Mil Flores, Estrada das Laranjeiras 144, 1649−021 Lisbon, tel: (21) 7248510
(www.embaixadadobrasil.pt).
Puerto Rico 3006 Massachusetts Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20008−3634, tel: (202) 2382700 (www.brasilemb.org).
Russia 121069 Moscow, ul. Bolshaya Nikitskaya 54, tel: (495) 3630366 (www.brasemb.ru).
Senegal Immeuble Fondation Fahd, 4e etage, Blvd Djily Mbaye, cnr Rue Macodou Ndiaye, BP 136, Dakar, tel: (33)
8231492.
South Africa Hillcrest Office Park, Woodpecker Pl, 1st Fl, 177 Dyer Rd, Hillcrest , Pretoria 0083, tel: (12) 3665200
(www.brazilianembassy.org.za).
Spain Calle Fernando el Santo 6, 28010 Madrid, tel: (91) 7004650 (www.brasil.es).
Sweden Odengt. 3, 114 24 Stockholm, tel: (8) 54516300 (www.brazilianembassy.se).
Switzerland Monbijoustrasse 68, 3007 Bern, tel: (31) 3718515 (www.brasbern.ch).
Trinidad and Tobago 18 Sweet Briar Rd, St Clair, Port of Spain, tel: 6225771 (www.brazilembtt.org).
United Kingdom 32 Green St, London W1K 7AT, tel: (20) 73999000 (www.brazil.org.uk, www.consbraslondres.com).
United States of America 3006 Massachusetts Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20008−3634, tel: (202) 2382700
(www.brasilemb.org).

Further information is available from the Brazilian Ministry of External Relations (www.mre.gov.br).

Trade organisations

American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham) for Brazil in Sao Paulo (www.amcham.com.br).
American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham) Rio de Janeiro (www.amchamrio.com.br).
Arab−Brasilian Chamber of Commerce (CCAB) (www.ccab.org.br).
Argentine−Brasilian Chamber of Commerce of Sao Paulo (www.camarbra.com.br).
Belgian−Luxembourgian Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Brazil (BELGALUX) (www.belgalux.com.br).
British Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Brazil (BRITCHAM) (www.britcham.com.br).
Danish−Brazilian Chamber of Commerce in Sao Paulo (danchamb.com.br).
Dutch−Brazilian Chamber of Commerce (Dutcham) (www.dutcham.com.br).
French−Brasilian Chamber of Commerce (www.ccfb.com.br).
German Chamber of Commerce and Industry Brazil (www.ahk.com.br).
Italo−Brasilian Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture (ITALCAM) (www.italcam.com.br).
Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Brazil (pt.camaradojapao.org.br).
Ministerio do Desenvolvimento, Industria e Comercio Exterior (www.mdic.gov.br).
Portal Comercio − Confederacao Nacional do Comercio de Bens, Servicos e Turismo
(www.portaldocomercio.org.br).
Spanish Chamber of Commerce in Brazil (www.camaraespanhola.org.br).
Swedish−Brazilian Chamber of Commerce (www.swedcham.com.br).
Swiss Brazilian Chamber of Commerce (SWISSCAM) (www.swisscam.com.br).
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Travel organisations

Association of Brazilian Travel Agencies (www.abav.com.br).
Brazilian Association of Hotel Industry (www.abih.com.br).
Brazilian Tourism Portal (www.embratur.gov.br, www.braziltour.com).
Ministry of Tourism (www.turismo.gov.br).
TurisRio − Tourism Company of the State of Rio de Janeiro (www.turisrio.rj.gov.br).

Home country rights and duties

Voting rights of expatriates

Each country has its own laws governing the voting rights of its citizens who are working/resident abroad and, where
expatriates are permitted to vote, the electoral arrangements vary (e.g. in some cases polling stations are installed at the
embassy while other countries require their nationals to appoint a proxy). Information is available from district electoral
registrars in the home country, from embassies and consulates and from the expatriates' organisations.

Military service

If military service is compulsory in the home country, expatriates are advised to check which regulations apply to them
and their families while abroad; in some instances failure to register and/or to fulfil the required service can result in
severe penalties.

US citizens are reminded that all US male citizens aged 18 are required to register (Selective Service System). Those
outside the US must register at their nearest US embassy or consulate, producing evidence of identification (preferably a
passport). Registration online (www.sss.gov).

Children born abroad

Children born abroad to expatriate parents may find their citizenship rights affected, either by the laws in the country of
assignment or by those of the home country. It is therefore very important to check on both sets of regulations well before
the child is born.

Further health information

The following health information is relevant to Brazil:

Bilharzia (schistosomiasis) is a disease caused by parasitic worms contracted when skin comes in contact with
contaminated fresh water in which certain types of snails that carry schistosomes are found. Symptoms include skin
rashes or itchy skin, fever, chills, coughs and muscle aches. The eggs of the parasite travel to the liver or pass into the
intestine or bladder. A safe and effective treatment (praziquantel) is available. When visiting infected areas, one should
avoid swimming or wading in fresh water. Swimming in the sea and in chlorinated swimming pools is generally safe.
Drinking water should be boiled for at least a minute to ensure the parasites are killed.

Chagas disease is a chronic incurable disease. It is transmitted by a group of blood sucking insects that reside in the
walls of mud or cane huts in poor rural areas. The insect bites at night and the disease develops within one or two
weeks. Symptoms include swelling of the eye on one side of the face, tiredness, fever, enlarged liver or spleen, swollen
lymph glands, and sometimes a rash, loss of appetite, diarrhoea, and vomiting. Prevention is via mosquito control
measures; vaccines are still in the experimental stages. There are drugs that are effective in some cases but not all
strains of the parasite are responsive to them.

Dengue fever is a viral disease, transmitted by an infected mosquito that bites during daylight hours. The incubation
period is usually between five and seven days. The most acute symptoms usually subside after a week but tiredness and
depression can last for weeks or months afterwards. Symptoms include fever, headache, joint pain, muscle pain,
lethargy, nausea and/or vomiting, loss of taste sensation, loss of appetite and pain behind the eyes. There is also a rash,
which usually develops three to four days after the appearance of the first symptoms. There is no vaccine against
dengue fever and visitors to risk areas should therefore take precautions to avoid mosquito bites in order to prevent
infection. Treatment should be based on the symptoms shown. Plentiful non−alcoholic fluids are essential. If bleeding or
confusion occurs medical help should be sought immediately.

Diphtheria is a bacterial disease that enters the body through the mouth and nose. Respiratory diphtheria primarily
affects the throat. Cutaneous diphtheria primarily affects the skin. Symptoms appear approximately five days after
exposure to the bacteria, although not all patients with diphtheria show the same symptoms. In the case of respiratory
diphtheria a visible grey membrane may form over the throat and tonsils causing breathing difficulties. Other symptoms
of respiratory diphtheria include sore throat, coughing, runny nose, fatigue, headache, fever, chills, nausea, vomiting,
enlarged lymph glands and increased heart rate. The symptoms of cutaneous diphtheria are usually milder but yellow
spots or sores may appear on the skin. Vaccination is spread over a period of 12 months. It can also help to avoid close
contact in crowded places. Treatment requires hospitalisation where the heart and breathing functions can be monitored.
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Food precautions are important in locations with poor sanitary conditions. All raw food has the potential to be
contaminated. Visitors should avoid salads, raw vegetables, unpasteurised milk and milk products, cold meat platters,
mayonnaise, creamy desserts, buffets, food from street vendors and dishes that have been allowed to stand at room
temperature for prolonged periods. Visitors should be particularly careful when ordering meats and seafood; they should
be well cooked and served piping hot. Shelled or skinned fruits, nuts and vegetables can be safe if peeled with care to
avoid contamination. It is important to remember to wash hands prior to eating.

Hepatitis A is a viral infection of the liver. It is usually acquired by drinking contaminated water or eating contaminated
food but the disease can also be transmitted by ingestion of the virus from one's own hands after touching a
contaminated object or person. Symptoms usually show two to six weeks after exposure to the bacteria and last one to
two weeks. Symptoms include general physical discomfort, loss of appetite, nausea, abdominal discomfort, dark urine
and jaundice. Vaccination is recommended for regular travellers or long−term visitors to risk areas. Alternatively the
substance 'immune globulin' offers temporary protection. Personal hygiene is of utmost importance and visitors should
take care to avoid contaminated food and water. There is no medicine or other treatment that will alleviate the symptoms
of hepatitis A. Most patients are advised to rest and to avoid intimate contact.

Hepatitis B is a viral infection affecting the liver. It is spread through contaminated blood and body fluids. For example,
through infected blood transfusions, unsterilised needles and syringes and through unprotected sexual intercourse. The
incubation period ranges between two weeks and six months. Symptoms include abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, loss
of appetite, jaundice, dark urine and there is a possibility of skin rashes and joint pain. Vaccination should be considered
for long−stay visitors or residents. The vaccination programme should be administered at least six months prior to
departure. In addition visitors should ensure that blood transfusions are screened, check that sterile needles and
syringes are used, avoid sharing needles for drugs, avoid tattoos and acupuncture and avoid unprotected sexual
intercourse. Treatment is usually via the substance Interferon, which boosts the immune system. Specialist medical
supervision is generally required.

HIV/AIDS: Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is a disease caused by the Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV). The disease is spread by sexual intercourse, unsterilised medical equipment, contaminated blood transfusions and
transplanted organs from infected donors. The virus is also passed from mother to child through pregnancy, childbirth
and/or breastfeeding. There is no vaccine. Visitors should ensure that blood transfusions are screened, check that sterile
needles and syringes are used, avoid sharing needles for drugs, avoid tattoos and acupuncture and avoid unprotected
sexual intercourse. There are drugs and drug combinations that are used to slow the virus down, but currently, there is
no cure to rid the body of HIV.

Insect precautions: In order to prevent mosquito and tick bites visitors should cover as much of their body as possible
with clothing. Insect repellents containing 30% DEET should be applied to exposed skin; these are effective against
mosquitoes, ticks, flies and fleas. At night sleep under mosquito netting and use a pyrethrum insecticide to spray the
room. Perfumes and colognes can attract mosquitoes and should therefore be avoided. Spraying clothing with
permanone can also be useful to repel insects before they land.

Jet lag is the term used to describe the effects of long−haul flying on the human body, resulting from the disruption of the
body clock, air pressure of the plane's cabin and lack of exercise. Symptoms include fatigue, disorientation, fuzziness,
irrationality, unreasonableness, dehydration, swelling of extremities and sleep disruption after arrival. There are several
precautions, which can be taken to prevent jet lag. For example the avoidance of alcohol and caffeine, the resetting of
watches to the destination time zone, the creation of a dark environment during the flight and the wearing of comfortable
shoes and clothes. Air travellers should also aim to get plenty of rest prior to the flight, to walk and stretch during the
flight and to drink plenty of fluids. Upon arrival it can help to avoid heavy meals, and intensive exercise prior to bedtime.
Visitors should also try to catch some sunlight, as this will assist the regulation of the body clock. There is also a
homeopathic remedy available for jet lag, which many travellers find to be effective.

Leishmaniasis is a parasitic disease. It is spread by infected sandflies. Sandflies are small and make no noise. They are
most active from dusk until dawn. Leishmaniasis comes in several forms including cutaneous, which causes skin sores
and is the most common, and visceral, which affects internal organs such as the liver or bone marrow.  Symptoms of
cutaneous leishmaniasis develop within a few weeks and include sores that change in appearance eventually looking
volcano−like. Swollen glands near the sores can also occur. Symptoms of visceral leishmaniasis develop over several
months and include fever, enlarged spleen and liver, weight loss, possibly swollen glands and abnormal blood tests. The
best way to prevent leishmaniasis is to avoid sandfly bites. There is currently no drug to prevent infections. Outdoor
activities between dusk and dawn should be avoided. Long sleeves and long trousers should be worn and insect
repellent used on exposed skin. Staying in screened, air−conditioned areas as much as possible is advised.

Malaria is a potentially fatal tropical disease, spread by the bite of an infected mosquito. The bite is most likely to occur
between sunset and sunrise. Symptoms include fever, sweating, headache, chills, generalised body ache, tiredness,
sore throat and diarrhoea. Symptoms can easily be mistaken for influenza. Anti−malarial medication, known as
prophylaxis, is important as a preventative measure but should be combined with measures to prevent mosquito bites.
Most anti−malarial medication needs to be started one week prior to travel. There are prescription drugs that can be used
to treat malaria, depending upon the type and circumstances. In the UK contact the Malaria Healthline (tel: 09065 508
908) for the latest advice.

Measles, mumps and rubella ('German measles'), are all viral infections. They are spread through sneezing, coughing
and close contact. Commonly referred to as MMR and known as 'childhood diseases', infections are often mild but can
become more serious. The majority of people infected with measles develop symptoms, such as: fever, rash, cough, red
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and painful eyes, swollen glands and loss of appetite. More serious complications can lead to pneumonia,
meningitis/encephalitis, diarrhoea and ear infections. About 60%−70% of those infected with mumps develop symptoms,
such as: painful and swollen glands in the cheeks, neck or under the jaw, fever, headache, abdominal pain and loss of
appetite. More serious complications can lead to swollen, painful testicles in older males, central nervous system
involvement is common, meningitis/encephalitis, pancreatitis and deafness, from which the majority of sufferers recover
at least partially. About 50%−75% of those who are infected with rubella develop symptoms, such as: low grade fever,
headache, conjunctivitis, rash, sore throat, cough, swollen glands, joint pains (mainly women) and loss of appetite. Both
mumps and rubella during pregnancy can lead to spontaneous abortion. Congenital rubella syndrome babies can be
born with: deafness, blindness, heart problems, brain damage and other serious problems. It is possible to get either a
combined vaccination or individual vaccinations against MMR. Young children are routinely vaccinated.

Meningitis is an infection of the membrane lining of the brain and spinal cord. There are several strains: A, B, C, Y and
W135. Symptoms appear suddenly and the patient can progress rapidly into a coma. Symptoms include vomiting,
headache, drowsiness, seizures, high temperature, joint aches, joint pain, stiff neck and photophobia. Some bacteria that
cause meningitis can also cause septicemia (blood poisoning). In the case of septicemia a rash will develop where the
spots will not turn white when pressed. Immunisation is effective against meningitis A, C, Y and W135. Visitors can also
reduce their risk of infection by avoiding overcrowded places and close contact with the local population. If meningitis is
suspected medical assistance should always be sought immediately. Treatment is hospital based.

Poliomyelitis (Polio) is caused by a virus transmitted via mucus from the nose or throat or by contaminated food and
drink. Symptoms include muscle pain, fever, sore throat, stomach−ache, and headache. In serious cases, paralysis can
occur once the virus spreads to the bloodstream. Vaccination or oral vaccination can be used to prevent polio; this needs
to be administered up to seven months prior to travel. Precautions with food and beverages should be taken and
overcrowded places should be avoided. There is no specific treatment for polio; each symptom should be treated
individually.

Rabies is a viral disease affecting both animals and humans; it targets the central nervous system. Rabies is contracted
from the saliva of a rabid animal, usually via a bite. The incubation period is generally between two and eight weeks but
can take months. Symptoms begin with itching around the bite, then rapidly progress to include headaches, fever,
spreading paralysis, confusion and aggression. Vaccination against rabies is available (and is spread over about 28
days) but visitors should still not approach or handle unknown animals. If bitten, medical assistance should be sought
immediately. The rabies vaccine can prevent the disease even if administered after a bite. If bitten by a domestic animal,
visitors should try to find out if the animal in question has been vaccinated against rabies and ask to see the certificate.

Sun protection is important when travelling to a country where temperatures and humidity are high. When exposed to
the sun, wear lightweight, loose−fitting clothing and a hat. Use a high protection sunscreen (SPF 15 or over) which
protects against both UVA and UVB rays; avoid exposure between 10am and 2pm when the sun is at its strongest; use
sunglasses to avoid the risk of cataracts and increase fluid intake. If heat exhaustion occurs it is vital to cool down as
quickly as possible and to drink plenty of fluids. If heat exhaustion is not treated it could develop into heat stroke with
symptoms of confusion, irrational behaviour, low blood pressure, shock, vomiting, shortness of breath and
unconsciousness. Seek medical advice immediately if the patient is in the intermediate stage between heat exhaustion
and heat stroke.

Tetanus is a disease caused by bacteria that normally live in soil. It is also known as 'lockjaw'. The bacteria enter the
body through a wound, then produce a toxin which spreads throughout the body. The first signs of infection are
restlessness, headache, and painful muscular contractions and spasms. Later on, the muscles in the torso become
cramped causing breathing difficulties. There is sometimes fever. Immunisation is usually given in three doses over a
period of 12 months and is highly protective. All wounds need to be thoroughly cleansed. If tetanus is suspected, medical
supervision should be sought immediately. A further vaccination may be necessary depending on the patient's tetanus
status.

Traveller's Diarrhoea is diarrhoea affecting international travellers when they move from a country with good sanitary
conditions to one with poor sanitary conditions. Symptoms include abdominal cramps, vomiting and fever as well as
diarrhoea lasting two or three days. Traveller's diarrhoea is hard to avoid especially in very high−risk areas. However,
visitors should still take precautions to avoid contaminated food and water. If affected by traveller's diarrhoea visitors
should eat bland foods and avoid alcohol and dairy products. Oral re−hydration solution is used for fluid replacement.
Anti−diarrhoeal agents and antibiotics can also help treat traveller's diarrhoea.

Tuberculosis (TB) is a bacterial disease affecting the lungs and sometimes other areas of the body. The TB germ is
carried on droplets in the air and can enter the body through the airway. In the early stages of the disease there may not
be any symptoms or there may be a flu−type illness. Later symptoms include slight fever, night sweats, weight loss and
fatigue. TB of the lung is usually associated with a dry cough leading later to a cough producing blood−stained sputum,
chest pain and shortness of breath. The BCG vaccination should be administered at least six weeks before departure.
The avoidance of overcrowded places and unpasteurised milk and dairy produce can also help to prevent the disease.
Antibiotics can be used to treat TB and food and rest are also needed.

Typhoid is a bacterial infection of the intestines. It is spread by the ingestion of contaminated food or water, although it
can also be transmitted from one person to another. Symptoms generally appear one to three weeks after exposure and
include fatigue, headache, fever, abdominal pain and sometimes constipation. At the end of the first week, dark−red
spots appear on the upper abdomen and lower chest. Later on there is a continuous fever, cough, diarrhoea, coma and
intestinal bleeding. Prevention is via vaccination or oral capsules but precautions with food and water should also be
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taken. Treatment is via intravenous fluids and electrolytes. Antibiotics are also given.

Water precautions are crucial in developing countries. Only canned or bottled carbonated drinks, beer, wine or boiled
drinks are relatively safe. Even so, visitors should check that mineral water bottles have not been refilled and recapped.
Ice cubes should always be avoided. The safest drinking vessels are those in which drinks are purchased (assuming
they are not wet); alternatively disposable cups or straws can be used. Water for tooth brushing and mouth washing
should be boiled or chemically treated. In addition visitors should not swim or fish in polluted waters.

Yellow fever is a mosquito−borne viral infection. Once bitten by the mosquito, the disease produces symptoms within
three to six days. Symptoms include fever, muscle pain, headache, shivers, appetite loss, nausea and/or vomiting. Most
patients improve after three to four days although some patients enter a toxic phase within 24 hours. In the toxic phase
the patient develops jaundice, abdominal pain and vomiting. Vaccination is the most important measure of prevention but
mosquito control measures should also be followed. There is no specific treatment for yellow fever. However,
dehydration can be corrected with oral re−hydration salts and measures can be taken to reduce fever.

Water purification

Many health problems encountered abroad occur as a result of consuming contaminated water (in the form of cooking,
drinking or ice cubes in drinks). Boiling water, using iodine or filters can help reduce exposure to bacteria, viruses and
parasites. In developed countries visitors can drink the water safely from public supplies, but in many developing
countries the water supply contains bacteria and it is advisable to take precautions by purifying water using the following
means:

Boiling: Boiling is probably the simplest method of purifying water and killing bacteria. First strain the water with a clean
cloth to remove floating particles and debris, then bring to a vigorous boil for more than five minutes − if at a high altitude,
water boils at a lower temperature, so germs may still be present; a longer boiling time may therefore be necessary.

Iodine: An inexpensive way to purify water where boiling is not possible. Adding either an iodine tablet or tincture of
iodine to water (in the right proportion) will kill most micro−organisms. It is important to let the iodine do its work; after
adding the iodine, let the water stand for at least thirty minutes before drinking. Ideally, prepare the water the night
before. The main disadvantage is the strong iodine taste. This method of purification is not recommended over long
periods or for pregnant women and those with a history of thyroid disease.

Filters: Water filters clean water by passing it through a mesh of a certain pore size to screen contaminants. Some filters
include iodine matrixes that kill viruses and bacteria without passing too much iodine into the water. Filters with a pore
size of one micron or less are most effective (a filter of 0.4 microns is suggested). This method is preferable to those
mentioned above.

Medical kits

When travelling abroad, especially in areas with poor medical facilities or regions where common first aid items may not
be available, it is worth carrying a basic medical kit. A kit will allow effective and early treatment and prevent minor
medical problems from becoming major ones. While persistent ailments should be brought to the attention of a local
medic, visitors should have the name and telephone number of their regular physician who may need to be contacted for
additional information. If the traveller suffers from a medical condition, e.g. blood pressure, diabetes or a heart
disorder/disease, it is suggested they stock up on currently prescribed medications. The outside of the pack should
contain details of the traveller's blood group.

Suggestions for the contents of a basic medical kit: sterile, absorbent, breathable, non−adhesive dressings; sterile,
absorbent, breathable, adhesive dressings; sterile dressings/bandages for dealing with severe bleeding; a triangular cloth
bandage for fractures, slings, or sprains; crêpe bandages that stretch without restricting blood flow; elastic wraps for
wrist, knee, ankle or elbow support; antiseptic wipes; surgical tape (tears without scissors for applying non−adhesive
dressings); breathable stretch fabric plasters; tweezers; scissors and safety pins. In addition: children's medicines;
re−hydration treatment (to restore lost salts and fluids); oil of cloves (for toothaches); antihistamines (for allergies);
diarrhoea relief; travel sickness relief; mild painkillers; sun protection; insect repellents and soothing cream for insect
bites. It may also be useful to pack disposable instant−activating cold packs (for cooling injuries and burns), rubber
gloves (to protect hands and to reduce risk of infection if treating wounds) and a thermometer.

Information for expatriates

American Citizens Abroad (ACA) (www.aca.ch). A non−profit association dedicated to serving and defending the
interests of individual US citizens worldwide; members receive a regular publication, the ACA News Report.

Federation of American Women's Clubs Overseas (FAWCO) (www.fawco.org). A support network for American
women expatriates. It is a non−profit international network of clubs, particularly active in the fields of US citizens'
concerns, education, environmental protection and women's and children's rights.
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British Council (www.britishcouncil.org). The UK's international organisation for educational and cultural relations and is
a valuable source of information for English−speaking expatriates.

Goethe−Institut (www.goethe.de). A worldwide, non−profit organisation offering cultural and social activities for
German−speaking expatriates and promoting the German language and culture. It is partially funded by the German
Foreign Ministry.

Maison des Français de l'étranger (www.expatries.org). A department of the French foreign ministry providing services
for French expatriates; publishes Le Livret du Français à l'étranger and individual country studies.

Net Expat (www.netexpat.com). Provide recruitment assistance to the spouses of expatriate employees in the host
country. They operate internationally and offer their services to the original expatriate's multinational company only − not
to individuals.

Organisation des Suisses de l'étranger (OSE) (www.aso.ch). Assistance for Swiss citizens going to live and work
abroad.

Union des Français de l'Etranger (UFE) (www.ufe.asso.fr). Useful information and network for French nationals
overseas. Members receive a monthly review, La Voix de France.

ECA International (e−mail: eca@eca−international.com; web site: www.eca−international.com). Client support and
consultancy services for expatriates through its worldwide offices:

London: ECA International Ltd, Anchor House, 15 Britten Street, London SW3 3TY, UK
(tel: +44 (0)20 7351 5000; fax: +44 (0)20 7351 9396).

• 

Hong Kong: ECA International Ltd, 1305, 13/F, ING Tower, 308 Des Voeux Road, Central, Hong Kong SAR
(tel: +852 2121 2388; fax: +852 2121 2268).

• 

New York: ECA International LLC, Rockefeller Center, 1230 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 730, New York, NY
10020, USA (tel: +1 212 582 2333; fax: +1 212 582 0338).

• 

Sydney: ECA International Pty Ltd, Suite 8.06, 6A Glen Street, Milsons Point, NSW 2061, Sydney, Australia
(tel: +61 (0)2 8923 5400; fax: +61 (0)2 8923 5401).

• 

Rome: ECA Italia, Via Gaetano Astolfi, 5, 00149 Rome (tel: +39 (0)6 55301205−2141; fax: +39 (0)6 55302385);
Milan: ECA Italia, Via Antonio da Recanate, 1, 20124 Milan (tel: +39 (0)2 66703262; fax: +39 (0)2 66987159)
(www.ecaitalia.com). Espatriate Key Solutions (EKS) (www.ecaitalia.com/inglese/outsourcing_En.htm).

• 

Background reading

CultureGrams (www.culturegrams.com). Publishes briefings describing a nation's background, society, people's daily
living patterns, customs, courtesies and lifestyles for a wide range of countries.

Expat Network Ltd (www.expatnetwork.com). Publishers of Nexus Expatriate Magazine, a monthly publication
containing location reports and overseas employment opportunities.

How To Books Ltd (www.howtobooks.co.uk/abroad). Includes over 40 locations. Updated regularly, covering
immigration, education, housing, health, economic and leisure issues.

Intercultural Press, Inc (www.interculturalpress.com). Publishes a wide range of guides for expatriates.

Going Dutch in Beijing, by Mark McCrum, published by Profile Books, 2008. A  light−hearted guide to manners, attitudes
and customs around the world (www.goingdutchinbeijing.blogspot.com).

The following is a general list of popular travel guides that may be available for Brazil:

Baedeker (www.baedeker.com).
Berlitz (www.berlitzpublishing.com).
Blue Guides (www.blueguides.com).
Bradt travel guides (www.bradt−travelguides.com).
Cadogan Guides (www.cadoganguides.com).
DK Eyewitness Travel (www.dk.com).
Fodor's (www.fodors.com).
Footprint Travel Guides (www.footprintguides.com).
Frommer's Travel Guides (www.frommers.com).
In Your Pocket (www.inyourpocket.com).
Le Guide du Routard (www.routard.com).
Let's Go Travel Guides (www.letsgo.com).
Lonely Planet (www.lonelyplanet.com).
Michelin Travel Publications (www.michelintravel.com).
Moon Travel Guides (www.moon.com).
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Rough Guides (www.roughguides.com).
Time Out (www.timeout.com).

Internet book suppliers

Increasing in popularity among expatriates with worldwide airmail deliveries. Available from a number of sites, including:

Amazon.com (www.amazon.com).
Barnes & Noble (www.barnesandnoble.com).
BOL (www.bol.com).
Dymocks Booksellers (www.dymocks.com.au).
Schoenhof's Foreign Books (www.europaforeignbooks.com). US online bookshop that specialises in foreign language
literature.

The following specialise in maps and travel guides:

Freytag & Berndt (www.freytagberndt.at).
Reise Know−How (www.reise−know−how.de).
Stanfords (www.stanfords.co.uk).
The Globe Corner Bookstores (www.globecorner.com).

Expatriate networking sites

Country−specific and general interest sites:

@llo' Expat (www.alloexpat.com).
AsiaXPAT (www.asiaxpat.com).
British Expat (www.britishexpat.com).
CanuckAbroad (www.canuckabroad.com).
Easy Expat (www.easyexpat.com).
Expat−blog (www.expat−blog.com).
ExpatExchange (www.expatexchange.com).
ExpatFinder (www.expatfinder.com).
Expatriates.com (www.expatriates.com).
Expat Focus (www.expatfocus.com).
ExpatWoman (www.expatwoman.com).
EuroCircle (www.eurocircle.com).
Hestia Expatriate Consultants (www.hestianet.nl) (in Dutch).
iAgora (www.iagora.com).
Webexp@t (www.webexpat.com/html/services/Default.htm) (in French).

Additional information

Brazil − Culture Smart! A quick guide to customs and etiquette, by Sandra Branco, published by Kuperard Publishing
Company, 2006.

Fodor's Brazil Gold Guide, published by Fodor's, 5th Edition, 2008.

Footprint Brazil Handbook, by Alex Robinson, published by Footprint Handbooks, 5th Edition, 2007.

Fodor's Rio de Janeiro & Sao Paulo, published by Fodor's, 1st Edition, 2008.

Frommer's Brazil, by Shawn Blore and Alexandra de Vries, published by Frommer's, 4th Edition, 2008.

Insight Guide to Brazil, published by Insight Guides, 2009.

Lonely Planet Brazil, by Regis St Louis, published by Lonely Planet, 7th Edition, 2008.

Lonely Planet Rio de Janeiro City Guide, by Regis St Louis, published by Lonely Planet, 6th Edition, 2008.

Moon Handbooks Brazil, by Michael Sommers, published by Avalon Travel Publishing, 2nd Edition, 2009.

The Rough Guide to Brazil, by Oliver Marshal et al., published by Rough Guides, 7th Edition, 2009.

Time Out Rio de Janeiro, published by Time Out, 2007.

Online resources, including local expatriate sites:
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American Society of Rio de Janeiro (www.americansociety.org.br).

American Society of Sao Paulo (www.americansociety.com.br).

Belgian Club Brasil (www.belgianclub.com.br).

Brazilink Brazil (www.brazilink.org). Social, political and economic news and information resources related to Brazil.

Brazil − Latin American Network Information Center (LANIC) (www.lanic.utexas.edu/la/brazil/). Excellent information
resource for all things Brazilian, with hundreds of links.

Brazilmax.com − The hip guide to Brazil (www.brazilmax.com).

Brazzil Magazine (www.brazzil.com). Good collection of Brazil−related articles.

British and Commonwealth Society Rio de Janeiro (www.bcsrio.org.br).

Gringoes (www.gringoes.com). Brazilian expatriate site, containing a wealth of relevant information for those living in
Brazil.

International Club Rio (www.incrio.org.br).

International Newcomers Club Sao Paulo (www.newcomers−sp.com.br).

InterNations' Expat Community Brazil (www.internations.org/expats/home/brazil).

International Women's Club of Parana (www.iwcpbrasil.com.br). Based in Curitiba. 

Round Table Club Brazil (www.rtbrazil.com).

St Andrew Society of Sao Paulo (www.standrews.com.br).
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Notes

UBS disclaimer

For UBS employees on International Assignment, ECA wishes to remind you that certain information and references to
specific vendors in this brochure will not apply to you. This guide is intended to give you an overview of your host location
and should not be used as a reference for specific vendors or data. Therefore, you should carefully read the terms &
conditions of your International Assignment Letter and the UBS Assignment Policy applicable to your circumstance. If you
have any questions regarding the applicability of this brochure to your situation, you should contact your UBS
International Assignment Manager.

Updates

This report was last updated on 25 February 2010.
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About ECA International

ECA is the world's leader in the development and provision of solutions for the management and assignment of
employees around the world. Our highly skilled teams help to ensure that businesses' international assignments operate
efficiently and cost−effectively.

Delivering data, expertise, systems and support in formats which suit its clients, ECA's offer includes a complete
'out−source' package of calculations, advice and services for companies with little international assignment management
experience or resource; subscriptions to comprehensive online information and software systems for companies with
larger requirements; and custom policy and system development projects for companies who manage thousands of
international assignees around the world.

Terms of use

Please see the terms and conditions at www.eca−international.com, and the section "Proprietary Rights" therein, for the
terms upon which you are granted the right to use the intellectual property rights which relate to this document.

Data and services available from www.eca−international.com

Registered users of ECA's website can access a number of reports and services online.

Calculations and reports available to buy from the shop

Individual reports Calculations

Accommodation Reports• 

Country Profiles• 

Daily Rates• 

Expatriate Salary Management Survey• 

Managing Mobility Survey• 

Salary Trends Surveys• 

Tax Reports• 

Choosing A Salary System• 

Location Allowances• 

Gross−to−Net• 

Net−to−Gross• 

Build−up• 

Online data, tools and information available by subscription

See the full range of available online data, tools and information according to your subscription (or trial data if you haven't
subscribed) in the MyECA section of the website, including:

Reports Calculators

Accommodation Reports• 

Benefits Reports• 

Cost of Living Reports• 

Country Profiles• 

Country Security Reports• 

Daily Rates• 

Expatriate Market Pay Reports• 

Labour Law Reports• 

Location Ratings• 

Office Staff Market Pay Reports• 

Salary Trends Surveys• 

Social Security Reports• 

Build−up• 

Cost of living• 

Location allowances• 

Short−term allowances• 

Tax• 

Exchange rates• 

Inflation rates• 
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Tax Reports• 

To modify or upgrade your MyECA subscriptions, please contact us.

Training and conferences

Browse and book online for ECA's training courses, discussion groups and conferences.

Surveys

Take part in selected ECA surveys and get the results free. See Surveys in the MyECA section of
www.eca−international.com.

More...

ECA's service portfolio extends beyond these online services. If you can't find exactly what you're looking for, or have a
question about any of ECA's services, please contact us and we'll be delighted to help.

Further services available from ECA

ECA's world−class data and years of experience in the international assignment arena mean that it is perfectly placed to
provide a broad range of solutions designed to your particular needs, including:

policy design and review• 

assignment costings• 

individual salary calculations and assignment letters• 

benchmarking surveys• 

customised data• 

system design and implementation• 

standard and custom software, programs and applications.• 

For more information, please see www.eca−international.com or contact us.

Contact us

For help, queries or to find out more about ECA's services, please visit www.eca−international.com, email
eca@eca−international.com or call us:

London +44 (0)20 7351 5000 Hong Kong +852 2121 2388

New York +1 212 582 2333 Sydney +61 (0)2 8923 5400
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ECA International London +44 (0)20 7351 5000 New York +1 212 582 2333 Hong Kong +852 2121 2388 Sydney +61 2 8923 5400

www.eca−international.com
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